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AUIHOR'S NOTE 

The author's interest in public utility finance began to de-
l wop in 1920 when, as an employee of a public utility com

pany, he participated in "customer ownership" campaigns and 
watched the financial development of his employer company. 
During this period contacts and acquaintances were made, and 
later, circumstances permitted their expansion to a circle of 
utility executives without whose friendly assistance the writ
ers resea.rcb in problems of public utility finance would have 
been quite impossible. The "friendly assistance" was seldom 
accompanied by complete agreement in ideas, but equally 
seldom was it a medium for conveying false information or 
a barrier to facts. Patient and time-consuming co-operation 
on the part of utility executives, in interviews and by cor
respondence, has aided materially in the preparation of this 
study and in other resea.rcb projects. 

Equally co-operative and helpful were investment bankers 
whose interest in the subject matter of this study was in com
mon with the writer's. Mere acknowledgment is small pay
ment for the assistance rendered by the business men in the 
utility industry and in the banking field. 

The staff of the Bureau of Business Research performed 
its usual indispensable functions in the preparation of manu
script, editing, and proofreading. Particular acknowledgment 
is due to Mr. Roy Lyon, Research Assistant in the Bureau, 
for his careful work on the technical task of compiling the 
statistical evidence used in the treatment of the subject of 
diversification in Chapter S, and for assisting in the laborious 
task of classification which is the basis for discussion in the 
earlier chapters. Colleagues on the facuIty of the School of 
Business Administration were more than helpful with their 
suggestions and criticisms. 

The author assumes all responsibility for the reasoning 
and conclusions contained in this study. It should be empha
sized at the outset, however, that these conclusions consti
tute no more than suggested lines of reasoning which attempt 
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an onlerly and logical presentation of the questions involved. 
Tbeyare not intended to apply categoric:a.lly to the financial 
practices of all utilities nor to the policies of all bolding com
panies. If they serve as an outline for discriminating study 
of specific problems and situations, their enumeration bas not 
been in vain.. • 

Ann Arbor, Michigan 
May, 1936 

MEilWIN If. WATERMAN 
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PUBLIC UTILITY FINANCING, 1930-35 

SUMMARY AND CoNCLUSIONS 

The critic of public utility financial policies and practices 
who approaches his subject with prejudice is certain to be 
wrongj and equally wrong will be the utility company 
management that is set in its ways and policies. The utility 
situation is inherently dynamic. Conditions affecting the in
dustry are in a constant state of flux. and the evolutionary 
process is carrying the utility business through and into ever 
changing operating and financial phenomena .. Unwillingness 
or inability to adapt financial policies to these new and chang
ing conditions must inevitably lead the industry to the same 
fate that faces the country's railroads. An important although 
not the major contributing factor to the present-day rail
road defaults lies in adherence to financial policies that char
acterized the pioneering ~ of that industry. There has 
been almost no adaptation to changing conditions, and now the 
status of many railroad companies seems hopeless. If the 
utility industry should likewise persist in the policies which 
characterized its pioneering days and whiC;h may have been 
partially justified in that stage of its develOj,ment, the inevit
able end will be financial chaos. 

This study was begun with the conviction "that utility finan
cial policies do have and will continue to have an important 
influence on the ability of utilities to meet their obligations 
to customers and investors. The immediate subjects of in
vestigation were the financial practices of the utilities as they 
are reflected in the purposes and uses of security contracts 
and in the financial relationships between operating and hold
ing companies. As the study progressed it became evident 
that the existence of a great variety of practices and situations 
would preclude any number of broad general conclusions, 
but data were available from which suggestive recommenda
tions could be built. In a sense, this study raises more ques
tions than it answers, but it is believed that questions, ade-

[1] 
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quately annotated and provided with material for intelligent 
consideration, may prove as valuable in the solution of spe
cific problems as would categorical conclusions. 

Analysis of the utility financing which took place during 
the years 1930 to 1935 leads to some interesting and signifi
cant conclusions regarding financial policies in 4 the industry. 
There was a complete change of motivation during the period 
which was closely related to the economic and political char
acteristics of the depression. On the verge of recovery, the 
utilities were still handicapped by factors which precluded 
the sale of other than refunding issues. The economic and 
legal conditions of the investment market, as well as those 
pertaining to the utility industry itself, led to changes in 
capital contracts and methods of security distribution. Some 
of these changes seem quite illogical, while others exemplify 
practices that were of material benefit to the industry, its 
consumers and its investors. 

Consideration of the financial implications of holding 
company afIiliations in the public utility field involves one 
in complexities, claims, and counterclaims that defy classifi
cation. The entire holding company terrain, having been the 
battleground of so many investigations with varying degrees 
of bias, has been trampled into unrecognizable shape by the 
armies pf facts and fictions generaled by Congressmen, Sena
tors, hired propagandists, lobbyists, and other soldiers of for
tune. As a matter of reasonable £act. the author's previously 
written conclusion, reached after an earlier analysis of hold
ing company policies in general, still holds true: "There is 
some good in the worst of them and some bad in the best of 
them.'" 

In the present study a number of particular points of finan
cial contact between holding companies and subsidiaries were 
chosen for observation. It is evident that public utility hold
ing companies are becoming less and less dfective as fi nancial 
instruments necessary to the welfare of the utility industry. 
The weaknesses that onoe may have justified parental 

1 "FiDaacial Policiea of Publie UlililJ HoicIiDg CompaDieo, D MicIoig_ B_ 
;".., SlWiR, VoL V, No. I (1932). 

[2] 
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amstam:e in matters of finance have tended to disappear in 
those holding company systems whose subsidiaries have been 
devdoped with a reasonable degree of respect for principles 
of good management. In the fidd of financial activity the 
future public utility holding company will be forced to find 
a new justification £or itself, and this will be 1arge1y in terms 
of the investment trust ideal. Advantages of diversification 
claimed for holding companies have failed to materialize ex
cept as they apply to long-time trends. This all serves to 
indicate that the combination of reasonably sized operating 
utilities adds but little to the financial stability of the industry 
and that holding company financial operations beyond those 
involved in making equity investments will be inaeasingly 
hard to justify. 

INTllODUCTION 

Since 1929 the utility industry has lived through a very 
trying but, from the standpoint of the analyst, a very inter
esting period. The technical problems of production, trans
mission, construction, and the like, although not completdy 
obliterated, have been forced very much into the background. 
In their stead have risen problems of sdf-piCSU vation which 
have been essentially business problems: those of load build
ing, rate making, and financing. The last has assumed par
ticular importance because of this industry's participation, -
along with every other industry, in the financial exteS"CS of 
the years just prior to 1930. 

The crash of 1929 and its subsequent reverberations mag
nified the fact that public utility finance is a very important 
phenomenon. By its very nature the utility business is one 
requiring large capital commitments, and partly as a resolt of 
this fact investors in the industry are many and diverse. Fur
ther, the use of the holding company form and its domina
tion of the industry have led to multiplication of the number 
of investors. These conditions have caused the public utility 
business to become "vested with a public interest" quite dif
ferent from that to which the legalists are wont to point in 
their discussions of the rdationships between utilities and con
sumers of utility services. 

[3] 
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It is the purpose of this study to take cognizance of this 
public interest in public utility finance by offering the results 
of an analysis of utility financing during the years 1930 to 
1935. The history of this short six-year period aHords the 
opportunity to observe rather radical changes itt methods and 
purposes of capital raising which will be made the basis for 
most of the subsequent discussion. It is to be hoped that aiti
cal analysis of these changes will provide a clear and unbiased 
picture of the industry's financial problems and perhaps give 
rise to some reasonable suggestions as to their acceptable 
solution. 

Obviously no current discussion of utility aHairs can avoid 
the holding company problem, but this study will avoid it 
except in so far as it is related to matters of utility finance. 
In that respect it plays a part sufficient to justify its consti
tuting the subject of two chapters of this monograph. 

For the most part the usual sources of published infor
mation were used in obtaining the data compiled in connec
tion with this study. The Commercial and Financial Chroni
cle's records of security offerings comprised the main source 
of that information, and these were supplemented by Moody's 
reports on the subject. 1 The various classifications of offer
ings were arrived at after examination of the characteristics 
of each issue and offering. Every effort was made to assure 
the greatest possible accuracy in the classifications and com
pilation, a card file being built up with a card record for 
every issue of domestic utility corporations in the years sub
sequent to 1929. The writer well recognizes that, particularly 
for the years 1930 to 1932 inclusive, the possibilities for error 
and omission were rather great. For the subsequent years, 
improvement in publicity standards assured a completeness 
of information which gives greater authenticity to the classi
fications than was possible for the earlier years. However 

1 The amOODts of total utt1ity financing mrd for daaifinriOD is tbiI-...,. 
ezcecd th ... _ell by the C--m.l -.l F"-'ciM CiInnIidI iD ito periodic 
~ Oft "Character and Grouping of New CorpoRtC Ismes in the Uuited 
Statcs." This fact gives some U5Urance re~rding the iDd.osi~ of the dati. 
upon which this .. udy is haJed. 

(4) 
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inaccurate the actual dollar figures may be, the relationships 
developed by the classification and the comparisons of year Iy 
totals are believed to present a reasonably accurate picture 
of the changing characteristics of utility financing. 

For all utility financing effected since the passage of the 
Securities Act, analysis was based on the information fur
nished in the prospectuses issued in connection with public 
offerings. In the instances of unregistered offerings, the issuers 
c<Hlperated in most cases by furnishing the writer with the 
necessary comparable data. Thus, practically all financing by 
domestic operating and holding companies was included in 
the study. 

In general the comments in this study are confined to the 
gas and electric companies as comprising the major part of the 
public utility industry. There are occasional references to elec
tric railway and communications companies, usually as ex
ceptions to remarks applying to the gas and electric branches 
of the industry. This specialized consideration is justified, not 
by the fact that the railway and communications divisions pre
sent no financial problems but by the fact that their problems 
are so different as to preclude satisfactory concurrent discussion.' 

I The atatistics on security offerings do include, however,. the issues of 
electric railway and communications companies. 

[5] 



CHAPTEllI 

PURPOSE AND MOTIVATION 
• 

A good background against which to view the retlCIlt finan-
cial problems of public utilities may be achieved by painting 
with statistics of total financing colored with the details of 
motivation. Table 1 not only sets forth the changing annual 
totals of capital issues but also indicates the changing purposes 
which actuated the financing. It is first to be noted that in 
1930 the grand total of financing done was not at a depres
sion level but rather approached the two and one-half billion 
dollar mark which had measured the approximate amount of 
security flotations for the better yeaI$ of 1921 to 1929. The 
decrease to the nominal figure of less than $93,000,000 £or 
total offerings in 1933 is doubtless the reflection of two facts 
that will be discussed subsequendy: the lack of investment in
centive and the passage of the Securities Act of 1933. The in
Crease in 1934, although resulting in financing in terms of hun
dreds of millions, still failed to restore the volume which 
characterized the industry in the so-called boom days. Not 
until 1935 was there a recurrence of a billion dollar year. 
:Behind these facts are questions of causation which demand 
further consideration, and it is the purpose of the immediately 
subsequent discussion to present these questions together with 
certain factors which may contribute to answers. 

ExPAHSlON FDiANClNG 

It seems safe to assume that the amount and character of 
financing in any industry constitute important barometric read
ings, indicating the extent to which the industry is progress
ing and the conditions which surround its operation. Reference 
to the purpose classification in Table 1 shows that funds de
voted to expansion comprised an ever decn:asing amount until 
1935 __ d the upturn in that year was relatively insig
nificant. Even the inclusion of funding operations, which so 
often are the direct result of delayed capital financing. failed 

[6J 
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~ Purp ... 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934- 1935 
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to intluence the trend except to introduce the lag that might 
be expected under such conditions. The expansion needs of 
the industry thus reflected in its financing are characterized 
by a decided staying power through 1930 and subsequent 
drastic decline to the point of practical disappearance. 

Why the industry continued to sell securities through the 
year 1930 may be ~ in large part to the apparent accept
ance of a ''boot-strap'' philosophy which dictated a continuance 
of the industry's expansion program beyond the point of im
mediate needs. It will be reca.lled that shortly after the stock 
market crash in 1929 President Hoover called a series of 
industrial conferences designed to encourage a renewal or 
speed-up of construction activities. Among the several con
ferences was that of the utility industry held in Washington 
on November 27, 1929, on which occasion the utility execu
tives assured Mr. Hoover that, in the interests of prosperity, 
they would spend over $1,800,000,000 during 1930 for "con
struction, expansion of facilities, and maintenance of existing 
properties!' Mr. M. S. Sloane, then President of the National 
Electric Light Association, stated: "The electric light and pow
er, manufactured and natural gas and electric railway utilities 
contemplate the expenditure of $1,400,000,000 during 
1930 for new construction and expansion of facilities, an in
crease over the corresponding expenditures for 1931 of 
$11 O,OQO,OOO." I 

Precisely how far the industry went in the fulfillment of 
its "rontemplated" program, it is difficult to say, but there is 
exery indication that the spirit of the resolution was carried 
out. In previous years much of the so-called expansion financ
ing had been devoted to the expansion of holding rompany 
systems through the purchase of new companies, but by 1930 
such activities had been somewhat retarded by market condi
tions. It may therefore be concluded that the $1,916,794,855 
labelled "expansion" in Table 1 was spent largely for the 
purpose of new construction. 

The eventually recognized hopelessness of such vain ef
forts to create demand by increasing capacity is reflected in 

1 At ftPOrted in the Nev Ydt'l Titus, November 28, 1929. 

[8J 
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the picture of financing after 1931. The use of money for 
expansion purposes practically ceased, while funding opera
tions were continued only long enough to convert bank loans 
and short-time financing into long-time contracts. Certainly 
this records a significant lesson of experience which, once 
learned, should not be forgotten. The main business of public 
utility companies comprises the generation of gas and elec
tricity and not the generation of economic demands. Incident
ally, the failure of the utilities' magnanimous spending to 
effect material improvement in business might well have been 
taken as indicative of results to be expected from more recent
ly planned and currently attempted programs of governmental 
expenditure designed to encourage demand for both producers' 
and consumers' goods. 

Performance figures in the three major branches of the 
utility industry taken together registered a drop of 16 per 
cent from 1930 to the low levels of 1932 and 1933. Kilo
watt-hour production went down thirteen billion from 96 
to 83; telephones in the American Telephone and Telegraph 
system declined three million from 18.4 to 15.4; and pro
duction of manufactured and natural gas went from 2.3 billion 
cubic feet to 1.9 billion, a drop of four hundred million" Cer
tainly' in such conditions there was no motivation for expan
sion,- nor can there be such until the excess capacities created 
by depression losses are near full utilization. In 1935, how
ever, electric power production reached and passed its 1930 
record and in that year we find the first increase in expansion 
financing. In 1934, only $6,233,800 of utility financing, or 
3 per cent of the year's small total, could, by any stretch of 
the imagination, have been caused by expansion requirements 
of the industry. From 1935 data we are able to compute 
nearly a 200 per cent increase in this item, which jumped to 
$17,659,000. Of course, when this is compared with 1930's 
two-billion-dollar' expansion financing, or even with the eight 
hundred million' of 1931, it is still woefully small, but at 
least it evidences a move in an encouraging direction. 

2- Induatry statistic&: contained in Moodys manual of Puhlic UUlitUs . 
• These two fi.gures include some: monies used for holding 'COmpany system 

apamion u wen_as those u~d for physical expansion. 

[9] 
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There is little question that most of 1935's "new money" 
was to be used-for financing physical additions and betterments 
rather than for mere corporate expansion. In every case, the 
issuer of securities for expansion purposes was an operating 
company" No publicly raised funds were devoted to any new . 
holding company expansion programs, althougll some, by in
direction, were used to facilitate property mergers designed 
to enlarge and strengthen certain operating units. For the 
most part, the money was devoted to new construction of 
generating and distributing equipment, and it represented the 
first commitments of any size £or this purpose since 1932-
These are indications that financing fOr expansion may in
crease as the industry's output continues to hit new peaks, 
although it may yet be some time before the capital expendi
tures of the 1930 and 1931 era are completely utilized. Thus, 
with the increased demands of better business we may once 
again be able to establish a motive £or new capital expendi
tures, although, like the story-book detectives, we must estab
lish not only motive but also an opportunity before we can 
conclude that utilities 2¥C ready to prooeed with expansion 
financing in any volume. 

After March 4, 1933, the utility industry found itse1£ 
£ace to £ace with the problems of the New Deal. Those of 
most immediate portent were represented by security regula
tion and government competition. In the latter there was 
and is an effective barrier to utility expansion. Quite aside 
from the reasonableness or constitutionality of government 
power projects, it is not to be expected that the industry can 
invite commitments of private funds to finance expansion in 
competition with utilities financed and subsidized by federal, 
state, or municipal corporations. On this score, therefore, we 
can be certain that the "motive" to finance any considerable 
volume of expansion will not present itse1£ until the cum:nt 
public ownership plans are delimited. 

The passage of the Securities Act of 1933 in May of that 
year presaged a new era in COIporate financing and materially 

• The", .... ooly one puent _IIJ offering for any P"'P'* ill 1915-
that of hciIic Lighting Corpo"'tioD. 

[10] 
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affected the utility situation. Uncertainties of interpretation 
led to a real fear of the liability provisions of the Act affect
ing issuers and underwriters, but 1934 amendments to the 
law eased this burden and thus for only a short period could 

t the new regulation have been blamed for the stoppage of 
utility security offerings. In fact, even before the Act was 
amended there was evidence that real need for financing could 
surmount the alleged difficulties. American Water Works and 
Electric Company effected the registration and sale of 
$15,000,000 of bonds in March, 1934, although amendments 
were not passed until June 6 and did not become effective 
until July I. Since this latter date there has been abundant 
evidence that utility financing has been, is being, and will 
continue to be done. Ocasion will be made in a later section 
to discuss in detail the inHuence of security regulation on 
methods of utility financing; mention is included here only 
to emphasize the fact that lack of incentive rather than lack 
of opportunity accounted for the paucitY of financing in the 
years subsequent to the ell2Cl:ment of security legislation. 

REFUNDING" 

Financing for the purpose of refunding security issues is 
inspired either by the pressure of maturities or by the desire 
to call and cancel capital contracts which are unnecessarily ex
pensive or otherwise onerous. Reference again to Table 1 
will indicate the ever increasing relative importance of re
funding financing in the history of security offerings during the 
years 1930 to 1935. However, this increased importance was 
only relative in the years 1932, 1933, and 1934, because the 
dollar amounts of securities sold for such ·purposes during that 
period were quite insignificant. During the years 1932 to 
1934, interest costs on utility bond issues were so high as to 
preclude the profitable sale of most such issues. Chart I, 
showing the monthly highs and lows of yields on twenty utility 
bonds, serves to show the recent history of market reaction 

• 'I1te diSC.'lUlion and. TahIe 2. in thi. action were adapted from the author's 
article "A BilIion-D.1lu Year ill Utility FiDandDg,D hhu.: UtiUliu F ..... g~. 
Vol. XVII, No. 5 (Februuy 27. 1936.) 

[11] 
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to utility bonds and measures the relative costs of bond bnanc
ing during the years 1930 to 1935. Largely as a result of 
the market conditions depicted in this chart, the nation's util
ities were compelled to adjust their programs of bnancing, 
and the volume of refunding is found to vary inversely with 1 

• 
C ..... T I-PUllLIC UTILITY BoND Y'ELl>$ Dr MONTHs, 19l0·3S* 

YIELD 

• 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 

* Charted from "Public Utility Bond Yield.," publiohed by Moody'. Inves
ton Service; monthly awzage: yield. prior to November, 19l1;. monthly bigh and 
low yieldo subsequently. 

the yields on utility bonds. It may be concluded that, during 
the years 1932, 1933, and 1934, refunding issues were of
fered largely under pressure of maturities, because prices were 
too low to encourage any call financing. In 1930 and 1931 
there was probably considerable refunding motivated by the 
desire to call outstanding issues before maturity, but it was in 
1935 that this sort of financing reached unprecedented volume. 

In 1935, the volume of financing increased so substan
tially and its purpose was so predominantly refunding (93 

[12} 
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per cent) that we are led to further inquiry into what may 
seem to be the beginning of another new era. In time to come, 
1935 may well be recalled by the utility industry as the year 
of the big redemptions, for these phenomena were quite as 

'remarkable during that year as were the floods and quakes 
that served to mark other years in the minds of those affected. 
This characterization is indicated because the year was a period 
in which over a billion dollars' worth of utility securities, 
largely bonds, were called by their issuers. Investors were 
asked to take back their money, or else subscribe to the billion 
dollars of new securities offered for sale with much lower 
interest rates. 

As of December, 1934, Moody's estimate shows that there 
were approximately $14,720,000,000 of public utility bonds 
outstanding in the name of United States companies. Thus, 
the financial activities of the year 1935 may be said to have 
forced a turnover of 7.4 per cent in utility bond investments; 
this in addition to the normal maturities of the period. The 
call movement got under way late in March, when the Pacific 
Gas and Electric Company called $45,000,000 of its 5~ per 
cent bonds, for which it substituted capital costing it 4.15 
per cent. G~ually the momentum of the procedure increased, 
with two issues offered in April to finance redemptions, two 
in May, five in June, and ten in July. The offerings reached 
a peak of thirteen in September, and October and November 
also saw considerable call financing.· December was necessarily 
quiet for all utility financing in view of the mist of legal in
decision then surrounding utility registrations under the Hold
ing Company Act, and the only significant issues in that month 
were those of Southwestern Bell Telephone Company and 
Southwestern Gas and Electric Company. The former, being 
a telephone company, was unaffected by the Act, while the 
latter is a constituent of the one large utility holding com
pany that chose immediately to comply with the registration 
provisions of the law-namely, Middle West Corporation. 

As indicated above, the course of the bond market itself 
accounted largely for the scope and timing of these call offer
ings. The steady and almost uninterrupted rise in utility bond 
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prices which began in September, 1934, brought money costs 
early in the year 1935 into the range where refunding opera
tions would be profitable. 

Table 2 is included becaUse it exemplifies in detail the' 
effects of call financing on the individual issuing utilities. The' 
totals and averages indicate general tendencies which such 
financing created with respect to the industry and to its invest~ 
ors. In the interpretation of these data, it is necessary to note 
that the amounts called do not coincide exactly with the 
amounts issued in replacement because in a number of instances 
the call was financed in small part out of the redeemer's treas
ury. Similarly, the "Capital _OutI;..y," composed of.par values 
of called issues plus premiums paid, is not a precise measure 
of financing done. However, in the interest of consistency 
and comparability, the "New Money Rate" was applied to 
this "Capital Outlay" to determine the "New Money Cost," 
which, in turn, represents the annual interest these utilities 
would have had to pay had their refinancing simply replaced 
old capital contracts with new ones without adding to or sub
tracting from their treasury funds. The "New Money Rate" 
was computed to represent the rate of annual capital cost to 
the companies. It was based on the net proceeds of their secur
ity sales after payment of underwriting commissions but before 
other expenses of issue, such as registration .expenses.' 

With these minor though necessary qualifications in mind, 
we may proceed to the conclusion that, during 1935, the public 
utilities of the country effected a saving of $10,918,050 per 
annum in capital costs by calling $1,064,250,725 of securities 
which had been requiring cash outlays at the average rate of 
5.14 per cent annum and su\lstituting therefor new bond con
tracts the effective annual cost of which was, on the average, 
3.93 per cent. To consummate this saving, the industry paid 
out $49,934,826 in call premiums and incurred other expenses 
of issue in an amount estimated to be $8,000,000.' In addition 
to the saving of $10,9 I 8,050 in interest charges effected 

• Computation assumed life of issues based on maturity dates. 
f Expenses reported for regiltemJ issues averaged 0.7 t per cent of par. 

(See Chap. S, p.~4.) 
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through new bond offerings, there was aiso a saving of $204,251 
in preferred dividends effected by the preferred stock calls 
of the Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company and the Con

,solidated Gas, Electric Light and Power Company of Balti
'more in their sale of lower rate preferred stocks. These changes 
were made at a premium cost of $1,528,170. In all, it may 
De said that there was a financial saving by the utilities of 
$11,122,301 per annum for an outlay of $59,462,996. 

The most outstanding saving effected by refunding opera
tions during 19,35 was that of the Southern California Edison 
Company, which reduced its charges to the extent of $773,130 
per annum, or 46.11 per cent, by replacing its 7 per cent pre
ferred stock with 3.28 per cent money raised through its sale 
of serial debenture bonds. The low cost of new money in 
this instance was due, in part, to the high prices secured on 
the short-term end of the serials offered. Second prize went to 
the Public Service Company of Northern Illinois, which ef
fected a 45.78 per cent reduction in interest costs through a 
private offering at 3.74 per cent cost to redeem its 7 per cent 
debentures at par. This feat may be taken as evidence of 
complete recovery from the Insull difficulties .which enmeshed 
this company in 1932 when the 7 per cent debentures were 
issued to meet maturities and obligations. The apparent sav
ing of 42 per ce.nt to the New York and Queens Electric 
Company was merely bookkeeping, for the parent, Consoli
dated Gas Company of New York, saved as stockholder what 
it lost as bondholder of the $10,000,000 of 6 per cent bonds 
redeemed. A number of the savings may be attributed in part 
to the "clean-up" effected by redemption; companies such as 
Columbus Railway Power and Light, Los Angeles Gas and 
Electric, Ohio Edison, and Iowa Southern Utilities redeemed 
varieties of small expensive issues to substitute one large and 
more economical issue. The two small cost increases that 
devdoped in the year's redemption operations apparently re
Sected refinancing designed to bail out parent companies that 
had made subsidiary advances which they wished to recover. 

Evidently there are three classes of persons vitally affected 
by the results of refunding such as that effected in 1935 and 
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by the possibility that such activity may continue in the future. 
Saving $10,918,050 per annum in interest costs Jiterally 
amounts to taking that sum out of the pockets of bond invest
ors and putting it into the pockets of stock investors, some 
spilling out to benefit the pubJic in the process qJ transfer. The 
federal Government will get a share in the form of increased 
il!C()l11e taxes and em:ss profit taxes in so far as the reductions 
in interest increase the amount of taDb1e income.· In time. 
the co_,ming public may also get a share of the saving as 
lower capital costs tend to find rdlection in lower utility rates 
RqUired by regu1atory authorities. The extent to which this 
latter effect may be md;zed is unknown inasmuch as capital 
costs comprise but one of a number of factors bearing on regu
lated rates of return. 

Of immediate interest, however, are the impJications of all 
this as relating to the stockholders, the common stockholders 
in particular. The effect of such savings on the earnings per 
share of the issuing companies' stocks will depend in part on 
the accounting procedure adopted in each instance to provide 
for the unamortized bond discount and apense of the called 
issues· and the amounts paid in call premiums. If both of 
these items are immediately charged to swplus, the effect 
will be an immediate increase in share earnings. If the amounts 
are amortized gradually, the c:xtent to which share earnings 
will be affected will be determined by the period of amorti-
7.3tioo. But aside from the accounting aspects, it is immediately 
evident that the cash outlay for premiums and C'j<"OCS in 
coonection with 1935 redemptions will ahsosb the ",orma' sav
ings for about six years, and aEtrr that time the saving will 
aa:rue and add $9,500,000" to each years earnings for cam
mon stockholders as comprared with inmme prior to the ca.Us. 

-OIl a IiaaiIar --. IbIe gu:u ...,.Jd :raaw put _ 6e DWiDp ---- ....... --_ ........ • U tiad .... r L ..... i aR __ fadeD ..we. ... 
_ ......... 01,' & ... -, __ ...,. __ 

iDIo a logical ___ ftPIdiac de: 1* S " . ' I ti ..... _ aI-
bJWtiwe CIDIIL iOnu. _ 1*' 01 laIenl __ ..... 19K _ (If 
pew _) _ .............. « i' . ", .11 .... .-. 
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The value of this saving may be variously considered from 
the issuers' standpoint: for the fifty-four companies involved 
in one or more of the 1935 calls detailed in Table 2, it 
reduced fixed charges and increased margins of safety to the 

. betterment of their credit; also, it provided a source of in
~ creased equity earnings in amounts ranging as high as $700,000 
in one case and as high as $500,000 in a number of cases. In 
the aggregate, the savings are worth some $298,000,000, as
suming money to be worth 4 per cent and the effective period 
of the saving to average twenty-five years. It is an inter
esting incidental note that in thirty-four out of the sixty-one 
cases of call financing the stockholder beneficiaries of 1935's 
activities were holding companies. 

If we view this matter from another angle we see who 
are the losers in such transactions; the stockholders' benefit 
is necessarily the bondholders' loss. True, the bondholders 
receive their premiums in case of call, but the same figures 
used above may be used again to measure their sacrifice. In 
1935 bondholders received $49,934,826 in payment for an 
annual cut of $1 0,918,050 in income. To institutional investors 
this call financing presented a serious problem, as it did to 
anyone whose budget may have been tuned to the interest 
return on securities in his portfolio. To reinvest funds result
ing from calls necessarily meant reinvestment at lower market 
rates: 20 per cent lower if we assume that the new investment 
was made in similar securities. In fact, it was this very neces
sity that catered to the success of 1935's call financing; a rela
tive paucity of investments suitable for institutional and trust 
fund commitments assured the utility issuers that the call funds 
would in a large measure come back to them through purchase 
of the newly offered issues. 

There are things at once tragic and comic in anticipation of 
the future of these offerings.· As the average maturity date 
of the above-mentioned 3}4 to 4}4 per cent bond contracts 
is twenty-seven years hence, what if, in that interim, there 
is either inflation or restoration of capital demands sufficient 
to raise interest rates to former levels? What will be the mar
ket price of these issues and how will the investors feel? On 
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the other hand, it is difficult to imagine the conditions under 
which it might be profitable for the Southern California. Edi
son Company to call its recently issued $73,000,000 of 3* 
per cent bonds at 107Yz or for the Pa&ific Gas and Electric 
Company to call its $40,000,000 of 4 per cent bonds at 110 •. 
Those are the top call prices on the issues named. Of course; 
the practical factor accounting f~r the. issuers' willingness to 
include such high call premiums is the ~mprobability that such 
cheap contracts ever will be called; if they are, it will be in a 
money market strange to behold. 

This detailed description of 1935 refunding and its results 
has been included not, primarily, because it implies a continu
ation of Sllch a volume of redemptions but rather because it 
turns the spotlight on the conditions which justify such finan
cial activity and magnifies the effects of refunding inspired 
by cheap money. When, if, and as long as market conditions 
like those of 1935 exist, there will be the obvious incentive to 
redeem 5 per cent contracts with 4 per cent money. Com
panies in a position to sell issues at or near this average cost 
are probably guilty of nonfeasance to stockholders if they fail 
to do so. 

A summary of the motives for utility financing in the 
years since 1931 characterizes the security offerings as those 
designed to put or keep the financial house in order; just 
housekeeping-no expansion. Many companies were able to 
devote their financial efforts to profitable ends during this 
period-particularly after the recovery of the market in 1934. 
Some merely struggled for continued existence; and others, 
financially speaking, have given up the ghost. Those situa
tions that have lent themselves to or demanded attention in a 
form of refinancing or reorganization will be discussed in a 
later chapter on "Methods of Security Distribution" because 
the method as well as the motive for such procedures is of vital 
importance. 
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CHAPTER. 2 

CHARACTERISTICS OF SECURITY CONTRACTS 

The nature of security contracts used by modern corpora
tions as means of -raising capital is influenced by three factors. 
The conditions peculiar to the issuer have a bearing inasmuch 
as management will- seek: to establish with investors contrac
tual relationships which fit the corporate and financial needs 
of the enterprise and of those in control thereof. Secondly, 
the necessity of selling the securities in consummating the 
capital raising process will demand attention to the market, 
and thus, at least by indirection, the investors have their say 
about the types of capital contracts to be used. In the third 
place, particularly in the public utility industry, the various reg
ulatory bodies have authority to influence the general type of 
security to be offered by granting or withholding authorization 
of issue. 

It is the purpose of this section to examine certain trends 
that have appeared in the public utility financing of recent 
years and to analyze those trends and characteristics as they 
are affected by the market and by the financial needs of the 
industry. No attempt will be made in this discussion to evalu
ate the influences of financial regulation of the sort exercised 
by state administrative bodies, since this, for the most part, 
is restraining in character and bears little relation to formula
tion of policy. The following analysis is, on the other hand, 
devoted specifically to a criticism of financial policies and their 
execution as reflected in security contracts. 

DEBT ~S. EQUITY FINANCING 

The data in Table 3 are introduced as the basis for the 
observation that ownership of public utilities became decreas
ingly pOpular during the years 1930 to 1935. Knowledge of 
the market price reactions to utility equities further substan
tiates the statement and emphasizes its seriousness from the 
standpoint of utilities that were in financial need. 
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TADLB I-AMOUNT! 0' DEBT AND EQUITY FINANCINC BY UTILI'!"!I, 1930-1$ 

~ Type of b,., . 1910 1911 1912 1913 193+ 1935 
::r:: 

Bondt: 5 Amount ofF.red ,1,281,010,100 • 979,111,500 ,391,813,600 ,43,239,000 ,11+,021,000 ,1,265,430,900 

~ % of total 5J.8 62.7 72.2 4U 60.8 97.' 
Note.:* 

til ..... Amount ofF.red 111,941,500 230,237,000 142,813,000 40,3#,700 73,SOO,OOO ----
~ ... % of total 14.0 14.7 26.2 +3.5 39.2 

~ Pref.rred .totlu 
Amount offered 212,618,888 15$,227,211 6,620,87$ _ .. __ .... -

~---".-- 20,701,947 
% of total 8.9 9.9 1.2 "-'-- . __ .. __ ... - 1.6 ~ 

Common 110"'" 
Amount offend SS+,201,264 198,295,350 2,184,220 9,147,778 _._--- 8,288,900 ~ % of total 23.1 12.7 0.+ 9.9 ---_._--- 0.6 

Total U,III,711,1SZ $1,563,09',061 'HI,+3I,695 ,92,731,+71 "a7,U',OOO $1,294,+21,7+7 ~ 
• Mo.turitiu Ie. than Ids yean. • '" 
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The stock market in 1930 afforded the opportunity for 
some equity financing, but it is interesting to note that, of the 
half billion total- of that year's common stock offerings, 
$410,000,000 were offerings of telephone companies. Ameri-

; can Telephone and Telegraph sold $235,000,000 to the public, 
and most of the proceeds apparently were used to absorb its 
share of its own operating company offerings. With this 
domination of residual equity financing by the telephone utili
ties, little was left to represent equity money for the gas and 
electric industry--even in the relatively optimistic year of 
-1930. In the years subsequent to 1930 common stock played 
a nominal part, both relatively and actually, as a source of 
uitility capital; this of necessity in face of no demand for 
equities of any kind. Those companies which did succeed in 
,.,using equity funds were the Gibraltars like American Tele
phone and Telegraph, which raised another $70,000,000 in 
1931, and Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Boston, 
which broke the ice in 1935 with the 82,889 $100-par shares 
which it sold at $150. Some of these equity distributions were 
accomplished by use of privileged subscriptions to blue chip 
stocks; in other cases, the issuers were companies with strong 
holding company backing that enabled them to collect most 
of the equity funds from their parent companies. Among the 
latter were companies like North American Light and Power, 
whose equities were taken by North American Company to 
providefun~ for maturing notes, and Brooklyn Edison, 
which turned to its parent, the Consolidated Gas Company. 

Preferred stocks were also out of style, their advantages 
having been eliminated by declining earnings and by a loss of 
the customer market that had been used previously in the so
called customer ownership campaigns. After 1930, utilities 
were unable to offer successfully a security which in years of 
declining revenue affords neither security nor speculative op
portunity. The exceptions to this generalization occurred dur
ing some of the years in the case of very strong operating 
companies like Pacific Gas and Electric Company, Public Ser
vice Corporation of New Jersey, Philadelphia Electric Com-
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pany, and (in 1935) Oevdand Electric Illllminating Com
pany and Consolidated Gas of Baltimore. 

It m evident that companies in the utility industry were 
not able to strengthen their equity positions materially during 
the period under observation; a situation quite to be expected 
in view of market and earning conditions. Even in 1935 suc
cessful equity offerings represented so small a plopw tion of 
total utility financing as to indicate that neither 1935's im
JIl oved utility earnings nor the recuperation of the stock market 
was sufficient to bring about a com:sponding improvement in 
equity financing possibilities. The market for gas and electric 
utility equities failed to come bad: much above 1932 values, 
whereas the aggregate values of industrials surpassed the higher 
1931 levels" This handicap to equity financing was ampli
fied by the practical fact that in many situations operating 
company stocks were not available for public sale because 
of holding company interest therein.. Therefon:, the only 
residual equities that could be used for financing were those 
of parent company organizations, equities which could not 
come bad: much in 1935 in fare of the anti-holding-company 
legislation of that year. It was an intrastate operating utility 
that did come forth with the sole common stock offering; 
namely, Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Boston. 
It seems reasonable to conclude that the only feasible oommon 
stock financing of utilities in the near future will be c0n

fined to similar independent operating units which are beyond 
the range of the Holding Company Act of 1935 and whose 
earnings are within reach of the. amounts necessary to sup
port their equities. Operating constituents of holding c0m

panies may in some instances find a oontinued source of equity 
funds in the parent organizations. The history and limited 
possibilities of thm soura: will be discussed subsequently in 
mnsideration of holding company fiMncia! aid. 

• StuocIud Sratjorin' _ ..... Do ! _ .. foil ..... : 
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The possibilities for sale of operating company pre£ern:d 
stocks are, on the other hand, seemingly nearer. Oeveland 
Electric Illuminating Company has demonstrated that the 
possibility aists and a market may be made for refunding 

,. and expansion issues. It cannot be the same institutional mar
ket that has existed recently for mortgage bonds, but there 
seems to be no reason why 6 per cent and 7 per cent operating 
company preferreds may not be profitably replaced with lower 
dividend ~ if current conditions persist.2 The effect of such 
a procedure on the public relations of utilities that sold their 
now outstanding ~ to their customers would be a matter 
to be reckoned with, however! 

All that has been said about the paucity of equity finan
cing rdlects itself in a discussion of the predominance of debt 
financing. During the years 1930 to 1935 most of the money 
available for investment was, in a very real sense, "scared 
money." So recently had investors been burned in the specu
lative fires kindled with common stocks that those who sur
vived seemed to seek the shelter of credit contr:lcts.. How 
this reacted on utility financing is amply demonstrated in 
Table 3, previously referred to; debt offerings constituted 
100 per cent of utility financing in 1934, 91 per cent in 1933, 
and over 98 per cent in 1932 and 1935. While in 1930 and 
1931 the percentages of total were somewhat smaller, the 
amounts of debt financing were greater than in any year under 
observation except 1935. Truly the outstanding characteristic 
of the capital offerings was that of contractual security. 

In addition to the predominance of debt financing in re
cent years, there have been developments within this class 
of financing itself which are worthy of some note. They 
seem to be indicative of trends in the form of utility debt 
contracts and for this reason are significant, for even if the 

• c...tral nlinoia Light Company (. Co..............Jth and SoatIocm Corporo-
ali ... ouboidiary) OD April 29 olletod $11,146,400 of 4~ per ..... p~ 
.odt at $101 to -... • like pat amoODt of , per ..... and 7 per .... t ~ 
Itodt. 

• c-.a.... o........mip eampo.;po, if .....-. will _t DOW p...w ..... 
-... the Securities Act 0Di .. aemptiOD can be assured by keeping all _ 
actiooI iatraIta~ 
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Security 1930 193\ 1932 1933 1934- 1935 ::t:: ... 
Mortgage: §? 

Amount offered • 544,955,500 $822,056,500 $337,539,600 '$+2,.239,000 $ 67,021,000 $1,202,360,900 Z % of total +2.5 83.9 85.7 97.7 5S.8 95.0 
til ..... 

Collateral trull: c: 
~ 

~ .... Amount off .... d. 11.125,000 14,5H,000 9,J65,OOO 1,000,000 25,000,000 
% of total 0.9 1.5 U 2.3 21.9 -----

Bl 
Debenture: a Amount offe ... d 724-,930,000 142,750,000 46,709,000 - __ ". __ 0"''_- 22,000,000 63,070,000 

% of total 56.6 14.6 11.9 ----- 19.3 5.0 

Total $1,281,010,500 $979,331.500 $393,813,600 $43,239,000 '114,021,000 '1,265,430,900 ~ • '" 
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mrrent proportion of debt offerings declines, bonds will con
tinue to play an important role in utility financing and the 
type of bond contracts will continue to affect utility investors 
and managers to a significant degree. 

BoND SECUIlITY 

In this country we are prone to think of mortgage bonds 
as the last word in security. The father to this thought doubt
less lies buried in the very land which served as security for 
farm and other real estate loans and which we have been 
brought up to consider as one of the ultimate sources of value. 
In utility Ii nancing there appears to have been a "back to the 
land" movement. Table 3 called attention to the relative in
crease in bond financing during the years 1930 to 1935. The 
data in Table 4 emphasize the increased use of secured issues. 
particularly the use of operating mmpany mortgage bonds, 
as mmpared with unsecured, general credit obligations of 
utility mmpaoies. 

Searching for the reasonableness of and trying to trace 
the logic in this trend which carried unsecured debenture 
issues nearly out of the picture, we are immediatdy mnfronted 
with a very practical supposition. Probably the investors de
manded the security of mortgage bonds, and the issuers could 
not afford to ignore the market's reaction even had they wished 
to do so.. This leads us to the query as to whether investo~ 
individual and institutional. are logical and reasonable in their 
demands for pledged property as security for loans. An afIinn
ative answer to this question must be based on our willingness 
to believe in the indestructIble value of land. and further, to 
believe that the pledge of business property carries with 
it a similar implication of security. While, in view of recent 
experiences with real estate speculation and its accompanying 
losses, we may find it difficult to accept the first premise 
enthusiastically, on the whole we may be willing to admit its 
truth as a long-run proposition. It is the strength of this con
ception that mntinues to make farm and home mortgages 
instruments of value under all but the most depressed 
mnditions. 
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To advance similar arguments for the security of cor
porate mortgage bonds is logically more difficult, if not im
possible. The modern instruments of finance, as used by public 
utilities, are secured not so much by land as by a combination 
of land. capital, and conditions. The land in~olved is quite 
inevitably and permanently devoted to one specific use, and 
the capital invested in plant and equipment is just as inevit
ably tied to the land and thus also to the same use. The con
ditions refc:rred to are those of production. market, and man
agement; pledge them if you will, but they can avoid and 
escape the lien drawn by the most dexterous legal talent. 
When the conditions which have been the basic source of profit 
change for the worse, the land. plant, and equipment are prac
tically worthies; as security for a loan of any size. What 
would be more hopeless and valueless as security for a bond 
issue than an dectric railway abandoned because of lack of 
earnings? Nothing, eEept a gas plant or dectric station 
abandoned for the same reason---«nd yet those are precisely 
the kind of assets pledged to secure public utility mortgage 
bonds. Only in cases of most obvious mismanagement is there 
any reason to believe that receivers, trustees, or bondholders 
could recreate value where a board of directors had failed to 
produce profits. 

The obvious conclusion seems to be that, as protection to 
investors against losses caused by serious declines in utility 
earnings, mortgage security is useless. The tangible and in
tangible property that is customarily pledged to secure utility 
bonds has little or no substitute use value, and seldom indeed 
would scrap value be a significant amount in face of the typi
cal utility funded debt. Further, the pledge of specific assets 
provides no greater incentive for management to pay its inter
est and principal obligations promptly than does the unsecured 
promise to pay which character1z.es general credit ohligations. 
In either case default results in receivership or bankruptcy 
(as defined in the 1934 amendment to the Federal Bank
ruptcy Act), and ultimatdy there occurs a reorganization 
which probably will require sacrifices on the part of creditors 
whether their claims are secured or unsecured. 
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Under ordinary 0.''''''''.'*''> luug-tum ddJt Wilba:ls 
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claims, would enjoy a prefern:d position cm:r all funded debt 
whether seemed or DOt. 

From this discussion, it would appe:IF del __ tgage ddJt 
is DO better thaD TWStXwed ddJt as a means of credit finaoc
ing by public utilities.. Of course. the Mlbtl 'M e of both saw ed 
and unsecwed bonds m a 6nancial stnJdw'e marb the latta
as secw ities of decidedly inferior position. But m sino. ioos 
where a utility has only iii,*, med issuc:s (JIiI!d."ding. it is 
the contention that, other things being equal. such credit instr.
meuI!I 1II'Wld be just :as good as seewed bonds with iespu:l 
to c:ert2inty of Mmeilt and position in ~ 

In spite of these thcoietial arguments and SUINpposi.....;.· tJcms,;.,' no 

the fact is that tendcncM:s towvd sawed issues haw: c:nntinucd 
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and grown in the course of recent financing. Apparently, less 
and less faith has been put in the general credit of operating 
utilities. Examination of the few offerings of unsecured de
benture' bonds in recent years may provide some clue as to 
the reasons for their more and more limited use. Duringl 
1930 some very acceptable financing was done With debenture 
issuesj Brooklyn Union Gas Company raised $18,000,000 
with a twenty-year issue sold at a price to yield 4.80 per cent, 
and Southern New England Telephone Company sold 
$10,000,000 of forty-year debentures to yield 4.85. The 
average yield on all bonds issued during that year was 5.2 
per cent, while the utility bond market in general was here 
and there around 5 per cent, as expressed by Moody's average. 
Evidently debenture bonds could be sold on a reasonable basis 
by operating companies whose financial structures contained 
no secured issues, which would naturally have prior lien. In 
1931-before the October break in the bond market-{;on
solidated Gas and Electric Company of New York did a 
$60,000,000 job of twenty-year debenture financing at a price 
to yield 4.42 per cent, and even in 1932, when the average 
yield on all bond financing jumped to 5.8 per cent, this com
pany repeated with $30,000,000 more at 5.44 per cent. There 
were no debenture issues in 1933, but in 1934 Chicago Dis
trict Electric Generating Corporation took the prize with 
$10,000,000 of serial debentures which cost the company 5.34 
per cent. The debenture offerings increased in 1935 to six 
issues totaling $63,000,000, and all represented cheap money. 
In all but two of these cases, however, the issues were rela
tively short-term serials. Of the long-term issues, one, sold by 
Monongahela West Penn Public Service Company, was a de
benture issue of a company with mortgage bonds outstanding, 
and the other was a holding company issue by Pacific Lighting 
Corporation. Thus it is evident that there has been no "pure 
and simple" long-term debenture financing by operating com
panies since 1932. 

• The term "UDIOCUred debcu.we" ;. Dot redundant, bcca ... there ha"" been 
iaues of "1ecured debentures!' However, the normal ~cept of the debenture 
in chis country is that of Ii long-term, unll«Vred promie to pay. 
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The paucity of such issues probably results £rom the dif
ficulty of marketing Un5eOITed bonds. Blind faith in mort
gage security has been cate=i to in order to aeate investor 
appeal. Further, the existing limitations on investment choice 

Iot>y institutional investors, who have comprised the major por
tion of the bond market in recent years, has been a very im
portant and practical consideration dictating the use of mort
gage issues. The laws of most states have codified the 
mortgage faith by requiring that public utility investments 
of banks and trusts be confined as they are in New Yark 
state by the specification that ''such bonds must be part of an 
issue of not less than one million dollars and must be mort
gage bonds secured by • firsl or refunding morzg.ge on prop
erty owned and operated by the corporation • • .... This 
provision applies specifically to gas and electric utilities, where
as separate mention of telephone utilities carries the same 
requirements except that the bonds must be part of an issue 
of not less than five million dollars. Confronted with such 
dogmatism, utilities would be defying fate if they attempted 
a large distribution of debenture bonds in the narrowed market 
that would exist after the elimination of bank and trust funds 
and those funds infiuenced by bank and trust fund policy.' 
Therefore. regardless of earnings, financial structure, and other 
significant economic considerations, it would seem that mort
gage bonds will comprise the bulk of utility debt as long as 
the industry is substantially dependent on institutional invest
ment. 

Holding companies have been throughout their history 
the most consistent users of debenture contracts, and the de
cline in public offerings of such companies has accounted for 
the largest part of the decrease in unsecured debt offerings. 
In 1930, $676,830,000 out of the total $724,930,000 of 
debentures sold were those of parent and sub-holding organi-

• AnDobml Comolidat<d I.. .. of New Vorl:, Art. VI, Sec. 239, subdiWiOll 
12, paragr.aph g . 

• C""",lidaml _ Company of New Y otk _assfully dclicd fa", wi"" 
i .. ,70,000,000 oIreriDg of April, 193&: 

US,OOO,OOO of 3~'JI, Ten-Y .... DebeD ...... ..Jd 101. 
lS,OOO,ooo of 3~% T"""'Y-Year Debmtma ".99~. 
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zations; in 1931, all of the $142,750,000 were such, and in 
1932, $41,000,000 out of $46,709,000 were holding com
pany issues. Only in 1934 did the debenture offerings com
prise those of operating units, and in 1935 holding companies 
again were dominant. If holding companies are to issue debt. 
contracts, the offering of specific security see1ns even more 
fruitless and vain than in the case of operating units. Only 
securities are available for the pledge, and collateral trust 
issues can be only as good as the earning capacity of the pledged 
securities permits. The American Water Works and Electric 
Company collateral issue of 1934 ($15,000,000) was secured 
by a lien on stocks of subsidiaries which comprised the issuer's 
assets, and the only excuse for the pledge in this instance lay 
in the fact that $11 ,000,000 of unsecured debentures were 
already outstanding. The collateral behind the refunding is
sue did effect a significant relative difference in lien position 
and facilitated sale by the creation of a debt claim prior to 
other debt obligations. The collateral trust issues of Brooklyn
Manhattan Transit during the same year were secured by 
pledge of mortgage bonds of operating units and thus were, 
in effect, mortgage liens. 

The case for unsecured holding company debentures was 
materially weakened by the Insu1l disclosures of 1932, 
which revealed that inadequately drawn debenture contracts 
had permitted pledge of operating subsidiary securities for 
bank loans and thus removed assets and earning poWer from 
support of the Insull Utility Investments Corporation and 
Corporation Securities Company. Little as one may think of 
the significance of security liens as compared to general credit 
obligations of holding companies, one thing is obvious: Such 
legal claim on security assets is practically essential unless and 
until debenture bond contracts are so drawn as to prevent any 
possibility of subsequent pledge of income-producing assets 
for any purpose whatsoever: It such an arrangement could 
be accomplished, the only danger accruing to debenture holders 
would be that of dilution from creation of other unsecured 

• The InauIl iDde_ Ieferftd to above permitted pledge of __ &.r 
Ioau made "in the ordinary coune of boo ...... D 
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debts; a danger admittedly more prevalent in the case of 
holding companies than in the case of the operating 1JIllts. Of 
course the threat of loss from depleted earning capacity will 
be ever present, but no pledge of holding company assets can 

.rinimize the seriousness of that threat. 

PROVISIONS FOR DEBT RETIREMENT 

The scramble for safety and security that is indicated in 
the previous discussion of mortgage 'f)S. debenture bonds also 
finds reflection in other phases of the bond contracts that were 
drawn in the depression years. Examination of the bonds 
offered during the years 1930-35 indicates an ever increas
ing tendency to include in the indentures some sort of pro
vision for debt retirement; special efforts were made to main
tain or improve the position of issues by contractual control 
of utility income. Whereas such provisions appeared in only 
28 per cent of 1930's bond offerings, they were attached to 
31 per cent of 1931's contracts, 45 per cent of 1932's, 46 per 
cent of 1933's, 84 per cent of 1934's, and 82 per cent of the 
contracts in 1935. Incidentally, inasmuch as this interesting 
trend aocompanied an increase in the use of mortgage bonds 
and a decrease in holding company offerings, it cannot be said 
that the weakening of lien positions necessitated these in
creased safeguards. 

Seeking a justification for this trend in utility bond con
tracts, one is immediately confronted with the presumption 
that the investment market has been demanding these retire
ment provisions under penalty of higher yields if they were 
omitted. Obviously, if such was the case, the utilities had 
little choice in the matter, for they could not afford to pay 
higher costs in order to avoid ·including retirement provisions. 
Perhaps President Roosevelt also influenced matters when 
he recommended that utilities, as well as railroads, should pro
vide for systematic debt retirement through sinking funds.' 

'"TIIe exp..-d hope of the president that from the ItaDdpoin. of sound 
financing public utilitiea 'Will Rt up some fonn of sinking fund&, and he appeared 
to think that the tendency it actually that way." (Reported by the New York 
1."""" ./ C..-. .. January 10, 193 .... ) 
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With due lesped foe the intdligence of the in. 4"....., 
marh:t as reflected in its o1fecing prices, one is tempted to 
question the reasonabL:m:ss of these demands as applied to 
the utility industry. There may be a nwnbc:r of poss1ole 
justifications for the iDclusion of systematic debt-n:tiremcnt.. 
provisious in bond contracts. but do they aisf'in the case of 
public utility issues? Obviously, if a business is a unit in a 
decadent; or wasting-asset industry, all debt. financing should 
be acmmpanied by an amtx1jzaljoo prugr.un that would retire 
debt. at least as fast as. if DOt faster than, the earning ~ 
cfisappeac. Even if a business is in a st2tic rondition, neither 
expanding nor mntr3ding, there would be a strong ~ 
for debt retirement out of earnings, because profitable use of 
bcalOwed funds cannot long mnrinue under such moditions. 
Static InsiDess is usually that which reds the full force of rom
petitive elements, and, historically, a sutic modition has been 
the prelude to dcadenre, 

It is hrgdy a matter of opinion whether the utility indus
try qualilies, under this n ...... iag. as a business whose debts 
should be amortized rather than refunded and thus perpetu
ated. It should be lecugniud at the outset, by both issw:rs 
and investor.;, that the latrers' real interest in the situation 
lies in the maillfenana: of value and earnings behind their 
bonds and that the men: nistena: of physical assets docs not 
JW5i rily insure earning opacity. Under onlinary modi
boos, the need and demand foe public utility service; should 
result in the eamiugs wbich. acmrding to orthodoI economic 
theory, an: a _ " mnsc:quc:occ of demand at a price higher 
than mst of production. At the present moment government 
adivities, particularly those .... iied on in the names of taD
bon, production "y:udsridts,D mnsu .atioo of mtur.al n:soura:s, 
and holding company regulation, may lend weight to the 
thought that perhaps the utility industry as a PI ivate busi
ness is decadent; demands for utility setVim; an: tending 
to be diild ted to llOIIlaS of supply with which private utilities 
cannot _,essfully compete. Although it is difficult for a 
i :. oooing per SOD to believe that utility earnings, and thus 
propeaty, will be destroyed. either with or without "due proc-
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ess of law." it may well be that sufficient pessimism povades 
the market to make investlll'S demand the additional protec
tion that comes from contractual debt n:tirement. Of course. 
a further pessimistic influence confronts us in the form of 
~ financial history; the eronomic conditions which haYe 

contributed to the financial emball ass ... ...,ts of the railroads 
have emphasi7ed the dangers of debt when its creation is based 
on the false assumption that the mere fact of invest ... ent in 
public service industries will guarantee a continuous profitable 
return. 

Any amclusion that might be drawn from these consider
ations would JII'O'SS'Irily have to be modified in the light of 
political tendencies.. But, if we could assume the nonnal work
ing of economic fora:s unhindered by destnJctive govern
mental projects, the present outlook would not seem to call 
for contractual utility debt retirement as a protection against 
serious and permanent declines in earning power. As a matter 
of £act, the industry is just outgrowing its adolesa:nt wayward
ness and is still far £rom the wealrness of senility. As yU we 

: see no signs of market saturation, and the technical problems 
of production and distribution have been subjected to rela
tively satisfactory solution only within the last twenty years. 
The situation of the dectric railways, which have apparently 
outlived their economic usefulnes5 in most localities. finds 
no parallel in the gas, dectric; and communications fields. The 
economic doom of the industry does not seem sufficiently 
probable to _ t ssit<te its immediate anticipation in the capital 
contraction which debt retirement presumes to accomplish. 

Closely related to the rather long-run considerations in
volved in the discussion of maintenance of value and earnings 
is the more immediate factor of the industry's ability to carry 
debt obligations profitably and sw:ccssfully through the ups 
and downs of revenues and earnings. In many. if not most, 
industrial companies debt has been regarded as a more or less 
temporary e%pedient of capital raising. Both the market and 
the issuer have recognized the inherent business risks not only 
of long-run decadence but also of temporary inability to meet 
obligations as a result of cyclical declines in earnings. In the 
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presence of such risks, it would seem that contractual provi
sions for debt retirement are adequately justified. Utilities, 
on the other hand, have traditionally enjoyed relatively stable 
earnings, and, in so far as this tradition is well follnded, the 
element of business risk is reduced and the dangers of default~ 
due to temporary recessions are minimized. EVen though the 
recent earning experiena:s of utility companies have reiterated 
the warning not to take this stability story too seriously, it is 
doubtful whether reasonably margined debt issues of operat
ing companies need retirement provisions for protection against 
defaults caused by fluctuating earnings. 

For holding company bond issues, however, the danger 
of default from temporary la.ck: of earnings may be a real one; 
how real will necessarily depend on the nature of the revenue 
characteristics of the issuing company. Those holding c0m

panies which hold only common stocks of subsidiaries whose 
own bonds and preferred stocks are outstanding in the hands 
of the public are in a position quite analogous to that of indus
trial concerns whose revenues react violendy to changes in 
business activity. Public utility holding companies with Only 
such residual equities are faced with the typical utility busi
ness risk plus a financial risk measured by the extent of out
standing claims on operating earnings prior to their residual 
interests. Under such circumstances, the 6nancing of hold
ing companies obviously should be most conservative in all 
respects, and, if debt contracts are used at all, the introduction 
of well considered debt-retirement programs would consti
tute one element of conservatism. Currendy, there is again 
the political factor aimed specifically at the disintegration of 
holding companies which introduces not an element of risk 
but an element of certainty to the effect that holding c0m

pany debts ought to be retired by January 1, 1938." 
Another situatiop in which sinking-fund provisions do have 

particular value arises in the sale of relatively small bond 
issues which do not and cannot enjoy the market facilities 
available to those large issues of bonds which achieve list-

• The elfcctive date of the "diointegratioD" provisioo of the HoIdiDg C0m
pany Act (aec. II, per. b). 
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ing privileges and active trading. Both individual and insti
tutional investors are necessarily interested in the purchase 
of securities whose market price continuously reflects inherent 
values; and they fight shy of bonds whose lack of market ad
~nntages may result in difficulties of liquidation. To such 
issues, periodic sinking-fund purchases contribute an effec
tive support; prices are kept up and liquidation opportuuities 
are afforded. The retirement provisions may help to provide 
a secondary market that would otherwise' be non-existent or 
dependent on sporadic over-th~ounter trading. In Kansas 
Power and Light Company's bond issue offered in 1932 we 
find a prime example of the use of a sinking fund to enhance 
marketability. The Kansas company offered $7,500,000 of 
6 per cent bonds at 91}1 in February, 1932, and part of the 
supporting indenture comprised an agreement to redeem 
$42,000 of these bonds each month. The effects were shortly 
demonstrated in the demoralized bond market of May, 1932, 
when the prices quoted on this issue remained five points or 
more above similarly secured 6s of the same company. Cer
tainly the difficulties of distribution of this issue would have 
been materially greater had it not been for the repurchase 
support written into the contract. 

The effects of these considerations are reflected in many 
of the practical problems of utility financial management and 
the sale of utility bonds. It is obvious that debt-retirement 
clauses in the bond contracts of expanding companies increase 
the need for new financing and call for the sale of more bonds 
than would otherwise be necessary to maintain a given debt 
ratio. Even in more nearly static situations, regulated utility 
earnings are often insufficient to provide for dividend payments 
and also for reduction of total debt; hence, resort must be 
had to the ancient practice of «borrowing from Peter to pay 
Paul." Peter in some cases is a bank, sometimes a parent com-

o pany, but eventually such temporary advances are again 
funded, usually as part of larger programs of financial 
expansion. 

There are those who argue that including debt-retire
ment provisions in bond contracts is good for the corporate 
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~orale. Utility managements arc; forced by such provisions to 
give greater attention to debt than the mere payment of inter
est requires, for they must also worry periodically about repay
inent of principal. 1£ it given amount of equity trading is to 
be maintained, the contraction of particular issues ~ 

. the frequency with which the management must' go to the mar
ket and review its operations and finances before the invest
ment banker, the Securities and Exchange Commission, and 
the investor. It is further argued that periodic retirement 
eases the strain of maturities. This is doubtless true in some 
cases, but instances to be cited later will indicate that the con
tribution in this respect is usually rather nominal From the 
standpoint of internal financial management, the advantages 
seem more spiritual than practical, but acceptance of this view 
need not lead to the conclusion of "no justification" because 
there may be cases in which the management can profit from 
spiritual guidance. 

Recent practice of utility corporations in connection with 
sinking fund provisions is indicative of a wide variety of 
ideas on the subject. The extremes are represented by the * 
Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company's $40,000,000 issue 
of July, 1935, which contained no provision for contractual 
periodic retirement, and the $10,000,000 issue of the Pacific 
Lighting Corporation in October which provided for specific 
annual contributions to a sinking fund. Similar in effect to 
the latter was the agreement of the Edison Electric Illumi
nating Company of Boston to spend annually, beginning in 
194-1, an amount equal to 1 per cent of the company's total 
debt on retirement by purchase or call of bonds from its rettnt 
$53,000,000 issue. As between these cases there is no doubt 
of intent; they do or they don't. The Cleveland company did 
not wish to tie itself to a promise of debt reduction and there
fore made no such gesture to attract the market. That its 
position was sound in view of the circumstances surrounding • 
its properties and earnings may be indicated by the fact that 
the $40,000,000 issue was sold at a price to cost the company 
3.72 per cent per annum-not a bad figure even in the fa-
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vorable bond market of July, 1935. Without implying that 
the presence of retirement provisions caused the difference 
in cost, we may note that the Boston Edison financing cost 
3.40 per cent per annum. It is not apparent that there were 

tany very fundamental internal reasons for these differences 
in retirement provisions, although the asset-debt ratio of the 
Boston company was slightly less favorable than that of the 
Cleveland unit; both companies are reputable operating utili
ties with no economic factors indicating that the one should 
contract its debt while the other might indulge in perpetual 
indebtedness. No significant reason can be discerned why, be
ginning in 1941, the Boston Edison should either contract 
its capital by $530,000 per annum or increase its equity 
through investment of earnings in debt calls by the amount 
of $530,000 per annum. Certainly the Boston issue is not so 
small as to need the market support that will come from an 
annual 1 per cent purchase. although it might be possible that 
the annual retirement, small though it will be, will have an 
appreciable effect on the floating supply of the issue. In cases 
where large blocks of bonds are bought by institutional inves
tors with no intention of sale prior to maturity, a very moderate 
annual retirement will render considerable support to the 
trading market. 

In the case of the Pacific Lighting Corporation, the promise 
to retire annually $500,000 of its ten-year $10,000,000 issue 
offered in October, 1935, does make a material contnoution 
to relief of the maturity burden: 50 per cent of the debt will 
be taken care of during the life of the contract. This issuer 
is strictly a California holding company whose operating units 
are already quite well developed; hence, there are grounds 
for the belief that no large sums need be used for expansion 
within the next decade. The company will undoubtedly wish 
to remain intrastate in character to avoid the jurisdiction of 
the Holding Company Act, and, within the localities now 
served, large capital contributions by the parent company may 
not be needed. Of late this company has been paying $3 per 
annum on its 1,608,631 shares of common stock. The sink-. 
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ing fund agreement literally says to the stockholders that, in 
the future, 3S cents per share of earnings must be devoted to 
debt retirement. Providing the company's corporate earn
ings continue at the current rate of $3.66 per share (as of 
1934), the $3 dividend payment may be main!;jlined together 
with the retirement distribution without causing a depletion 
of total capital; in fact, a balance of 31 cents per share will 
still remain under such conditions as a contribution to new 
investment. 

Less clear-cut in their purpose and workings are a number 
of other types of retirement provisions found in contracts which 
attempt to recognize the market's apparent desire for increas
ing equity protection behind bond issues and at the same 
time avoid the necessity of using the issuer's funds for debt 
retirement. The mortgage bonds of the Southern California 
Edison Company are "protected" by the provision that an 
amount equal to 3 per cent ,. of the Company'S total debt must 
be deposited annually in a special ''Trust Fund," which fund 
may be drawn on for replacement of retired property, pur
chase of new property, or retirement of bonds. Obviously, the 
extent to which the provision will increase the equity behind 
this issue will depend on the amount spent either on bond 
purchases or for the acquisition of new property not used as 
a basis for certification of additional bonds. The amounts spent 
for replacements can only tend to maintain the status quo with 
respect to the ratio of debt to assets. 

The new "first mortgage" indenture behind the bonds of 
the Consumers Power Company contains a similar provision 
to the effect that an amount equal to 1 per cent of total debt 
shall be deposited annually in a sinking fund; however, in 
this case, $125,000 per year tmMl be spent for debt retire
ment and the balance of the 1 per cent may be spent for con
struction of "permanent extensions, enlargements or additions" 
or for debt retirement. There is greater assurance of equity 
increase in this contract, although attention should be called 
to the fact that one dollar used to retire debt results in greater 

,. Recently ral...t m"" 2 per cent by mpplemental ;nd ... ture. 
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relative benefit to bondholders in terms of the asset~ebt ratio 
than a dollar spent for new and unbondable assets. 11 

Another contractual method apparently designed to effect 
only a continuance of the status quo in the matter of debt
asset proportions is typified by that used in the indentures of 
Standard Gas and Electric Company subsidiaries. The 
Duquesne Light Company's $70,000,000 issue of July, 1935, 
is characteristic. The indenture provides for a so-called "Main
tenance and Renewal Fund," to which fund the company 
agrees to pay annually the amount, if any, by which 120 
per cent 10 of gross earnings exceeds the amounts spent for ( .. ) 
"maintenance, repairs, renewals, or replacements,» (b) "net 
bondable expenditures,» to and (c) purchase of bonds secured 
by the indenture. The fund itself may be used at any time 
for any of these purposes. Quite obviously, only the use of 
funds for the last-named purpose could result in any material 
strengthening of the equity. If new assets are purchased and 
mortgaged up to the 75 per cent limit allowed, the asset-debt 
ratio will not be at all improved unless the debt is in excess 
of 75 per cent of assets to begin with. A further limit to the 
protective significance of these provisions lies in the fact that 
only the difference between 12}1 per cent and the normal 
costs of maintenance and repairs will ever find its way into 
this fund. For the Duquesne Light Company it is found that 
the annual charges for maintenance and repairs run 5 per cent 
or better of gross revenues, while depreciation charges are 
about 9 per cent of the same figure; in fact, it is common in 
the gas and electric industry for the total of these two expenses 
to range in the neighborhGod of 14 per cent of gross. Con
sequently, the amount available for debt retirement is con
fined to 12~ per cent minus 5 per cent for maint~ 

. n deb. • $I $S debt • 
uRatio J<duced by $1 debt -..men.=- ratio, 

$4...... $3 $IS ...... 

",beruo ratio $2 debt J<duced by $I __ additioo= '12 $6 debt ratio. 
....... $S $'S'-" 

.. IS per «at "te provided in issues of W"dCO...m Public Service CoJpor.o
tion and SaD Diego Ccmaolidatcd Gu and Electric Company. 

to s..- indentures, au"" u tIt&t of Nonb .... States Po ..... Company, clearly 
_ ...... bondable _eli ....... BOt used .. a ...... for the issuauc:e of bonds. n 
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maximum of 7~ per cent of gross, assuming no replacements, 
iUlCWals, or additions. If depreciation charges iepn-SI'nring 
annual losses of investment value are typically about 9 per 
cent of gross, it may be amcIuded that the expenditure of 
the 7~ per cent balance for replaa:mc:nt would leave nothing 
for debt retirement and Iall short of guaranteeing the main
tenance of the asset-debt ratio. Of course. adequate deprecia
tiOD charges, if earned, would tend to dIect adequate main
tenance of investment quite aside &om the provisions of the 
indemure.. 

It is further sugge&td that, &om the investors stand
point. this method of protection may prove not only made
quaIe but also illogical Decline in gross revenues is at ana: 
the signal for declining earnings and value and for a retarda
tion in the potential rate of debt retirement. The investor is 
thus mnfronted with the anomaly that, the better' the earnings 
and more seam: the debt. the fasta the debt may be retired. 
Poor earnings and redured values, on the other hand, tend to 
po-pett'''te the debt. This situation is just the Iberse of that 
enmuntr.red by the Wipcxation itself, which finds to its ad
wntage that the burdens of performance are automatically 
reduced as earnings Iall d. 

From this great variety of bea"hents aa:orded the matter 
of debt retirement, it is di/iiodt to draw generalizations. But 
perhaps the safest and most l'CaS'lftable ronclusion may be to 
the dIect that no generalizatioos are needed or fitted to the 
siblation. As implied earlier, economic reasoning tends to 
belittle the need of and use for rontractual. debt-n:tirement 
provisions. If such provisions are to be nsed, there is much 
to be said for the simplest forms of rontratt which provide 
that definite sums be spent periodically for retirement only; 
these satisfy any marla:t demand for sinking funds, and the 
botden may be budgeted aa:urately and definitely by the is
suc:r's financial officus. Or, if a mmpany is definitely faced 
with a rondition that calls for capital rontraction, it might be 
advisable to ieoognize this situation by iUUting to the &II
ance of serial bonds, as did the Southern California Edison 
Company in its 1935 issue of serial debenbiI'Cs. This rom-
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pany, with rather unique frankness, has committed itself to 
capital disbursements of $2,000,000 and $3,000,000 per year 
until I 94O--presumably in recognition of a declining need for 
capital. The serial maturities will be adequately covered by 
the amount of depreciation charges, but debt retirement will 
restrain the use of funds for mainteoance of total investment. 
Or again, the occasion of an excessive debt ratio might very 
well call for debt retirement provisions designed to pull a 
financial structure into conservative shape as soon as possible. 
Late in 1935, Southwestern Gas and Electric Company effected 
a refundiog by sale of $20,500,000 of bonds while the book 
value of the company's plant account grossed only $27,000,000 
and total book equity registered less than $ 13,000,000. In face 
of such an obvious need for debt reduction, the company c0m

mitted itself to a ten-year debt retirement program by issu
ing $4,500,000 of the above bonds in serial debenture form 
with $450,000 due annually. 

Concerning the more complicated formulae for setting 
retirement and equity protection provisioes, we stop with the 
observation that the formula has yet to be devised which is 
an adequate substitute for good management either as a pro
tection to bondholders or as a profit maker for stockholders. 
If a situation actually seems to justify permanent debt and 
the market can be persuaded to accept bonds without retire
ment provisions, a reputation for sound and honest manage
ment, coupled with "adequate maintenance".6 provisions in 
the indenture, should suffice to create debt contracts that will 
be marketable on a favorable basis. 

CoNVERSION FEATUllES 

With what might seem at first thought lii:e extreme incon
sistency J the utilities have resisted the tendency to create con
version possibilities in their bond contracts. This is in contrast 
to the utilities' own policies in earlier years and to the policies 

.6 The indm ...... behind the I9lS .... of the Ediooa Electric IlJnmjnorinc 
Comp:urf of Bootoa ......... Iy ........... p.....w.. of "odequobo ~ of 
ph,.u:.I property bot alao '"'lui ... !hat tbio be oertified by aD iadepeadcat ...g;. 
11001" &ad !hat the company make • cub deposit iD the amo_ of any deficieacy. 
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of industrial companies reflected in their 1935 and 1936 bond 
offerings. In the 1935 market it was said that all one needed 
to do to sell an industrial bond issue was to make it convertible 
into stock, because the conversion option provided the buyer 
with a hedge against rising prices and interest rates which 4 
would depreciate his bond but tend to increase stock values. 
Back: in 1930, more than 20 per cent of the utility bonds of
fered were convertible, and even in 1934 about a quarter of 
the years nominal $114,000,000 carried the conversion privi
lege!' In a bond market like that of 1935 which afforded 
only high prices and minimum yields to utility bond buyers, it 
might have been expected that conversion privileges would 
have been demanded to protect long-term 3~ per cent com
mitments from the potential ravages of increased money rates. 

There are a number of factors which account for the aban
donment of utility bond conversion features even in face of 
a general market preference for such hedging instruments. 
In the first place, most conversion privileges had been con
·fined to the offerings oE parent or sub-holding companies, and 
.thedecline in such offerings in itself accounts for the fewer 
conversion rights in recent years. Few indeed are the hold
ing companies which are willing to permit the possibility of 
reduced control that would result from conversion of oper
ating company debt into voting equity securities; hence oper
ating company convertible issues have generally been con
fined to independent units. In 1934, Vn-ginia Electric and 
Power Company, a constituent of Engineers Public Service 
Company, did offer bonds carrying conversion options one of 
which permitted exchange of each $1,000 bond for ten shares 
of common stock, but this offer stands as an isolated exception. 

In addition to the above limitations dependent on mat
ters of corporate control, there is the generally accepted opin
ion that in the case of utilities conversion rights cannot afford 
the typical hedging protection. Effective hedging is impos
sible in a situation where equity values do not tend to react 
oppositely to bond values in face of rising prices, and utilities 

U A r... of th... coaveniou privileges permi..... oaly achaDge of ..
or bondo for other Dota ODd bond., _ oIUft to equities being .-;bJe. 
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are believed to be unable to profit from commodity price in
creases in the manner of industrials. The inertia in rate struc
tures under regulation does minimize the possibility that util
ity prices can be raised to match inaeased operating expenses, 
'and offers instead the possibility that equity values may suf
fer if expenses rise faster than revenues. This point of view 
evolves from an inflationary psychology, however, and would 
not seem to be equally applicable to a situation in which in
creased interest rates, and thus lower bond prices, might be 
merely the accompaniment of generally improved business 
conditions. Under the latter conditions utilities would be in 
a position to capitalize on the fact that, in general, the indus
try operates under decreasing cost conditions. Thus, even at 
fured rates, increasing volume would almost inevitably mean 
a more than corresponding increase in profits, and this, in turn, 
should materially enhance the value of equities in reasonably 
capitalized utility companies. 

But again, assuming that there would be an increase in 
equity values accompanying a fall in 10w-coupon bond prices, 
holding companies would not be willing to share their inter
est in the appreciation unless forced to do so by some un
toward circumstance. 

The most significant factor in the 1935-36 market was the 
apparent and continued willingness of buyers to absorb 3~ 
per cent to 4 per cent bonds at par or above. Obviously, no 
utility will need to "sweeten" its offerings as long as such 
conditions exist. There is no point to an invitation for bond
holders to join the equity party at a time when debt is most 
profitable and most easily borne, unless that invitation is nec
essary to the successful sale of a debt contract. Furthermore, 
since such arguments as exist in favor of permanent corpor
ate debt apply most pertinently to operating' public utilities, 
there is no excuse for issuing convertible bonds as a sale of 
stock for future delivery. 

When, as, and if holding company financing comes back, 
there will doubtless be a recurrence of convertible issues, be
cause the enhanced risk and leverage possibilities provide a 
justification similar to that involved in industrial offerings. 

[~S] 
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The possibilities of conversion contracts as means of holdiqa 
company debt retirement were evidenced in the 1934 issue Of 
American Water Works and Electric Company. Fifteen mil
lion dollars of 5% Convertible Collateral Trust bonds were 
offered by this company on February 28, 1934~ at 105. The 
bonds were convertible into common stock: at $20 per share 
to March 1, 1936, $30 per share after March 1, 1936, to 
March 1, 1938; and so on to $60 per share from March 1, 
1942, to maturity. At the date of the bond offering, Ameri
can Water Works and Electric Company common was quoted 
at 22. By February, 1936, the price had reached 30, and as a 
result $12,000,000 of the bonds were converted to take ad
vantage of the $20 rate which expired on March 1, 1936.10 

.. As tq><>md on March 3, 1936, by H. H. Po....,.., PraidcDt of AmeriCan 
Water Works and Electric Compauy. 
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CHAPTEll3 

CAPITAL COSTS AND METHODS OF SECURITY 
DISTRIBlITION 

In finance as in any phase of business management, costs 
are matters of prime importance. The costs of capital to the 
public utility are of significance to· management because the 
margin between such capital costs and operating profits com
prises the stockholders' real measure of successful performance. 
Further, capital costs are important to the investor because of 
their inevitable reBection in yields on securities purchased, and 
even the consumer can be involved by the eventual, if not im
mediate, effect of money costs on utility rates. 

The elements affecting capital costs, both explicit and im
plicit, are in part controllable by management in the sense that 
financial management may effect a choice among alternative 
policies involving various costs and benefits. Also, there are 
items of financing cost created through the regulatory process 
which may have an important bearing on financial policies and 
procedure. It is the purpose of this section to examine various 
factors which have inBuenced the financing costs of the utilities 
in recent years and to attempt an evaluation of policy and prac
tice in the light of the needs and characteristics of the industry. 

METHODS OF DISTIlIBUTION 

A discussion of the methods of security distribution eyolves 
itself primarily into a consideration of the functions and per
formance of investment bankers. During the years 1930-35 
there have been some apparent changes in the relationships be
tween bankers and utilities which may have a significant effect 
on methods of utility finance. In 1930,1931, and 1932, the pre
doIninance of banker distribution is indicated by the fact that in
vestment bankers participated in an ever increasing proportion 
of total utility offerings, and especially of bond offerings. Table 
5 shows the extent of this participation in total financing year by 
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TABLE 5-ME'rHODI OF DlSTlUBUTlON USED IN PUBLIC UTILITY SECURITY OFFEJUNG.I, 1930-3$ 

Method of Diltribution 1930 1951 1932 1933 1934- 1935 !i 
Und.rwriting by n 

inveltment banken: = Amount o:ffered 11,697,864,328 .1,319,361,+28 $4098,400 1,1 00 $73,739,000 $118,965,000 ,1,106,740,847 

~ % of total 71.3 8M· 91.4 79.5 63 .• 85.5 

Private tale:* 
Amount olf .... d 8,000,000 115,931,529 2,312,775 ----- 36,565,000 163,432,000 b;j 

...... % of total 0.3 7.4 0.4 19.5 1206 c:: .... ---._.-
~ 00 ..... Privil.ged subtcription: 

Amount offered 675,916,82. 117,836,104 17,875,820 9,1.7,778 _._ .. _- 17,763,900 
% of total 21.4 1.5 3.3 9.9 ---- 1.4 gj 

Exchang.: ~ 
Amount olf.red 0.1 4.9 10.6 17.1 0.5 c:: 
% of total 9,962,000 26,&.2,000 9,8441'°0 31,991,000 6,485,000 

~ Total $2,381,781,152 $1,563,091,061 $545,41 1,695 $92,731,418 $187,521,00\ $1,294,.21,7.7 

• In the year •• ublequent to 1933 this classification refe,. exclu.ively to iuue. o:ffered under conditions which aerved to 
exempt them from proviliolll of the Securitie. Act at being other tha.n HpubJic ofleringa.u 
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year and demonstrates that in the more recent years bankers 
have been playing a slightly less important part in the sale of 
utility securities. Not only has the bankers' dollar volume de
clined but they have been confronted with a loss of their former 
~roportion of utility offerings because of shifts to other methods 
";,f distribution. 

In the paSt, the sale of utility securities by privileged sub
scription has been confined largely to stock offerings---usua.Jy 
common stock offerings. This tendency has survived with in
significant variations in spite of the fact that many modern cor
porate charters contain waivers of the pre-emptive rights of 
shareholders. The only common stock offering since 1932 
occurred in 1935, when Edison Electric Illuminating Company 
of Boston offered shares at $lSO to old stockholders. There is 
no reason to believe that this technique will be abandoned, for 
it affords an almost certain method of equity financing when 
markets are favorable; hence, when there is again occasion for 
any volume of common stock distribution, old investors will 
probably still be a market for new shares at less than current 
market prices. 

The offering of bonds by the so-called privileged subscrip
tion method has generally been confined to one sort of situa
tion; that was typified by the offering of convertible bonds in 
the manner of American Telephone and Telegraph "in days 
gone by. Being convertible into stock, such bonds are treated 
like stock in their offering. In 1932, however, the "privilege" 
was used in a manner that was better defined "pressure"; 
"pressure subscriptions" were offered to holders of Pennsyl
vania Electric Company's maturing notes to effect the payment 
of each $5,000 of notes with $6,000 of bonds and $200 of cash. 
Similarly, the parent of the Pennsylvania company, Associated 
Gas and Electric Company, offered to all and sundry security 
holders of Associated and all of its subsidiaries the "privilege" 
of subscribing to 8 per cent bonds at 100. Obviously this adap
tation of the method depends for its sua:ess on either sentimen
tality or fear; and these companies were able to capitaliu on 
the fear of liquidation losses that was so prevalent in 1932. 

[49} 
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Only in such unusual circumstances will privileged subscriptions 
to other than convertible bond issues be used. 

Another and similar method of security Botation assumed 
temporary importance in the worst of .depression years and was 
effective in reducing the bankers' share in total offerings. Th~ 
method has been classified as exchange financing. It made its 
appearance in 1931 when four companies' appealed directly to 
the holders of maturing obligations to accept new notes at high
er interest rates in satisfaction of maturities. Subsequently this 
method of financing increased in importance, and in 1933 and 
1934 it was used in a sizable proportion of total offerings, as 
indicated in Table 5. In all cases it was used as a means of 
modification of debt contracts, usually at maturity. One com
pany, Vu-ginia Electric and Power Company, effectively used 
this technique early in 1934 to anticipate maturities and sim
plify financial structure by effecting an exchange not only of 
1934 maturities but also of some due in later years. Small cash 
bonuses were used to encourage the exchange. This exchange 
and other 1934- exchanges were doubtless inftuenced by the 
possibility of avoiding the registration requirements that would 
have been involved in banker underwritings,2 but those of pre
vious years represented other cases of pressure financing. Small 
or weak companies with issues maturing under market condi
tions like those of 1932 and 1933 had little opportunity for 
satisfaction of the maturities by public offerings of new issues; 

. if such issues were salable at all, their costs were exorbitant. 
The fact that many such offerings were successful "without 

benefit of banker" indicates, not a disappearance of the need for 
the banker function, but merely that bankers could not function 
under the circumstances. The direct appeal to security holders 
carried an unwritten threat, or promise, that failure to co-oper
ate would result in default, receivership, and perhaps disinte
gration of the issuing company. The fact that the threat of 

'Ameriam CommUDity Power Company, MuylaDcl Electric Railwaf, GeD
era! Public Utili.; .. CompanY. and New Y cd: w ..... Scniee Company. 

a VirgiDia Electric and Power Company puhlithctd aD ebOorate broch .. 
in connectiOJl with ita achaDp ofl'cr whid! w» probably u ateDliw aad ex
pemive .. & registration statement would haw beea. 
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economic destruction is a condition precedent to successful ex
change financing is perhaps indicated by the failure in 1935 of 
Standard Gas and Electric Company to carry through such a 
,program. This company tried to effect a five-year extension of 
lome $25,000,000 of maturing notes, but adequate co-operation 
was not forthcoming and the company on its own petition was 
declared bankrupt under Section 77b of the federal Bankruptcy 
Act. In 1935 objectors, conscientious and otherwise, to the ex
change of securities offered by Standard Gas did not have the 
same fear of alternatives as existed in the dark days of 1932 
and 1933. Earnings and values had recovered sufficiently in 
1935 so that the legal position of matured note holders was one 
of some strength, since even bankruptcy would riot be expected 
to destroy completely the value of their securities. It would 
seem reasonable to conclude that exchange financing by direct 
offer to security holders is largely an interesting historical in
cident and one which may not be expected to recur as an effec
tive method of security distribution except under panic condi
tions.' 

In the 1935 figures we find evidence that the investment 
banker was assuming his old role of distributor, for 86 per cent 
of utility offerings--mostly bonds--were underwritten, but 
even this was short of the more complete participation to which 
bankers were accustomed in former years.' This loss to the 
banker has been largely due to the numerous instances of direct 
sale of securities by the issuers to the investors without the 
intervening middleman. In the twenties, many utilities fol
lowed a policy of direct sale of preferred stocks to customers, 
but in the period under observation only a few scattered in
stances of this were noted. Rather, the recent offerings have 
consisted of bonds which have been sold directly to a few large 
institutional investors, usually four or five in number. It has 

• IncidentaUy, the Standard Gas and Electric Company's extension offer of 
1935, while not underwritten, was favored with the ('best efforts" of a group 
of investment banken which sought to facilitate the exchange. The offer also 
represented a registered issue under the Se£ul'ities Act. 

• Banker panicipation in bond oHerings alone ran 90.2 per cent in 1930, 
99.9-per cent in 1931,95.9 pel' cent in 1932) and 91.7 pel' cent in 1933. 
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been assumed that this ~ qualified the offerings as pri
vate sales by interpretation of the Securities and FJcbange 
Commission." and thereby exempted the sale from the provi
siODS of the Securities Act:. Such distributions constituted 20 
per rent of 1934 offerings; and in 1935, ahhllllgh they DJad$. 
up only IJ per rent of the totaI, their dollar amount r.m OVl:r 
$163,000,000. In years priOl" to 1934 the amounts indicatrd. 
as private sales mrrsjSfffl, for the most part, of offerings of pre
ferred stock to customers.. In 1931, Amerian Telephone and 
Telegraph sold $70,000,000 of common stock to its employees, 
and Associated Gas and Electric Company's subsidiary, Mo
hawk Valley Ounpany, sold $1,000,000 of debentllre hoods 
through mstomer ownership campaigns. HoweVl:r, no general 
distributions to c:ustomen of either bonds 01" stock 0LLUi1ul, and 
the custom of private sale may very well be characterized as a 
"post Securities Act!' pbenomenon. 

Two fac:t:ors have worked together since the passage of the 
Securities Art in 1933 to 3ml1IDt for this shift from banker to 
private offerings: the ezpI.icit and implicit c:osts of registrariou 
and the paucity of miled iilCDt opportunities for b:uik and insur
ana: company funds. Presumably the eli'ense of registrariou" 
provided an incentm: to issw:rs to avoid that formality and deal 
dirertly, when: pemble, with banks and insurance mmpanies. 
The latter, for their part, CIIalIIl'3ged such deals m high grade 
issues beClIISC they had a supedluity of funds for milb'''1CDt in 
a very low yield market.. Further, such institutions were DO 

longer permitted to participate and "take down" SCOJrities as 
members of undennitiog syndicates and they thus lost the am
cessions from offering prices in the amoont of banhrs' spreads 
to which theywen:am"'4"mcd in the days before NRA.' Faced 

-TW law aa.pts" \ea ... aft' .. ,.we .. puv:ides _ : 5 •• .. -,..a;c- ... a.y - 5 ,- _ .. ____ lie a poIIIiI: ale. ~ __ .... _It '_C - - ......... ...-Dycuefal_ .. .-__ 

.fi-- .. ..,;.c._ ...... _..Jy ... ciI ., .. - - - -
........... ~(S ;C- _E' geC _MaDs. 
J-JY Z4, .9JS.) 

"A~._71 __ ...... _... ... .......... 1$_ 

T"'I1Ie Code of Fait C L - - .. fa: ........ tIiIl' sui ill 
__ ... t. z'd gL" IrpI ... dier:I .... _ latA. PI ,1 - PU'"·i .-
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with the need of buying large blocks of each of the relatively 
few offerings anyway. the institutions were in a position to offer 
issuers higher prices and still buy at lower prices than would 
have been available to them at public sale. In other words. it 

'became possible not only to save registration expenses but also 
to split the middleman's profit between buyer and seller by 
adopting direct sale methods---the same sort of "run-around" 
so frequently given jobbers and wholesalers in commodity mar
kets. 

The interesting question now is whether this recent pro
cedure portends the permanent establishment of security dis
tribution lines that will ignore the underwriter. As long as 
1935 investment market conditions c()ntinue, the answer would 
seem to be "Yes" as far as very high grade issues of bonds and 
notes are concerned. The relative scarcity of good offerings 
has prevented application of the principles of diversity of in
vestment to any great extent. hence large buyers have been 
willing to negotiate fewer and larger purchases, and as long as 
the volume of offerings remains small in comparison with avail
able funds, institutions will continue to effect direct purchases." 
However. when, as, and if offerings and yidds return to more 
normal proportions, it may be assumed that the desire for di
versification will lead to more and smaller investments, and this 
would tend to eliminate the so-called "private» market for 
utility bonds. Also it may be reasonable to expect that utilities 
may prefer distribution to concentration of their issues in the 
interests of future markets. 

There is nothing to indicate that any great volume of 
financing can be accomplished by utilities without the aid of 
investment bankers. A few of the country's prime risks may 
continue to go directly to banks and insurance companies with 
their notes and mortgage bonds, but the broader markets avail
ia ..umg _ aDd "Y"dicata by other than do... "actually eagagod in tile 
ia_ haakiag_O 

0ln & aumbu of in .. _ ncb din:ct aJea haft ...... &ciIiwed by in .... 
...... baDbn actiag .. __ ~ that added a amall increment 
to ba.aku ~ withoat unamptioa of andenrriting rrspomibilitia. In 1915. 
baDbn acted .. ageata for: _ 167,000,000 of tile $161,.12,000 of boads ao1d 
"priYatel,o-
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able only through syndicate operations must be employed to 
absorb most large issues of any type. In the background remain 
problems of resale and other complications of the Securities Act 
which will serve to prevent extension of the private sale tech
nique. Subsequent administrative rules of the Securities and 
Exchange Commission may further define the hoots of private 
sale in the public interest, there being some feeling that the 
general investing public may be offered only the skimmed milk 
if institutional investors are permitted to absorb the cream of 
the offerings by direct negotiation with the issuer. 

REGISTRATION Cosrs >UfD BENEFITS 

In the foregoing discussion, the costs of registration were 
mentioned as a factor influencing the tendency to private sale, 
and such expenses have constituted one cause of complaint 
against federal security regulation as now embodied in the 
Securities Act. In the light of this complaint, the writer ob
served closely the reported expenses incurred in connection with 
1935 public utility offerings. That year constituted the first in 
which there was a sufficient volume of financing to make p0s
sible a satisfactory statistical analysis." Of the 1935 security 
offerings of $1,294,421,747, about 87 per cent were registered. 

'The registration expenses on these issues totaled $7,801,489 
or 0.71 per cent of the par value of $1,093,072,247 for which 
expenses were reported in prospectuses. The range of expense 
items on individual issues was considerable, the minimum of 
0.38 per cent attaching to the $53,000,000 issue of the Edison 
Electric Illuminating Company of Boston and the maximum of 
5 per cent applying to the $700,000 issue of the Missouri Tele
phone Company. It is obvious that the element of size account
ed in large part for the variation in percentage costs, inasmuch 
as many of the expenses of investigation and reporting are not 
much affected by the size of an issue. It cost the Boston com
pany $200,000 to effect registration, while the Missouri com-

·The 1934 .fi.na.ncing waa commented on by the writer in "The First Year 
Uildcr the Secaritica ~n P.blic U~ F"""'gMly, VoL XV, No.. 6 (March. 
14, 1935). The« it .... Doted that reg;lttabQD _ ill 1934 had ranged 
&om 0.1 per CODt to 1.1 per CODt of !he par value of 1934 offering>. 
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pany paid $35,000 for its very much smaller issue. Issues of 
size comparable to that of Boston Edison had msts ranging in 
the lower brackets: Ohio Edison, 0.39 per cent; Los Angeles 
Gas and EJectric, 0.52 per cent; Detroit Edison, 1 per cent; 
Southern California Edison, 0.43 per cent; and Pacmc Gas and 
Electric Cmnpany, 0.66 per cent. It is significant to note that 
Southern California FAison's second offering of the year ($35,-
000,000), although smaller than its first issue of $73,000,000, 
cost less to register even in percentage terms; the first cost 
$353,000 or 0.48 per cent, while the second cost $140,000 or 
0.40 per cent. This fact tends to substantiate the deductive 
reasoning which would lead one to believe that experience with 
ICgistI alion procedure tends to a material reduction in such ex
penses The relatively high cost of the Detroit Edison registI a
lion (1 per cent) was no doubt due, in part at least, to the fact 
that its offering lepresented the oompany's first contact with 
legistI ation requirements. While comparison of the reported 
expenses of these companies is not fair in all respects because 
some items of cost are included by some and excluded by others 
-for enmple, some oompanies assume certain costs of investi
gation which in other cases are paid by bankers out of under
Wi ilb 's margins-the writer is satisfied by evidence such as that 
given above that registration upenses are not eli essively bur
densome in connection with large or even moderatdy sized is
-sues and that expense is sddom a valid excuse for failure to 
register under the Securilies Act as now administered. 

Further evidence of the really nomina' cost of registralion 
is presented in the acoompanying breakdown of the t:XpeilSC 
figures lepOited by Central Hudson Gas and EJectric Company 
(Table 6). This example is not offered as typical, although it 
may not be far from that; rather it is Jdesented to demonstrate 
that, in this one case, most of the costs are not properly called 
", egiSb alion costs'" at all. Most of the expenses are those which 
Central Hudson Gas and EJectric Company would of necessity 
have incurred in an underwritten distribution before the days 
of the Securities Act and its registration requirements. It is 
estimated that more than 70 per cent of the total oost of 
$179,243.50 would have been spent on this particular financing 
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even in "the good old days." The questioned percentages in the 
table are bald assumptions and indicate little more than the 
known fact that, although the costs rcfcm:d to might be re
duced by non-registration, they would not be eliminated. Thus 
it is quite evident that differential registration costs comprise 
r only about 30 per cent of the total expenses of issuing securities 
and corporate complaints about such amounts seems nonsensical 
and unjustified. It is admitted that the figures quoted do not 
measure the potential registration costs in situations where they 
may have been so high as to preclude the possibility of a public 
offering. However, no one should lose sleep about the inability 
to effect registration and sale of securities by a public utility 
which is unable to tell its story for less than $500,000. If the 
cost burdens prevent such offerings, so much the better. 

It will doubtless continue to be true that the small com
pany will find its registration costs proportionately high,'- and 
that may be unfortunate, but surely the explicit costs are 
nothing that cannot be readily borne by typical public utility 
companies. In addition to the explicit costs, however, there 
are the intangible costs of responsibility introduced by the 
terms of the Securities Act. No one is yet quite Sure of the 
extent of these responsibilities, and there are no means of 
measuring their cost. All we know is that the Act makes the 
issuer and its officers and directors responsible for "full and 
fair disclosure" of pertinent facts, and no court has yet had 
occasion to interpret the language of the Act or to define the 
"material facts» for which responsibility must be assumed, 
either as to inclusion or omission. No doubt some rislt is in
volved in this matter, although 1934 amendments to the Act 
did somewhat lighten the burden of defense. Underwriters 
are now required to prove only that they did not believe state
ments of various experts to be fin/rue if they are to avoid 
financial responsibility for false or misleading statements." 
In the original form of the Act, defendants had to prove that 

.. ADd .. they probably""'" bd' ..... the passage of the Securities Act of 19l1. 
11 Sec. II, lUboectioa (b), paragrapb 1 (c and d) of the Securiti .. Act .. . .,.,.,.",..." 
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they "did believe that the statements were true." Also the 
standards of performance required of those who take re
sponsibility £or registratioo statements were reduced from those 
of a fiduciary to those of a "prudent man in the management 
of his own property."" That the present risks are not unbear
able is sufficiendy evidenced by the willingness gf hundreds of. 
individuals to assume them in connection with the offering of 
registered issues. 

Even though we must add to the dollar costs of registra
tion the respOnsibility costs, we need not necessarily assume 
that the issuing utilities derive no net benefit from the regis
tration requirements. The taking of responsibility for state
ments made in registration really gives the issuer something 
that he never had before, making pertinent the question: Is 
this "something" worth the cost? It is true that registration 
in terms set forth by the Securities and Exchange Commission 
neither expresses nor implies the Commission's approval of an 
issue. But the act of registration does set the responsibility 
for the issue more firmly on the shoulders of the issuer and 
his associates than common law ever did. Therefore, registra
tion divides security offerings into two classes: those for 
which some one takes statutory responsibility and those that 
are "orphaned" and thus confined to private or intrastate sale. 
This significance attaching to registered issues is necessarily 
confined to those of going concerns with something to lose. It 
cannot apply to offerings of fly-by-night promoters of new ven
tures who can easily comply with the law by truthfully stating 
that no facts exist. Public utility financing is largely that of 
going concerns whose managements would normally be un
willing to risk investment and person in falsification. In the 
light of these conditions, the investment market is immediate
ly confronted with a clear-cut choice among utility issues 
or, as is perhaps more likely, the utility issues which no one 
will sponsor are kept off the market. Immediately, this might 
seem of lime significance, but its ultimate effect, Commission 
statements to the contrary, will be to reduce the supply of 
securities offered in face of a given investment demand 

.. Soc. II, out.cti ... (0) of the Securities Ad as .--"", 
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The gUlb-al effect of reducing the amount of utility oHer
ings under reasonable administration of the Securities Act can
not but redound to the benefit of Jegistrants in terms of high 
pria:s and lower money costs. Funds will be steered away 
from umegistr2ed issues and kept out of unoffered issues, and 

'while we may sympathize with the company that cmnot reg
ister because of cost or unwillingness to a",,"'DC responsibility. 
that sympathy cmnot become so maudlin as to suggest that 
such a cona:m is entitled to investment ronfidence.. Admittedly, 
the high bond pria:s of 1934-35 are not fair indiatOJ'S of 
low oosts resulting from registration becanse they resulted 1arge
ly from peailiar market conditions, but we do have reason to 
hope that in the future a gn:ater ease of discrimination betWCUi 

good and bad utility offerings will favor the good ones with 
cheaper capital to 

From the standpoint of the individual investor, the bene
fits of security registration will be ronfined largely to this 
greater ease of discrimination. It is not the wlim's belief that 
,.."ding the prospectus prepared by the issuer will exert much 
in1lUClK:e on investment choice. Boob an be printed and dis
tributed free of charge, but that will not assure dissemina
tion of knowledge, particularly if the books are printed in 
Greek-iUKl to many if not most individual investon the typi
al pi ospectus is Greek.. But again, this need not imply that 
the requirements for registration and distribution of prospec
tuses are vain; rather their purposes are served in the respon
sibility entliled. And although the institutional and pro
fessional investors may have no more information today than 
they were able to rompile and rompel in days before regi; 
tration, they may put more ronfidena: in information from 
the ofIicial sources of registration statements and pi ospem'5e$. 
The reaction of these investors to facts and events usually will 
romprise the strongest tnarltet in1luena: and thus serve to 

.. Of ........ wiliI _ poJdIoIocy .-, _wciglo ....... It io _
iDe ID, 'ape ~ RUditiei of ID.I1 abIiticI aDCI ~ like Tri-Utilitiel 
c-p...y aDd _ C • It .. Power eo.pora.;- wuaId __ '-

lee ....... aDd ......Jd __ '- ooId _ lee .......... - - - '
a "5ccaritiea Act aI 1925.-
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protect the individual from excessive prices and misguided 
commitments whether or not he can interpret a prospectus. 

In addition to these £actors affecting the market to the 
eventual benefit of the issuer of good securities there is another 
interesting possibility of benefit. Like it or not, registrants 
under the Securities Act must have their houses.m order, must' 
apply reasonable accounting methods in their record keeping 
and financial statements, and must know the operating and 
financial details relating to their properties. These are abs0-
lute prerequisites to assumption of responsibility such as regu
lation imposes. It is obvious that no hann can come from such 
necessity-iUld, on the other hand, some good may result. On 
this point it may be interesting to quote the president of one 
of the country's large corporatinns who, in a letter to the writer, 
said: 

I cannot help being impressed with the tremendous amount of 
labor involved in registering securities, but on the other hand, when 
the job is c:ompleted, the c:ompany itself knows more about its prop
a:tY than it ever did before and a public record is built up which, when 
carried through with a large number of securities, is going to make 
the better investment: securities rest on a great fund of 'Rry accurate 
information. 

These are the words not of a New Deal advocate but of 
a Republican corporation president, and they were written 
after a series of experiences with the Securities Act and its 
administration. 

BANIU!RS' SPREADS 

In a previous section there was discussion of the extent 
of banker participation in security offerings, and avoidance of 
underwriting fees and expenses was mentioned as one of the 
possible incentives leading to private sales. The question of 
bankers' spreads is an interesting one inasmuch as it affects 
the cost of money to the issuer of securities as well as the 
yield to the investor. In the long run the services of invest
ment bankers are and will continue to be quite essential to 
successful utility financing, and close observation of bankers' 
fees as expenses of such financing is therefore worthwhile. 
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In 1935 underwriters participated in the public offering 
of $1,106,740,847 of utility stocks and bonds and for this par
ticipation bankers received $24,906,383 in underwriting fees 
and commissions."This amount constituted an average 2.25 
~oint spread between the buying and selling prices of the bil
lion dollars' worth offered under banker sponsorship. Statistics 
are not generally available to the outside investigator to make 
possible a comparison of this 2.25 spread with the profit mar
gins enjoyed by bankers in the "good old days," but they are 
generally understood to have been much higher--at least.SO 
per cent greater than this figure even for the highest grade 
issues. The writer had access to one confidential source which 
indicated that one of the large investment houses was accus
tomed to take an average margin of 3.5 points on high grade 
public utility bonds-this for the years 1928 to 1931 when 
utility risks were considered low. The utility financing in 
1934 was insufficient in volume to furnish an adequate clue 
to underwriting costs subsequent to the passage of the Securi
ties Act, but it may be noted that the spreads ranged from 7 
points on San Jose Water Works' $1,187,000 bond issue to 
1.76 points on two note issues of Boston Edison. In a sense, 
the 1934 offerings represented pioneering effort in the face 
of unknown regulatory rigors and hence they were not typical 
in any respect, but by 1935 the path was worn and volume 
financing returned. From that year's performance it is evi
dent that bankers' margins were much lower than they had 
been prior to the days of regulation and its accompanying 
publicity. 

The point of interest lies in the observation of the effects, 
if any, which constant publicity about underwriting margins 
has had or will have on the costs of utility financing. For rea
sons that will be developed subsequently, we may well doubt 
whether 1935's low average of 2.25 was due entirely, if at 
all, to the publicity feature of the Securities Act. It does fol
low, however, that knowledge of bankers' margins on the 
part of investors is apt to lead to their interpretation in terms 

14 & reported to the Securities and Exchange Commiaicm. 
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of quality of the investment offered and that comparisons will 
be made on the basis of such knowledge. 

Some bankers have expressed a fear of misinterpretation 
of such facts, implying that issuers will suffer unjustly there
from. Reverting for the moment to categorical textbook form:li 
one may say that bankers' margins represent their rernunera---' 
tion for the performance of three functions: (I) carrying the 
security from time of purchase until time of sale, (2) taking 
the risks of changes in market price during the interim, and 
(3) effecting the physical job of distribution. Obviously the 
performance of these functions will require varying degrees 
of expense to the underwriters of various issues at the same 
time and of similar issues at different times. The main factors 
affecting the costs of performance of the underwriting func
tions are market conditions, which inBuence the time and ef
fort necessary to effect distribution, the quality of the securi
ty as related to the risks involved, and the ease or difficulty 
of consummating adequate investigation of an issue prior to 
the underwriting agreement. It is only reasonable to assume 
that underwriting fees and commissions should vary quite 
directly with the costs of service involved!' It would be un
fortunate if market interpretation of bankers' spreads should 
be in terms of risk alone and thus tend to the conclusion that 
the quality of investments is to be measured by underwriting 
margins in the sense that an issue with as-point spread is 
twice as risky or half as good as one with a 2.5 spread. Doubt
less, there will be some positive correlation between spread and 
risk but it should be remembered that quality is only one of 
the elements affecting cost of performance. 

An example may serve to amplify the reasoning here in
volved. In August, 1935, the Muncie Water Works Company 
paid bankers 3.5 points to underwrite a bond issue of $870,000, 
whereas on October 2 the Atlanta Gas Light Company offered 
$5,000,000 of bonds which were sold to the bankers at 2.5 

I. In oome of the lint oHerinp oubsequent to the _ of the Securitieo 
Act, bank ... did not ......... all of the underwriting fwu:tiODL Rather they acted 
.. __ ag_ing oniT ..... _ their beat .1£0 ..... to oclI, or they tonk optiODll 
on parts or all of the ill ... offered. Thio m.thod wu not C\1ROmIIlJ in 19JJ 
adenrritingt. however. 
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points below public offering price. The following comparison 
of investment factors will indicate that there was probably 
about equal risk in the water company bonds and those of the 
gas company: 

it7 -Security 
Purpooe of isue 
Maturity 
Coupon 
Pri<ed to yield 
T ...... ine_ earned: 

lief"", depI<Ciatioa 
After depreciation 

Ratio of funded debt to ...... 

M-.:U w ...... W ... ks 
C_~ 

Operating company 
Mortgage 
Redempti"" 
30,..... 
5% 
4.17 

2.6\ 
2.27 

.+8 

..,_ Gas Light 
Com,..,." 

Operating company 
Mortgage 
Redemption 
20,..... 
4~% 
4.11 

2.87 
2.42 

.50 

At least, it may be concluded that the Muncie company bonds 
were not weaker than the Atlanta bonds in the proportion of 
3.5 to 2.5, the respective banker margins~ In both situations 
it may be said that market risks were at an absolute minimum 

, because of the advancing sellers' market that prevailed dur
ing August and October, although the Atlanta Gas Light 
Company issue might be thought of as involving six times as 
much market risk as did the Muncie Water Works Company 
offering since it was six times as large. The costs of distri
bution must have been at a minimum in each case also, be
cause the utility bond market was approximately the same, 
as measured by Moody's price averages, on the date of each 
offering. What then could account for the 40 per cent dif
ference in bankers' spreads? The 2.5 points on Atlanta's 
$5,000,000 grossed the bankers $125,000, while the 3.5 on 
Muncie's $870,000 issue grossed $30,450, and therein would 
seem to lie the answer. The costs of banker investigation and 
of the arrangement of details could not have been much less 
for the small issue than for the large and neither could the 
minimum costs of distribution; so in this example the size 
of the issues rather than their Quality and risks might very 
well have accounted for the difference in point spreads. If 
anything, we might conclude, not that 3.5 was too high for 
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the Muncie issue, but rather that 2.5 was too high for the 
Atlanta issue in view of the relative services rendered in conc 
necrion with the two offerings and the dollar remuneration 
received in each case. 

In spite of. the dangers of misinterpretation, which may beJ 
avoided by due recognition of differences of underwriting costs 
in different situations, the publicity accorded bankers' spreads 
will tend to have one distinct advantage to the issuer-par
ticularly the small issuer. It will tend to obviate the possi
bility that bankers might take undue advantage of issuers in 
weak bargaining positions. The mere fact of publicity will 
prevent the banker from exerting his bargaining power be
cause he will not ordinarily wish to have attention called to 
his Shylockian activities. Further, if the market cannot ex
plain the spread in terms of cost and obvious risk, it is apt 
to assume unseen risks in the offering and discount offering 
price in accordance with this assumption. 

Although we do not yet have a definite answer in fact to 
the interesting question of whether financial operations under 
the Securities Act, with its attendant requirements for publicity 
and rules of conduct, will effect material and permanent re
ductions in underwriting fees, there is legitimate reason for 
hope. Investment bankers should receive compensation in 
amounts representing the value of the important functions 
performed by them, and 1935's low margins may he an indi
cation that competition, publicity, and standardization of dis
tribution methods will combine to prevent undue contributions 
to either the inefficient or the unscrupulous members of the 
banking fraternity. 

COMPETITIVE BIDDING 

No discussion of investment banking techniques would be 
complete without some consideration of the practice of com
petitive bidding by bankers for public utility security offerings. 
In the state of Massachusetts the utilities must invite sealed 
bids under the direction of the state utility commission. 1. In 

to"A ••• [pub1ic utility] ••• cvmp&DJ, _ dJc ~ of 1he 
departmeDt, ioouiDg hondo • • ., ohaIl m"';te p~ for ... purdwe dter<of 
by advel'lilemeDt. ia. two or more DeWSpapCft pablllbed iD the cilf 01' IOWa 
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New Hampshire a similar proarlure has been required since 
July, 1935, DOt specifically by statute, but as a matter of Com
mission policy under the statutory provision that utilities may 
not issue semrities aa:pt on approval of the Public Service 
~on." In neither case need the utility aaept the high-
est bid. but the sale must be effected at or above par; in New 
Hampshire. in ~ instaoce in which the pnctia: has been 
followed. the utility has plOposed the aa:eptance of the high
est bid and the Commission has SO onJered.. Table 7 r=rds 
certain signifiCUJI: information reg:Uding all of the recent" 
offerings of mortgage bonds by Massadmsetts and New Hamp
shire utilities. These data will be used as a basis for amsid
eration of this method of sale as contrasted to the more usual 
method of co-operative negotiation. 

The most striking evidence mntained in this array mm
prises the rdativdy narrow bankers' spreads representing the 
gross margins for underwriting servia:s. All below 2 points, 
these spreads may be compared with the average 2.25 points 
t::aken by bankers on all 1935 refunding bond offerings." On 
the faa; it appear.; that competitive bidding has been the low
cost method of bond distribution as &r as the issuers have been 
concuned. This indiation is further substantiated by a mm
parison of the data in Table 7 with the following similar of
ferings. none of which carried a spread of less than 2 points 
and all of which were negotiated in the more orthodox manner: 
c _ c.... 1}4 $19,17lJ100 ... JioId 1.67, ..,....t z.o poiJD 
Paciic Ga ... EIcdric Co.. "'----- 2~"':J". - • 4."i • 2.. • 
Detnait ~ Co.. .. 49,OM,HO • • 3.91, • U • 
nay- _ ... LipI c.... 1}4 20,_,0.. • • 1.67, • us • 
DliDais Bell TO t l' Co.. 3~ _ 4J,HOJtH • • ]i.4I, • 2..0 -
Now Yad:: ... Q-. Eicdric 

Light: aDd Puller Co.. J~ _ 2S.~OO' • • 1.50i • U • 

..-re it • IimaIaI. if tMa lie .a, a.I ia twe ar ...re .. = Ii. ,..w" t f 

ill ....... It; _Y. "_evu, sasw die rigIIt ID !eject aBJ' ... aD ...... 
If _ ... po i I io ,,:I, it GaY ..n ~ ... wIIoIe or 1lIIY put of 
............. .., ....... or GMJ"'""ricww ia .................. __ .-. ... ....-
... _ .... ia _ caoe at lao _ ... _ ftI ............ be .....n., paM! 
ia -. _ ito __ *-II' .......... (Soc. IS. Chap. 164" M ,_ 

GaIonl La.., Tu <J _> 
uP'IIIIIic La..., a.ap.. 24], Sat. I .. 
.. J~. Ins. ... April I, 1936.. 
·500 .. 51. 
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TAB ... I 1-DATA ON COMPETITIVE OFPEIlINGI OP MORTOAGB BOND. BY MASIACHUIE'ITt 

~ AND NEW HAMPIHIU UTILITII1&. 19lJ AND 1936 
:I: .... 

Offering Amount of luuer Coupon Price to Price to 
Yield 

Bankert' 

~ Da.e Offering Rate Public luuer Spread 

7/19/35 $53,000,000 EditoR Electric nluminating Company of tI1 
....... BOItOD ________________ 

3~% 103.79 101.913 3.30% 1.877 c:: 
0-

~ 
.,. 

8/26/35 Public Sorvi'" Company of New Hamp.bire 3;J4 1.28 ...... 5,400,000 102.01- 100.76 3.62 

11/20/3$ 10,379,000 Public Sorvi'" Company .f Ne.. Hampobire 3;J4 101.7S 100.647 3.64 1.103 gj 
1/18/36 7S0,000 Cape and Vineyard Electric Company. _._. 1- 103.2S 101.Z69 3.81 1.981 8 2/10/36 950,000 Lowell c.. Light Company 1-~ 107.0 106.0 4.09 1.0 

2/18/36 20,300,000 Connecticut River Power Company ____ 3;J4 104.5 103.279 3.47 1.221 ~ • en 
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The obvious inference seems to be in favor of competitive 
bidding to assure the best price to the issuing utility. How
ever, the apparent bargains which were secured in bond dis
tribution effected by this method do raise the question whether 
~ are always cheap in the long run. In the first place, it 
must be recognized that the bond market of 1935 and early 
1936 was an unusual one; a real "sellers' llllIrltet!' Bankers' 
risks were at a minimum and the problems of distribution were 
practically nil. The narrow spreads on the competitively un
derwritten issues were perhaps in part the reflections of the 
minimum risks of the occasion, which led bankers willingly 
to raise their bids in the expectation that continuance of ris
ing prices would obviate the necessity for supporting the mar
ket or carrying unsold bonds. By luck or foresight they were 
right. While it was rumored that the first New Hampshire 
issue was a bit "sticky" at first, the rising market soon remedied 
that situation and all of the offerings subsequently sold above 
their original offering prices and were still doing so in March, 
1936 .... 

In this connection it is suggested that, if the risk of buy
ing a "pig in a poke" is minimized in a rising 1lllIrltet, it will 
tend to be maximized in an uncertain or £alliog llllIrltet. The 
adaptability of the porcine analogy to competitive bidding 
for utility bonds is conditioned by the question whether in
vestment bankers could afford to investigate and find out as 
much about issues which they might not get as they could 
about issues they were assured of by preliminary contracts with 
issuers. Knowiog less about issues and issuers and facing a 
possible or probable decline in bond prices, underwriters would 
be forced in self-defense to widen their spreads and ask for 
margins sufficient to cover both risk and ignorance. While it 
is true that the competitive bidding system has worked for 
years in the municipal bond market and, since 1926, in the 
market for equipment trust obligations," it does not follow 

.. Euopt for the Lowell Goa Light Com_ oJferiDg, 106 bid, 106 5/8 
ubd on Matth 27, 1936 • 

.11 "That the ~ of <'IIIDpditioe bidding in the aaIe of equipment
...... omiDa ... lias proved "'vaD~ to the carriero appears to be clearly 
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necessarily that the method is equally adaptable to the utility 
situation. In general, the investigatory process nee c ry to 
intelligent sponsor.;hip of a municipal issue is less complicated 
than that involved in offering a corporate issue of any kind. 
Similarly, equipment trust obligations comp~ a class of ~1 
curities whose values are more or less standard regardless of 
issuer. A utility banker, on the other hand. would have greater 
difficulty in getting an assured volume of business for his or
ganization if he had to depend entirely on his luck at bidding; 
to guarantee such a volume he might have to put out bids 
on more offerings than could be adequately and intelligently 
investigated, in view of the greater complexity of factor.; af
fecting the values of utility bond issues. 

Other points to be noted in judging the actual cheapness 
of competitive bidding arise from consideration of the func
tional services of underwriter.; as previously discussed. In the 
normal process of minimizing their risks and facilitating dis
tribution, investment banker.; are accustomed to furnish their 
issuer clients with advice and aid in financing on a more or 
less continuous basis. It follows that the mrentive far such 
service would be largely removed if competitive bidding were 
the rule, because a banker might see the fruits of his labors go 
to another when bids were opened. Thus the tendency would 
be to deprive utilities of that rather intangible something c0m

monly known as a "banking connection." In so Ear as the 
advice and aid of banker.; are sound and constructive, their 
loss might be greater than the saving of a quarter of a point 
or so in spread. An instance occurred in connection with one 
of the competitive bid offerings here di~ which may 

establiahed by its effect 011 the ",tad be....... the prices paid by the banUn 
for ..... obIiptioDs and the prices at .. hielt dtey laft bcoa ooId II> the public. 
Thill >pmuI, comput<d as .. weigIdocI a~ _ stood at $1.18 per blIDIInd 
in 1925, prior to the iDauguratioa of competitive bidding, dccliaed to $1.47 
in 1926, ••• , ~ sllarply to $9.89 and $0.71 iD 1929 and 1936, dediuod ODOO 
"""" 11> .. I .... point of $0.43 during the lint six IDODths of 1931; and _ .my 
.... Ib .. ",read, tdcaing mut..iDg ....... mudt omalIer for "'!'rip ,obIip-
tioDi than for boade throughout the period, bat its ckdiDe wu i icuaaslr 
m .... .....- for !be fo ........... for the w...-.D L L. SharfmaD, T'- I_ 
Cc '11l:¥ Coli. iuio" (New Yorl.: The CGmmoawealth F"IIDd. 19J5). Part 
III, Vol A, P. 57 S. 
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rdIect recognition of these factors; this issuer rejcmd a high 
bid and accepted a ft!}" slightly lower ODe den:d by a bmk
ing house of former assn iatioa.. It shonId be emphasized" 
however, for the beudit of those who haft: fuogutteD, that 

fl!1e advice of innsl "w-of bankers has DOt ahrays bcea wurth 
its hire; there is ocrasion for disu jmination when speaking of 
the value of such so .ice to a corporatioo. 

W1thout further eYidenre, it is i'"IMIE&Ok to mnc-Iude defi
nitely regarding the ~ value of wmpetiriwe bidding 
and co-operative neg ... jatiOil for utility band derings. There 
is some reason to beIiewe. boweou. that the favorable shalF
ing for the foomermethod in 1935 W7IS in part due to the smaD 
number of issues so offen:d in such a gn:cdy market. The 
issues were all good ones which a DUmber of hankers woold 
have liked to sell, and for a bit of "iDcremeut busi ......... they 
may have been willing to shade theit margins and trust to 
luck:.. Obviously, any diffuential so ", ... liIted for could DOt 
continue if the relative volume of issues so den:d should m
crease materially_ 

A practical result of requirements like those in the Mz.sa... 
chusetts law may be noted in the abixam:d paucity of bond 
financing by the utilities of that st2te during n:a:lII: ~ Not 
until July, 1935, did the Edison Electric llJuminating C0m.
pany of Boston indulge in any band fimncing_ This aHIlpGI.DJ"s 
Olstom in the matter of debt financing bad for ycus invom:d 
ordy the periodic sale and refunding of nutw all of ~ 
year or shorter maturities, which securities were by law dei!jl~ 
£rom the competitive bidding requisement All during the 
ycus 1932, 1933, and 1934 there was but ODe noorded der
ing of utility bonds in Massachusetts: $950,000 of the Lmoell 
Gas Light Company in 1933_ In this instance the high bidder 
was the company's parent. the American Commonwealths 
Power Company_ Later in the year these bonds appeared on 
the market as an UD9a wr;tte.d offering at 99* to yield SJ2 
per cent.. What the American Commonwealths Power C0m
pany received for the bonds only the seller and the undei w.ita 
know, but it was doubtless less than 99* even thoogh the 
Lowell Gas Light Company must have received par acconl-
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ing to law. It is very evident that competitive bidding did not 
sncceed in overcoming the inherent market and issuer risks 
that characterized this 1933 offering; the parent company had 
to pay the difference between the price and the value of the 
securities. -.-, 
. The administrative leeway provided in the New Hamp
shire procedure may admit a degree of desirable flexibility in 
bidding requirements that is not present under the Massachu
setts law. The experience with competitive bidding in this 
state is too recent to be conclusive, but it does offer interesting 
possibilities. The words of Nelson Lee Smith, Chairman of 
the New Hampshire Commission, on the occasion of Public 
Service Company of New Hampshire's second 1935 issue are 
suggestive of the Commission's principles: 

From the point of view of the public--both as customer and in
.cstol'---it is imperative that the securities of its utilities be sold upon 
tErms and c:onditions, and at prices, which, all things c:onsidered, are 
the best obtain.ble, In recognition of this Jact, the statute empowers 
this Commission to authorize the issuance of securities only "if in 
its judgment the issue of such securities upon the terms proposed is 
consisknt with the public: good" (P. L. c. 241, s. 3), and "upon con
sideration of any such application (to] take into 2CCOunt all facts and 
Crolmstances which may be relev:mt to the question whether the pro
posed issue of securities may be made ...... sistently with the public good" 
(P. L. c. 241, s. 4). From this it follows that we may withhold per
mission to issue securities because of objections relating to their propcoed 
amount, type, maturity, in_ rate, or price, and that we may c:alI 
£or such aflirmative showing as to the reasonableness thereof as, in our 
opinion, is requisite to a proper determination of these questions. 

Acting under this grant of authority, and bec-s" of our view tIutt, 
tmtkr tres- conJitioru, com~ bitltJmK comtiIutes the best methotl 
01 di.rclom.K the most f~le __ "".,. whieb IHmJs ...., De istuetl 
MIll sold bJ • tuhUc utilit,," our authorization of a recent refunding 
operation by. the petitioner herein required "comparable competitive bids 
secured in compliance with procedures acceptable to this Commission". 
as the basis for our supplemental order relating to the termS and pritt 
of the proposed issue, PuMic Semu Crmst-I "f N. H., 17 N.H.P.s.C. 
268,273 (l935), and 17 N.H.P.5.C. 303 (1935). . 

.. Italia oappliod by the author. 
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The results in that instance appear to justify our insistence upon 
the use of like procedures in similar cases. Therefore, our authoriza-: 
tion herein will he subject to the condition that the exact terms and 
price of the proposed issue be determined after competitive bids have 
ren secured in compliance with the following requirements: . 

l. A specimen of the specifications or invitation to bid for the issue 
shall he filed in advance with this Commission. Since the Com
pany wishes to secure offen for bonds of a variety of terms, maturi
ties, and interest rates, such specifications or invitation shall be so 
phrased as to insure the submission of truly comparable bids. Bid
ders shall he directed to name all parties associated in a joint bid 
or tender entered on hehalf of a syndicate. 

2. A list of those invited to bid shall he filed in advance with this 
Commission. . 

3. A statement showing in detail all bids, together with the net pro
ceeds and cost of money to maturity rinder each, shall he 1iled 
promptly with this Commission, such statement to serve as a basis 
of our supplemental order 1ixing the terms and price of the issue. 

The above condition and requirements are intended. to protect 
the public interest by insuring the issuance and sal. of the proposed 
securities upon th. hest terms currently obtainable. II 

There mayor may not be significance in the fact that, 
operating under this method of commission authorization, the 
first 1935 financing of Public Service Company of New Hamp
shire brought forth eight bids, the second only four bids, and 
the Connecticut River Power Company offer brought only 
three bids. The range of bids narrowed considerably as the 
offerings developed, however; it was about 2.7 points in price 
on the first, 0.197 points on the second, and 0.9031 points on 
the last offering, indicating that a large number of bidders is 
not a requisite to satisfactory price'" 

The statement of justification for the New Hampshire 
procedure, italicized in the above quotation, implies that com-

IS 17 N.H'p.S.C. 369-371 (1935). 
U Although the number of bidden declined, the number of participants in 

each bidding group inaeased. There were 16 participants among the -eight 
bidders in the first case, 32 participants among the four bidden in the eecond 
Cl.Iiel' and 62 participanb among the three hidden for ~ third and largest issue. 
Evidently DO danger of weak sponsonhip and distribution appeared with the 
decreaae in number of bidden. 
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petitive bidding may not be the order of the day under mar
ket conditions different from those of 1935-36. There may 
be legitimate reason to believe that the distribution of mere 
refunding bonds in an easy sellers' market does not justify 
a spread of 2 points or more," and that biddi!1g is n~ 
to effect a reasonable cost of underwriting. tf tests of this 
method of offering fail in a. tight money market or when utili
ties begin to ask for expansion money, the door is open for 
modification of the Commission's rules. Then the question 
will be whether banking relationships, which may have been 
severed in competition for easy sales, will be found necessary 
to satisfactory prices and distribution. 

It has been mentioned previously that the publicity re
quirements of the Securities Act may have a tendency to keep 
bankers' spreads from going unusually high." It is possible 
that competitive bidding may provide a complementary ser
vice by assisting in the eoforcement of the spirit of the Securi
ties Act. Obviously the competing bankers will have to wait for 
Commission approval and filing of registration statements be
fore they can invite subscriptions. This will assure time for dis
semination of information regarding proposed issues and prove 
an effective barrier to "high-pressure" methods of securing 
participations and forcing dealer co-operation. . 

Possibly the appearances in 1935-36 offerings are deceiving 
as true measures of the long-run possibilities of competitive 
bidding. The differential advantage may depend almost en
tirely on the small proportion of good issues so offered. It 
would seem that issuers could not successfully take advantage 
of competitive bidding in "fair and warmer" markets and 
then seek the shdter of banking connections in stormy markets; 
the law would prohibit it in Massachusetts and psychology 

.. In Man:Il, 1936, $90,000,000 of Pocilic Cos and Electric CompaDy 
honda with • z--poiDt spn::ad were OftmIbecribed in ODe day. $1,800,000 ~ 
_ the groa nnderwriting n:tunI for ..me.. which _ "'n •• been ",btively 
IlOIDiDaI. Banb and iDsuraD<e c:ompaDi.. bought the bonds in largo: b1ocb. 
In,,...;g.tioa and ",gisttation ...... ...,... light in view of the f.u:t that two largo: 
u..a of the -.me company had been iDvestigated aDd DDCierwritteD in 19l5 by 
.. same banker&. 

"See p. 61. 
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would tend to prevent it elsewhere. The problem becomes 
one of evaluation of investment banker services. The task of 
physical distribution of the securities will be similar under 
either system, although even there the "quality" of distri-

t;l>ution may be better if the bonds of one issuer are always 
sold by the same bankers to a pre-established clientele. In 
other respects, the value of the banking service to the issuer 
will affect the desirability of its maintenance. The usual method 
of negotiation for issues does not make occasion for compari
son of the cost of bankers' services with their value; once a 
banking connection is established, repeat orders are apt' to 
become a matter of course with little pressure to effect an 
equation of cost and value. As affecting investors and the mar
ket as a whole, the desirability of the alternative methods 
would depend on whether the heat of competition would lead 
to overpricing, careless investigations, and deals that would 
put the banker in an unfavorable position in his relations with 
his customers. Eventually such results would react unfa
vorably on the costs of capital to issuers whose offerings had 
been poorly handled. . 

INTEREST RATES AND SECURITY PRICES 

Last but by no means least among the factors affecting 
costs of utility capital are' money rates in general and their 
adaptation to the risks of the utility industry. No lengthy dis
cussion of the well-known facts about interest rates from 1930 
to 1935 will be included herein; rather we shall be concerned 
only with the reflection of those facts in costs of utility capital 
and their influences on utility financing. Chart 1 is a repre
sentation of relative changes in utility bond yields as aver
aged and published by Moody's Investors' Service. 
. Interest rates and their complement, security prices, are, of 

course, in part the cause and in part the effect of elements 
involved in general business conditions. The rather unusual 
appearance of Chart 1 is likewise the picture partly of cause 
and partly of effect of conditions in utility financing. The 
disintegration of the bond market in 1932, 1933, and 1934 
was accompanied, as we have noted previously, by the almost 
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complete disappearance of utility offerings. The known Jack 
of demand for capital in those years carried over through 1934 
to 1935 after the lIl2rk:ets were stabilized and helps to account 
for the steady d«line in yield rates. There was no evidence 
at the end of 1935 that low capital oosts were serving an}1 
function in the encouragement of new capital i)ses and com
mitments; their only result was 1935's flood of refunding 
offerings. 

It is interesting to compare with the data in Chart I the 
facts in Table 8, which indicate the average oosts of new financ
ing accomplished during the several years under observation. 
That rates on new offerings were no higher in 1932, 1933, 
and 1934 is to be explained by the fact that the unfavorable 
market had stopped all· but the most necessitous issues, many 
of which, it will be recalled, were distributed by means of 
security exchanges which were quite outside the market in
fluence. The lower rate in 1931 can be traced to the fact that 
1931 bond offerings were predominantly those of operating 
companies, whereas in 1930 parent and subholding companies 
were still in the market with their higher risk: and lower 
priced issues. 

TABLE I---CoIn OF thu.rrr FllfANCJJIC AS REPLEC'I'ED lit YIEUJI 
OK NEW SEcuanT OFFEaINcs, 1930-l5 

Year 

1910 
19J1 
1932 
19l1 
1934 
1935 

5.2 % 
4.7 
5.3 
5.0 
5.0 
l.12 

5.4% 
4.6 
5.9 
5.2 
3.4 

u% 
5.4 
7.0 

4.53 

The writer is willing to commit himself to the conclusion 
that in utility financing, as perhaps in other fields, variations 
in the oosts of either borrowed or equity capital will not great
ly stimulate or retard necessary financing. This statement 
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must be qualified, of course, to except such abnormal conditions. 
as existed in 1932, 1933, and 1934, and its import is confined 
to new financing the incentive for which is expansion. If there 
is opportunity for profitable expansion of utility systems, it 
~ make little difference whether capital costs 3 per cent or 

7" per cent, for expansion programs that show promise of earn
ing less than 7 per cent on the investment would seldom be 
conceived under any conditions. This conclusion is maintained 
in spite of the fact that public utility holding companies ex
panded in 1928 and 1929 by paying twenty times earnings 
for some operating company equities. Unless strategically nec

. essary, it will always be poor business to be satisfied with such 
a 5 per cent return even in t,he utility business, and especially 
when equities alone are involved. The fixed charges usually 
ahead of utility equities enhance the risk too much to justify 
such prices unless the future shows positive possibilities of 
increased return. Even a 1 per cent money market would not 
make a poor deal profitable. 

On the other hand, the universality of the redemption 
feature in modern capital contracts will make it possible to take 
advantage of low interest rai:es whenever they occur. Con
tinuance of rates like those of 1935, which seem to be as
sured as long as the federal Government persists in its sup
port of the market to facilitate its own financing, practically 
guarantees that utilities will continue to call and call again 
until their high coupon issues are replaced with money at the 
new low rates. 

Another effect or accompaniment of interest rates may be 
noted in the maturities of credit contracts which are summarized 
in Table 9. Most obvious and most to be expected was the 
abandonment of short-term issues in the 1935 market. There 
was a noticeable willingness on the part of issuers to commit 
themselves to long-term contracts at an average cost of 3.96 
per cent,'" the average maturity being 27.2 years. In this 
average are included a number of issues of serial bonds with 
one- to nine-year maturities in the seri~pecial arrangements 

n This compares with an average yield of 3.82 as noted in Table 8". 
Cost is based on net to issuer after unde.rwriting commissions. 
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designed to accomplish debt retirement. In 1932, 1933, and 
1934, the percentages of note issues loomed larger because 
of the high costs then effective and because, even at high costs, 
investors were unwilling to buy long-term commitments in 
face of the unknown risks. • 

On the other hand, the terms effected in fiJ35 were not 
so long as those common in 1930 and 1931. While issuers 
were willing to tie themselves up to low rates for long periods, 
the market presumably expressed some dislike to do so. There 
was a great predominance of thirty-year issues in 1935, there 
were a number of twenties and twenty-fives, but only two 
thirty-fives. It is difficult to determine just why the terms 
seemed to stop at tJUrty. years; the thirty-five-year maturities 
of Los Angeles Gas and Electric Company and Illinois Bell 
Tdephone Company did not seem to sulfer in price for the 

TABU! 9-MA'nWTI .. OF UTtLnT -.. AND NG'1'2 OFFElUNCI, 1930-15 

Bond .. 

You Per C<at of Average 
Toal Off<riDg4 Term (Yean)§ 

1930 Sl.8 
1931 62.1 
1912 72.2 
1933 46.6 
J934 60.8 
1915 97.7 

-Term: 6 yean .... ower. 
tTerm: 1-S J<a1'L 

32.1 
311.4 
22.' 
27.6 
IU 
27.2 

* Toal includes equity oocuritico. 

. 
Nooert 

Per C<at of Aw_ 
Toal 0/£<riDg4 T ..... (Y_)' 

1*.0 2.4 
14.1 1.6 
26.2 2.& 
43.S 2.6 
39.2 1.5 
-0- -

5 Arithmetic: awnge of _ of indmdaaJ u....., .... gh'"" by wI ....... 

added five years. Why not add five more years and make it 
forty? The presumption is that somewhere the market would 
object and stiffen its resistance to low coupon issues. Chrono
logically it may be noted that the issuers and bankers felt their 
way into the 1935 market; early in the year large offerings 
were for 24, 24, 29, 25, 25 years, then 20, 15, 3D, 3D, 3D, 30, 
and 30 years, and there, in July, they stopped extending 
maturity dates. The average for the last six months of that 
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year W3S nearer thirty than twent) CL.en yemr. It Ioob as 
if the StICCCS5 of the ~ mntracts was so gnat tbat 110 

one cared to apcrimcm with longer terms umil 0ct00t:. ud 
November. when the abonHlotcd mmpani.:s fioated their 
thirty-five-year issues. As &r as the dfcas 011 pritts ol higher 
money rates and changing risks are ttllIU1ned, there is 110 logic 
in thirty years; the effect would be almost as great in twtnty 
years or fifty years.... Furthermon; the eu .,,,,,. cooditiOll ol 
a company or an industry em be about as accwately [Oh£ist 
for fifty years as it em far twenl:j. Thaefott7 it an 0Dly be 
reiterated that there is no particular logic in thirty; it must 
be just a "feeling." .. 

.. A ~~ per ..... _ --W QIl", IS .. ~ ..... a Za.,.--a,. 
if itttaat nJIe • 4.66 per CeDt. for a lft.-yar waas:ariq: if iataest RIle .. 4_41 
pel' cmti for a 5rt-year maunie) if ~ nJlIe .. 4-.l2 ~ cmt.. 

"In Neor Tori< _ owiDgs Iooak un ..., _ .. ___ 
....... """ witIUa ~ ,...... • fact ..&ida .,;pa _ to aJ&:ct ~ .... _ for Iaagtt _ 
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CHAP'rEI 4 

HOLDING COMPANIES AND PUBLIC 
UnLITY FINANCE 

The writer has previously herein forsworn any discussion 
of holding companies em:pt as their activities relate dUutly 
to the problems of public utility finance 1 Therefore, the 
subsequent comments are confined to obsenations regarding 
holding company contributions to the financial characteristKs 
of the industry. The observations are based on examjnation 
of recorded facts bearing on specific points where paieu1 or
ganizations have participated in and infIuenred the -fimncial 
activities and objectives of public utilities. 

At the outset there should be I eOlgnition of the bet that 
the justifiable functions of the public utility holding company 
are not what they used to be. Reg2rd1ess of the praise or blame 
that may be its due Eor the financial opeI ations or manipula
tions, as the case may be, of the years prior to 1930, the period 
1930 to 1935 will show little that is similar. No one seriously 
questions the fact that many holding companies made material 
contributions to the general welfare with the financial aid 
which they rendered to the end of system development. No 
one doubts that holding companies provided funds for tech
nieal development and extension of utility services that would 
not have beeo possible otherwise, at least not at the same 
speed. But it is equally tnJe that for the most part the develop
menta I, pioneering stage of utility development is, for better 
or worse, about completed. It may thus be concluded that 
the great financial contribution of holding companies has simi
larly reached and passed its zenith. Nowadays holding c0m

pany financial activity must seek other lines of justification. 
for neither law nor custom provides cmpot"ate pensions on 

1 n.. -. _ pabIic Mility IIoIdiDg i - ~""""""'" 
chewhere: .~ HoIdiDg Campa";'" 01 '=~. PUac UtiJibG F ..... ~IJdy, 
Vol xm, No. I (Jaaauy 4, 1914) i -F......a..I PoIi<ios vi hbIir Utility Hold
iDe ......... ";,,,. Midti_ ._ !lWicI. VoL V. IiG. I (1912). 
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which holding companies can retire after they have served 
their lives of economic usefulness. 

This presentation is not designed to suggest punitive 
measures for past wrongs, bot rather it will depict the status 

t quo with the hope that discriminating analysis will delimit 
and define the reasonable future scope of holding company 
financial activities.. Further. the disrnssion will aim to estab
lish the mnditions requisite to the satisfactory performance 
of financial servia: by public utility holding mmparues.. 

LoANS AND ADVANCES TO SUBSlDIAllY CoMPANIES 

Among the several possIDle financial services that hold
ing mmpanies have been and are rendering to operating sub
sidiaries is that which might be termed banking service. Many 
parent companies are ao:.ustomed to lend funds for shorter or 
longer periods to subsidiaries for use in financing mnstruction 
or for meeting outside obligations. Thus the holding com
pany is looked upon as a reservoir of funds which can be tapped 
as needed by the constituents.. 

A large numher of examples of such adwnces were ex
amined in the light of surrounding conditions in an attempt to 
determine the significance and value of such financial services 
as they were rendered during the years 1930 to 1935. Cer
tainly if there was ever a time when operating utilities muld 
profitably use parental aid in the form of holding company 
advances, it would have been during those troublous years. 
A n:ceotly publicized incident relating to the value of such 
holding mmpany services occurred after the Florida hurri
cane of 1935." On this occasion the American Power and Light 
Company sent men and money to rehabilitate wind-tom trans
mission and distribotion systems of Florida Power and Light 
Company-ilD operating company so weak financially that its 
own credit muld not have mmmanded such service from un
related inten:sts. 

It is to be reiterated that the following examples are cited. 
not that we may pass judgment on the legitimacy of the par-

• 0.. N......mer 19, 1935, G. C. &till, Ptesidwt of Florida p"""" """ 
Light c.mp...y... II. I _ Ioarricaae damage """ _tal ... $750,000. 
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ticular holding company activities, but merely that we may 
test the common sense and practical necessity of holding com
pany banking service under diHerent sorts of circumstances. 

On December 31, 1934-, the balance sheet of Common
wealth and Southern Corporation recorded the fact that sub
sidiary companies were indebted to it, the parenl company, in 
the amount of $2,360,200. Examination of subsidiary balance 
sheets indicates that during the year 1934- individual advances 
had been made in approximately the following amounts to the 
following constituents for the purposes noted: • 

$600,000 to Georgia Power Company to finance replace
ments 

$232,000 to Gulf Power Company for additions and bet
terments 

$ 92,000 to South Carolina Power Company for additions 
and betterments 

$150,000 to Tennessee Electric Company to finance re-
placements -

-$4-10,000 to Mississippi Power Company to retire debts 
In no one of these cases could funds have been raised under 
advantageous. terms from an. outside agency, for the credit 
ratings of all of the companies listed were uniformly weak. 
The top price for the S per cent mortgage bonds of these 
companies was 84-, and prices on the various issues ranged from 
there down to 40. Gulf Power Company's working capital 
was negative, and South Carolina's was weak. Evidently the 
service rendered by the advances was as valuable as the need 
for funds was important. 

To measure the importance of the need for funds in situa
tions like these it behooves one to investigate its cause. In 
1934 Commonwealth and Southern Corporation took $625,000 
from Georgia Power Company in the form of common divi
dends; this in the same year that the operating company needed 
to borrow $600,000. Gulf Power Company's need to borrow 
$233,000 was preceded by payment of dividends of $123,000 

• Amounts deduced by comparing "duC" parent company" itema among the 
liabilities of constituent companiet on successive balance Ibeet dates; pUrpoie 
likewi .. determined hy noting changes in ...... ond li.hilitieL 
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to the lender in 1933 and 1934. The parent company took 
$180,000 in common dividends from South Carolina Power 
Company in 1933 and 1934 and then loaned $92,000 back to 

. the operating unit in the latter year. Similarly, Tennessee 
ltEIectric Power Company's need to borrow $150,000 was ac

companied by a dividend payment of $212,500 to the parent 
company; in this case nearly $4,000,000 was paid over in 
dividends during the years 1930-34 inclusive while the total 
borrowings for the period reached $500,000. 

On the other hand, the loan to Mississippi Power Company 
was more in the nature of a charity contribution; that com
pany, in spite of a thick equity, ran deficits trying to pay its 
preferred dividends out of earnings. There was no "take" in 
this instance; it was all "put," but in all of the other examples 
cited it is evident that the need to borrow was accompanied 
by, if not created by, the dividend ''take'' of Commonwealth 
and Southern. All this does not imply that the parent com
pany was not entitled to the dividends it received in view of 
earnings or amount of investment; in fact, the amounts taken 
were quite nominal in percentage tenns. But the point re
mains that the operating companies would not have needed to 
borrow money had their dividend policies, as determined by the 
parent Commonwealth and Southern Corporation, been more 
conservative. 

The Commonwealth and Southern situation is no ex
ception to the rule of procedure in the matter of advances; the 
woods are full of similar circumstances. In 1933 Eastern 
Texas Electric Company borrowed $1,175,000 to meet some 
notes payable; the transaction would have been unnecessary 
had the $2,000,000 of common dividend payments in 1930-
32 been restrained. American Water Works and Electric 
Company took $87,839 in common dividends from Acton 
Water Company in 1930 and loaned $36,000 of it back in 
January, 1931; in 1933 this parent bought $100,000 of 6 
per cent notes of Ashtabula Water Company to restore a 
worlcing capital position that had been depleted by dividend 
"takes" of $138,000 in the three years 1931-33. Indirectly 
from North American Company the Union Electric Light and 
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Power Company borrowed a maximum of $17,000,000 in 193~ 
while it was paying, in the years 1931, 1932, and 1933, approx
imately $17,000,000 in common dividends to its creditor par
ent. Furthermore, there was no question in this situation of the 
borrower's credit; it was Aa, and even the 1932 banking crisi. 
would not have destroyed the possibility of a b'ink loan. Sim
lIarly Niagara Hudson Power Corporation, through Mohawk 
Hudson Power Company, loaned $12,000,000 to New York 
Power and Light Corporation to finance extensions such as the 
super-power transmission line to New York City; this dur
ing the years 1930 to 1934 while the borrower was paying 
$12,000,000 in dividends to the lender. 

The cases of financial assistance in time of need which 
were not, in a sense, self-generated seem rather few and far 
between. United Gas Improvement Company did make a 
series of advances totalling $220,000 to the financially broken 
Arizona Power Company, but eventually gave it up as a bad 
job and precipitated receivership for the operating unit. Mean- ' 
while, in 1932, this parent took $226,000 common dividends 
from the Harrisburg Gas Company and loaned back $90,000 of 
it. American Power and Light Company had made advances to 
Northwestern Electric Company which totalled $2,515,000 
on December 31, 1934. In July, 1935, this subsidiary insti
tuted bankruptcy proceedings under Section 77b of the federal 
Bankruptcy Act, because it was unable to raise funds to meet 
a maturing bond issue. 

It is apparent that most of the situations requiring and 
receiving parent company loans in recent years have been of 
the self-generated character; the needs could have been mate
rially reduced, if not eliminated, by a modification of operat
ing company dividend policies. Where these cooditions have 
prevailed, the result has been a shih in parent company par
ticipation from that of a common stockholder's right to earn
ings into a creditor's right to interest. It is doubtful whether 
such a policy contains anything unfair or unsocial as long as 
the interest rates on advances are kept in line with current 
bank rates, but it is evident that the crying need for holding 
companies as sources of loans to subsidiaries may be exagger-
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alai.. Of ~ it wouJd he un&ir to me that i • .dq!endc ,. 
:mil nmftjljatrd 1ID'-zge:tDbIl" the opuating romp ........ me&

tioncd :aboft: wouJd ~ II ed fimncial stdJility :mil sdf
$lib_1M,.. lade, ... ,--!.-", JD2mgaoeut by aD independc " 

,baud .. diIb1laS might hzfl: giYaJ rise to Cft:ft greater clivi
~ distributions than -= mode WJder bolding mmpany 
mntroIi ill such a CISe the opuating 1IDits wouJd hzfl: Ixea 
DOt only weak IJut also wUhout a SIDUI'Ce" aid.. 

The .... In_ion to be dr2wn from these mosidc:ratioos is 
that holding mrnpony fim"';"'! :aid by means .. Jams is not 
SO impcowtaol: or v.aloable as it might seem when m wed by 
the -mme .. the adnnces.. The typicd holding mmpany 
method .. modling CDiiCDI: fim~ putimJady .. smaller 
mrnponirs, seems to work OIl the theta, .. substituting puCDI: 
mmpmy ICSCiiti for iDdividual mrnpony lCSCiVCS; all w:ry 
wcll and good. IJut not _ 'J- If each a_plfty wae m:m
:aged 0JiiSU .ati.eIy. as a unit, policy would dictate the crea
tion of iCiCi we stleugth in each UDit.. This might JcquUe some
wh2t greaJei iC .... ves in total dolbrs than would the puCDI: 
pool. IJut even so the mength :mil aedit .. the pan:ut would 
be Mlha •• cd tbcrcby_ In so far as opuating mmpany credit 
is tued by dividend "takes'" .. the holding mrnpony. the 
Jatrer>s polt:i 'Alism in the _tel of Jams is entirely uncilled 
for_ The ability to ~ funds to needy operating mID

pauies may be impcow~ IJut it is significa .... only when it 
0IIItributes 51wne.h ing that wouJd be UDaY:IiIable eEept for 
the holding mrnpony mliarion 

Actually the day of real Deed for fiMncia' rsimnrr of 
the sort described has trndcd to disappeu_ At least it shonId 
~ disappeucd if the deYeJnpment of utility Sjotems WJder 
holding mrnpony puental guidance has Ixea SIJIlod If the 
opuatingo m:u:ogeriaJ.:mIl xquisitiooaI adi.ities" the puCDI: 
orgaoizatioo have Ixea efti, jelldy oum fa Wald, the inevit
able result should be rdIcrtrd in growing fimncia' independ
ence .. operaring groups. A striking bit of evidenrr of this 
emI",;'-u., pooa:ss is "_ilain .. d in the brief poepued by Engi
neers Poblic Sa.ice Company "setting forth benefits .. the 
holding mrnpony to its opuating subsidiaries :mil their DIS-
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tomers and to the. investors in securities of its subsidiaries." 
The following is a quotation from the brief: 

The Company has always considered that it was its duty, when 
possible, to support its subsidiaries when they were in need by fur
nishing funds to enable them to extend and improve their service and ~ 
to make necessary additions to plant. Such loans h3'l'e been exceed
ingly helpful, particularly to the smaller subsidiaries which at times 
have been unable to borrow sufficient amounts from the banks or to 
raise needed funds in the security markets. At no time has interest 
in excess of 6 % per annum been charged on such loans. There are 
no '"'upstream" or "sidewise" loans or other improper financial sup
port between the Company and its subsidiaries or between subsidia
ries. The Company's "revolving" fund used for loans to subsidiaries 
at one time reached $19,490,000, and at present it has loans to sub
sidiaries totaling $9,830,000. In a number of cases, when it seemed 
desirable to increase the equity base of the subsidiary, the Company 
has accepted Common Stock in exchange for the loan, thus making 
additional investment in the equity of the subsidiary. A list of sub
sidiaries to which loans have been made, the maximum loan and the 
present loan to each, follows: 

Company Maximum Loan Present Loan 
1925-1934 

Virginia Electric and Power Company _$ 1,728,333 
Eastern Texas Electric Company (Dela-

ware) 
EI Paso Electric Company (Delaware) 
Baton Rouge Electric Company __ _ 
Savannah Electric and Power Company 
Ponce Electric Company ____ _ 
Puget Sound Power & Light Company 
Louisiana Steam Generating Corporation 

Total Present Loans ____ _ 

12,100,000 
425,000 
950,000 

1,700,000 
25,000 

5,100,000 
6,135,000 

$8,655,000 

1,150,000 
25,000 

$9,830,000 

It is evident that in February, 1935, the date of the brief 
quoted, the function of money lending was not so important 
as it had been in the ten years previous. The presumption is 
that time and further development will permit Engineers Pub
lic Service subsidiaries in their approach to maturity to out
grow the need for parental advances, just as the need for family 
advances to the adolescent and to the college student should 
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be dispensed with when he becomes self-supporting after 
graduation. From this point on, the personal analogy breaks 
down, for there is no economic justification for support of a. 
public utility parent company in its age of senility. The family 

I ties that affect the personal situation are not a similar justi
fication for the so-called "upstream loans" which character-
ized such utility systems as the II)Sul1 organizations and others. 

NEGOTIATION OF SECURITY SALES 

The service performed by public utility holding companies 
in connection with financial negotiations is well characterized 
by the statement of Mr. J. F. Fogarty, President of the North 
American Company, made to the Committee on Interstate and 
Foreign Commerce of the House of Representatives in March, 
1935: 

The NorIh American Company, from the time of acquisition of· 
control of its subsidiaries, has conducted all of their bond financing 
for them. This has involved consideration of the most advantageous 
time for the sale of bonds, price negotiations with bankers, and work
ing out with the bankers and counsel the mortgage and indenture 
provisions governing the various issues. The flexibility retained fot 
the subsidiaries in their mortgage and indenture provisions while 
maintaining a high credit position for their bonds has been of great 
advantage to them, in addition to the savings in financing costs.' 

In line with the stated policy of this company we find that 
negotiation of security sales for subsidiaries is a. universal con
tribution of holding company organizations. 

There is no question about the importance of negotiating 
proper and adequate capital contracts to minimize the costs 
and maximize the usefulness of public utility capital. There 
is, however, the debatable question of whether the holding 
company makes a significant and indispensable contribution to 
the desired end. Statistically it seems to be impossible to prove 
or refute the argument that parent company assistance in this 
regard comprises a valuable service. It may be pointed out, 

.. The savinga m~tioned Rfer to the fact that the North American Com
pany makes only a very nominal charge on a less than cost basis for the tervices 
rendered to lubaidiarie& 
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however, that ~ 1935 some pretty good low-cost financing 
was effected by mdependent operating utilities. The follow
ing issues are representative: 

EI.aiw 
IsJlln' 4_ IUfIe Cost* 

Pacific Gas .It Electric Co. _$30,000,000 
Consolidated Gao, Electric 

Mortgage bonds ~ 3.88% 

Light .It Power Co. of 
- Baltimore ________ . ____ 10,440,000 » » 3.15 (yield) 

Commonwealth Edison Co. __ 29,500,000 » .. 3.98 
Central Hudson Gao .It Elec-

tric Co. ._- 1,000,000 .. .. 3.30 
Cleveland .Railway Co. ____ 5,000,000 .. .. S.1l 
Public Service Co. of 

Northern lllinois 16,000,000 " .. 4.67 
Northern Ohio Telephone Co. 1,600,000 » " 4.JS 
Camden and Rod:l""d W.ter 

Co. 300,000 .. .. 4.52 
Southern California Edison 

Co. 30,000,000 .. » 4.00 
Detroit Edison Co. ___ 4-9,DOO,OOO .. .. 3.91 
Bedford .It Saco Water Co. ___ 1,100.000 " n 4.10 
Eddon Electric Illnminating 

Co. of Boston 33,000,000 .. .. 3.40 

.Bued on net proceeds to the rompany before _ 

These costs are in face of the fact that the average cost of 
bond money raised during 1935 was about 3.96 per cent! 
Obviously it is unfair to compare some of the issues listed 
above with the average offerings of holding company con
stituents because the list contains some of the outstanding credit 
risks of the country. But enough of the smaller and lesser 
known companies were involved to prove that low costs are 
not absolutdy dependent on holding company affiliation. Fur
thermore, the following 1935 mortgage bond offerings contain 
evidence of the fact that holding company affiliation is not a sure 
way to lowest costs: 

EI.aiw 
lSIfIR' JlIIMIfI'III Cost 

MiJoouri Telephone Co. ___ $ 700,000 5.10% 

Sa"""""" Electric A Pwr. Co_ 4,500,000 5.24 

• See Table 2. 
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holding company managers have participated in the prepara
tion of indentures, nor has the writer ever been able to evoke 
an opinion from an investment banker to the effect that he 
preferred deals involving holding company sponsorship. It is 
true that centers of finance and banking like New York, Chicago, • 
and San Francisco are more accessible to hotaing company 
officials with offices concentrated in those cities, but again, in 
view of the quality of the country's transportation service, the 
possibilities of direct contact with "country offices" is not pre
cluded. In fact, the investment bankers who pride themselves 
on their thoroughness are never satisfied to confine negotia
tions to New York <iesks; they go to the properties of the 
issuing companies in spite of, if not because of, the facts and 
figures furnished by the holding company headquarters. 

Everyone admits that certain of the large independent 
operating utilities, assisted by investment bankers, are quite 
as capable of arranging their own financing as are holding 
company officials of handling deals for their constituents. Fur
ther than that, it is difficult to prove deductively that hold
ing companies are prime necessities to the successful financing 
of reasonably sound operating utilities of any size. In the 
matter of bargaining strength and shrewdness, there is again 
no positive evidence that holding company officials drive bet
ter bargains with bankers than could any utility executive of 
reasonable intelligence. Admitting the possibility that bankers 
might be tempted to "put one over" on an orphan utility in 
the matter of spread or some other feature that would ulti
mately prove unfavorable to the issuer, it is still to be remem
bered that investment bankers are supposed to be in busi
ness for the long-run as well as immediate profits of their 
trade. With present-day requirements as to publicity, it is 
doubtful whether any reputable investment banker would at
tempt to drive an unfair bargain with an independent utility 
issuer and to get away with more than he would take from a 
holding company constituent. These comments comprise the 
speculations of only one individual, but in view of the general 
circumstances and the few facts bearing on the subject one is 
tempted again to doubt the omnipotence and importance of 
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holding oompanies in dealing with the wolves of Wall and 
La Salle Streets.. A further thought and a disturbing one 
comes to mind in oontempIation of the widespread harm that 
would fall on numberless subsidiaries if, by chance, a large 

.. holding company should happen to have a germ of inefficiency 
. in its financial management. 

Again we are in a position to note that c:areful development 
of the units in a puhlicutility holding company system will tend 
to aeate self-sufficiency in each operating oompany; this ten
dency will be curied to the point where parental apron strings 
will berome less and less appropriate. It would seem to be 
almost a truism applied to all phases of holding mmpany 
management. financial and otherwise, that sound policies effi
ciently administered will work the holding company form of 
public utility organization out of any justification it may have 
had in the earlier days of the industry's development. 

HOLDING CoMPANY lNVESI'MENTS IN SUBSlDlAIUES 

The very lifeblood of the public utility holding company 
flows hom the veins of its operating subsidiaries, and parent 
rompany subsistena: is entirely dependent on the interest and 
dividend returns from investments in subsidiaries. This de
pendence on investment return has herome even more marked 
as law and public opinion have led to the abolition of the fee 
system whereby the holding oompany had what might have 
been called operating revenues to supplement its investment 
revenues. It is evident that a holding company can make net 
capital oontributions to the utility industry in the form of ad
ditional investment only in so far as it can attract new capital 
from investors.. Otherwise, any investments it may make in 
individual operating units amount only to transfusions be
tween members of the family-money taken hom the strong 
and given to the weak. 

In the matter of supplying new capital to meet the finan
cial needs of the utility industry during the years 1930-35. 
the holding oompany failed miserably_ In one way Table 10 
measures the meager rontnllution of holding rompanies to 
the fi nannal needs of the period, for it shows the pitiful pro-
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TABLE Io-PUBLIC UTILITY SECURITY OFPEklNCS CLASSIFIED BY IsSUER, 19l0 .. 3S 

Juuer· 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934- 1935 

Parent companies: 
Amount offered $ 892,169,487 $ 295,904,928 $ 47,935,500 $ Il,091,200 $ 39,8IS,OOO $ 10,000,000 
% of total 31.5 18.9 8.8 14.1 21.2 0.1 

Sub-holding compaoi .. : 
Amount offered 445,255,000 97,110,060 21,S47,120 3,647,178 ---_ . 
% of total 18.7 6.3 4.0 3.9 

Operating companies: 
Amount 1,044,356,665 1,169,476,073 475,948,875 75,992,500 147,706,000 1,284,421,747 
% of total 43.8 7+.8 87.2 12.0 78.8 99.3 

Total $2,38I,78I,IS2 $1,563,091,061 $545,431,695 $92,731,478 $187,521,000 $1,294,421,747 

• "Parent companiet" and n.ub~holding companie." inel ude only those i .. uing corporation. the majority of whOlCl D-
leta are "pl'_oted by invutmentl in .ublidiariel. 
Uletl are cIaaeHied a. (Coperating companiuP 

lauen with lubaidiarie. but with a predominance of illve.tD1ent in operatinG' 
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portion of holding company to total financing. although it 
does not indicate the amount of financing that was not done 
and which might have solved many a financial problem if the 
parent organizations had possessed the ability to effect securi-

'ifr sales during dept ession years. In reality these figures em
phasize the dependence on operating financing to the almost 
complete exclusion of parent offerings in the years 1933 to 
1935. 

A number of factors probably contributed to the inability 
of holding companies to combat the currents of depression any 
more effectively than did other business organizations. Fust. 
the securities of holding companies are inherently more risky 
than any other security because of the leverage provided by fixed 
charges on outstanding subsidiary issues. Such financial in
struments are not popular in periods of declining earnings. 
Secondly, the public utility holding companies began to suffer 
from a "reputation" very soon after 1930. The Insull, Ameri
can Commonwealths Power, and Tri-Utilities aack:-ups con
tributed to the general distrust and fear of holding company 
investments. And, thirdly, the embodiment of the public dis
trust. fear, and hatred in politico-governmental activity led to 
investigations, laws, and pronouncements which effectively p~ 
eluded the workings of normal economic reactions. Of course, 
these latter influences became more pronounced with the ad
vent of the "New Deal." and first the threat and then the 
fact of the Holding Company Act of 1935 materially hin
dered any consideration of financing by interstate holding 
companies. Even without the second and third factors men
tioned above, it is doubtful whether there would have been 
the possibility of any considerable holding company financing 
during the period. By its very nature the public utility hold
ing company is an instrument that lends itself successfully to 
the attraction of capital only during periods of prosperity and 
expansion. The financial leverage creates a risk that must be 
balanced by a chance of more than normal profit possibil
ities, which. in turn. can exist only in a favorable earning 
environment. 
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Again we must face the future with consideration of the 
fact that the pioneering risks and profit potentialities in the 
utility industry are about worn out. When, as, and if the 
utilities are relieved of their present economic and political 
burdens they will return to a development which of necessi~, 
will be more stable and, we hope, more subSlantial Under 
such conditions, holding company securities would not seem 
to have the same speculative appeal that existed in the twen
ties. Not only will it take some time to develop earning 
capacities in an amount sufficient to dehydrate previous capi
talization excesses, but advancements beyond that point in 
terms of earnings and justified capital commitments will take 
place more slowly than in the industry's earlier years. If the 
holding companies continue in control of the utility situation 
and guide the industry's future development along sound lines, 
investment in holding company securities will tend to have the 
same attractions as do the equity securities in any established 
industry or as would direct investment in the equities of any 
well-established operating unit in the utility industry. The 
differential advantage in capital attraction which has in the past 
accrued to the holding company will tend to vanish with 
stabilization. 

It is perhaps unfortunate that one experiment in utility 
financing technique died a-homing with the crash of 1929 and 
the subsequent embarrassments of the Associated Gas and 
Electric Company. This company was avowedly attempting 
to accomplish a complete substitution of parent company securi
ties for those of operating companies and thus effect the elimi
nation of financial charges between operating company income 
and parent company obligations.' Theoretically the scheme 
looks good a holding company financial structure without 
the effects of leverage and risk that are caused by operating 
company bonds and preferred stocks, holding company stocks 
and debentures representing the only capital contracts to be 
used in raising funds. Certainly, if any set-up would enable 

• A cr-riptioa of the cIndopmeat ..... po1id<o of "-da.... Coo _ 
Electric Com_ is COIlraiDed ill MicMg_ B ...... s~ Vol v, No. I, 
"Finaacial Policies of PDiilic Utility HoidiDg ComponicL· 
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parent companies to sell securities and raise capital, such would 
be the one. However, Associated Gas and Electric Company, 
subsequent to 1930, had to revert to subsidiary issues to meet 
capitJ.I. needs and reversed the trend of its financial policy. In 

IJhis partiadar situation the change of policy was probably due 
to inherent weaknesws in the financial pradioes of the Ass0-
ciated Gas and Electric rather than to faults in the theory of 
financing which had been sponsored by the company. Although 
the wealrness of this one experiment deprives us of material 
for inductive reasoning; one suspects that the hue and ay 
for security during the deptession years would have caused 
even a strong company to revert to operating company mort
gage bonds as the media for necessary financing. 

Since all holding companies were deprived of the possi
bility of securing new money from the market to meet the 
expansion and maturity needs of operating companies and of 
the parent companies themselves, they turned to transfusion 
methods to render financial assistance in especially needy cases. 
Legal and practical difficulties of transferring sufficient funds 
from operating subsidiaries to parent companies led to de
fault and receivership for such of the weaker holding com
panies as Middle West Utilities Company, Midland Compa
ny, American Commonwealths Power Company, Tri-Utilities 
Company, and Standard Gas and Electric Company. These 
companies, among others, found the burdens of parent com
pany financial structure too great to be supported by a normal 
investment return from subsidiaries. The Associated Gas and 
Electric organization did l'lIcceed in preserving its corporate 
existence partly by virtue of its ability to sell good operating 
company securities that had been leset val under its former 
system." 

In other situations where the holding company set-up 
was not endangered by heavy maturities or excessive parent 
company interest payments, the structures hdd together 
throughout the depression and many parent organizations were 

" "In.--. .. iIl ...... diari .... dedin«I _·$684,487,%0 011 Dca:mher 11, 
t911., 10 $519,496,540 on December lIt 1934, but it iJ Unpo.ible to trace the 
ODd "' .... of the decline. 
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able to facilitate the solution of subsidiary financial problems. 
Again turning to the Commonwealth and Southern Corpora
tion, we find a record of the following subsidiary company 
bond purchases by the parent company:' 

1930-$20,000,000 First and Refunding 5% Bonds of Geor~ 
gia Power Co. 

1931- $5,000,000 First and Refunding 5% Bonds of Geor
gia Power Co. 

1933-$ 9,376,000 First and Consolidated Mortgage 5% 
Bonds of Central Illinois Light Co. 

1934--$ 2,741,000 First Lien and Refunding Mortgage 5% 
Bonds of South Carolina Power Co. 

In the case of Georgia Power Company the purchase was of 
bonds which could have been sold, if at all in the 1930 and 
1931 markets, only at very high cost. They were secondary 
liens, their interest was being earned only 1.33 times, and the 
market prices for then outstanding issues ranged as low as 
54. In 1933 Commonwealth and Southern bought the 5s at 
90 from Central Illinois Light Company to facilitate a cor
porate simplification program. This was at a time when there 
was almost literally no market' for 5 per cent issues. " The 
purchase from South Carolina in 1934 was another instance 
of aid to a company whose 5s were selling between 51 and 77 
on the market. 

In addition, the Commonwealth and Southern Corporation 
made a few miscellaneous preferred stock: purchases and also 
thickened the equities of certain subsidiaries by common stock: 
purchases as follows:" 
1930-$6,000,000 for 400,000 shares of Alabama Power Co. 

$15,000,000 for 600,000 shares of Ohio Edison Co. 
---

• Reported in the "Outline of HiJlOry and Developmeo.," • brief prepaJCd 
and published by the Commonwealth and Southern Corporation. 

,. In 1935 th ... bunch ...... marketed .. 4}«. at $97.60 by Comm .... 
.. ealth and Southern Corporation I the in....... obligations of Central IIIin.ia 
Light Company _re JCducecl accordingly from J per cent 'G +}« per « .... and 
the .7.~O price dHrcrentlol wu paid to the nperotiog oompany. 

U Reported in the "Outline of Hmory and Dne!opment" of the Com
mon-.lth and Southern Corpontioo. 
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1931-$522,500 for 20,900 shares of Pennsylvania Power Co. 
1932-$250,000 for 2,500 shares of Central Illinois Light Co. 

$500,000 for 20,000 shares of Pennsylvania Power Co. 
$150,000 for 2,000 shares of Ohio Edison Co. 
$1,875,000 for 125,000 shares of Central Illinois Light 

Co. 
Other equity increases were accomplished by capitalization of 
advances, as when in 1932 the parent company took common 
stock for $1,875,068 due it from Mississippi Power Company 
and $2,778,620 due from South Carolina Power Company. 
In 1934 the $300,000 advance to Gulf Power Company was 
similarly capitalized. The real significance of these transac
tions, which without a doubt did effect material assistance to 
the operating companies involved, lies in the fact that during 
the years 1930 to 1935 Commonwealth and Southern Cor
poration did practically no public financing and attracted only 
a nominal amount of new investment capital to the organiza
tion." Its ability not only to make the advances mentioned in 
the previous section but also to furnish $24,297,500 of new 
equity money to subsidiaries and to buy subsidiary company 
bonds in the amount of $36,847,000 depended almost entire
lyon the fact that during the years 1930-34 the parent com
pany collected investment revenues as follows: 

1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
193'" 

D;.,;.u".u 0" Subsiliary 1_,." on SuJ,~ 
St.d, Btm4t 

$28,035,998 
21,123,858 
12~44-6,20 1 
9,033,971 
7,130,177 

$ 3,336,756 
3,121,296 
2,416,403 
2,118,S31 
2,561,742 

$78,175,205 $13,555,02. 
Total dividends aDd inl'- ______ $91,930,213 

Evidently it was money out of one pocket and into another 
as far as the Commonwealth and Southern system was con
cerned. Payment of about $12,000,000 per year in interest 
and preferred dividends on parent company capitalization 

1.1 In 1930 Commonwealth and Southern offered 99,068 shares of $6 
cumulati .. preferred atodt through Bonbrigbl and Company aI- 100}i_ 
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more th;ln absorbed what was left after advances and new 
investments were made from the parent exchequer; working 
capital suffering accordingly." 

This detailed analysis of Commonwealth and Southern 
procedure is sufficient to explain how other companies" wer_ 
able to accomplish similar results without external financing. 
United Gas Improvement Company was able to offer equity 
aid to three subsidiaries in 1931: $235,000 for common stock: 
of Chester County Light and Power Company, $732,250 for 
Consumers Gas Company, and $1,200,000 for St. Louis Coun
ty Water Company. These investments were facilitated by the 
fact that United Gas Improvement Company collected some 
$24,000,000 in dividends that year." It is interesting to note, 
however, that United Gas Improvement did not come to the 
rescue of Arizona Power Company when that subsidiary de
faulted in 1933; evidently holding companies use some dis
crimination and do not support all and sundry offspring. 

In addition to these situations which represent the ap
parent willingness of holding companies to invest profits of 
strong companies in the development of smaller and weaker 1 

ones, we find in the North American situation what amounts 
practically to capitalization of subsidiary earnings. This is 
exemplified by North American Company's purchases of 
20,000 common shares of North American Edison Company 
for $13,000,000 in 1932 whereas cash dividends for 1931 
and 1932 paid by the Edison subsidiary to the parent North 
American amounted to $12,700,000; not much more than"a 
bookkeeping transaction representing capitalization of earn
ings. In 1930 Public Service Corporation of New Jersey took 
common cash dividends amounting to $35,000,000 from its 
subsidiary Public Service Electric and Gas Company while in 
the same year it purchased $11 ,500,000 of Electric and Gas 
common stock: and also $31,365,630 of common stock: of Pub
lic Service Coordinated Transport. The profits of the Electric 
and Gas subsidiary were used not only for the electric and 

n High $23,328,921 in 1932; low $15,930,110 in 1933 . 
.. Uoit<d Gao Improvement Company also 101d $24,500,000 of p.eferred 

Itock during the year 1931. 
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gas business bot also. by the subsidy to Public Soiia: Coordi
Dated Transport. to support the wealrer traDsportIlion 
",lSi",...; 

These mmmenrs have DOt been des>gned to justify or mn
pa the policies of any one public utility ocganizarion. they 
ale merely samples indicating the enent to which holding 
mmpanics in genual can render significant financial aid to 
subsidiary mmpanics It may seem unfair to form a judgment 
lased. on the &as in dcptcssion years. but, on the other ~ 
such is the aucial test, because in good times few of the m0d
ern opoaring mmpanies would have djffiOllties raising capital 
in the market.. Why! l!ecause the holding mmpanies, as they 
themselves say, have developed operating umrs which are 
today large and mmp:uT, with simplified financial stnKt1IrCS 

and with every ability to be seIf-5Ufficient." In this iCSlfl:"t, 
again the teMnry bas been for the better holding rompanies 
to work themselves out of a job. Since the main justiiication 
for financial assistance lies in the weakness of the recipient of 
aid, it would follow thai the only way to continue the jusli

, arion would be to encourage and foster weakness in the oper-
ating subsidiaries.. Therefore. as time goes on, there will be 
less and less enuse for holding companjes as financial aids to 
subsidiaries.. T roe. there remain at present a large number of 
weak mmpanics thai could profit £rom sound parental advia: 
and assistaocr, bot if the piesent trend mntinues, dependence 
on holding mmpanics will djminish with the development 
and stabilization of the utility industry. As this goal is ap
pi cw:hed, holding rompanics will be left with just one financial 
function. namely, to suPIMrt unemnomic and essentially un
profil:lble situations. This they would be foolish to do under 
a profit motive and we would not be juslified in expcrring 
ronrinllaJlre of such support eIrept in so far as we agree to a 
sr-;tem of sociali23tion wherein the strong urilities in profit
able opetation are apected to support profitla<> trans(Kdtt-

.. s.dI __ -4 _ .. L'IB as IIoIdiDg i-did m;ah thuiag cite yeas 
1910-J5 'W'I!ft .am,. ID die ead of --.mc:asii"r ~.. . -w?' tIe.elap
_ .......... "' .............. added II> _ doe ~ ~ 01. 
u&c ~-... 
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tion systems or other ventures that have outlived their dollar 
usefulness. .. 

In spite of, or perhaps because of, the recent and current 
malignant attacks on the holding companies for their financial 
machinations, one is tempted to speculate as to what woul~ 
now be the status of the utility industry had it developed with
out the benefit of holding company fi nancia J participation. 
Unfortunately economic and bnsifiPS'! phenomena do not lend 
themselves to experimentation nor permit a re-enactment of 
events and developments under controlled conditions, so no 
one can ever know the answer to such a question. However, 
we have heen brought up to accept the fact. painful though it 
may be, that waste and financial losses are inevitable costs of 
pioneering and progress. It may be admitted that utilities 
"progressed" in the twenties under holding company domi
nation, and in a very real sense the development was in the 
pioneering stage. Without attempting to justify the finan
cial malpractices of the utility operators, it is suggested that 
there may be no more reason to become wrought up to the 
point of destruction about their case than about similar cOn
ditions which have characterized "progress" in almost every 
line of industry. 

Although such arguments might be offered by public utility 
holding companies in defense against present attempts to dis
embody their organizations, they do not in any I espect satisfy 
our desire to see the future financial developments of the in
dustry take a logical courn:.. We might be content to "let 
the dead past bury its dead" if we had some assurance that 
from now on holding companies would confine their financial 
activities to those more limited ~hilities afforded by new 
conditions and justified, not by orations, but by facts. 

" Public Serrice CorpontioD of New Jersey ....... tv fumi.a • cunaIt 
e>cuaple of me wwtiDgs of dUo theory. "I1Ie .-. aDd earnings of Ibe gao 
aDd eIMric __ are .adlicicDtly higb to ~ opuatiOD of Ibe tnIIIpOrt 
__ wi... modo lao dian IIOJ1Da! profiot.-in fur, DO profits OIl .... eqWry 
in ........... of Ibe po.- COIDpODJ. See fmdIer m.c-ioo, p. 129. 
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CHAPTER 5 

HOLDING COMPANY DIVERSIFICATION 

• Consideration of the effects of diversification on the finan
cial status of public utility holding company systems is here 
included in an attempt to qualify, support, and criticize the 
claims of utility interests and the popular conceptions which 
prevail regarding geographical and industrial diversification. 
There has been a great deal of talk about this subject, much 
of it of the exaggerated sort usually engendered by political 
considerations. This has been particularly true since definite 
consideration of the Holding Company Act of 1935 was be
gun, because that law proposes to abolish or at least forcefully 
discourage diversification in favor of integration! Sample 
statements by utility executives will serve to present the in
dustry's attitudes and to indicate the general course of its argu
ments and the conclusions reached. 

I In its brief setting forth the benefits of the holding com-
pany to subsidiaries and their investors and customers, the 
Engineers Public Service Company includes the following 
comment: 

The wisdom of the old adage "Don't put all your eggs into one 
basket" is well recognized by the investor and he has been willing 
to purchase securities representing a diversified interest in sound oper
ating properties located in areas widely separated geographically, on 
a lower rate of return than he would require in the ase of .. single 
property lacking such diversity. To those who have followed the de
velopment of the Engineers Company through the years the benefit 
of diversity in its effect on the consolidated earnings has been clearly 
visible. Business conditions in specific areas have, from time to time, 
been depressed and the earnings therefrom have lagged while other 
areas with better conditions have carried the load. 

1 The Act requira that, immediately after January I, 1938, public utility 
holding companies ahaIJ. diapoae of oubsidiuy inte ...... in _ of thoae which 
may be included in ". single integrated public utility syatem" (Sec. II, b, I). 
Administrative modification. are provided for, however, in paragraphs A, ~ and 
C of the &lUDe ouboecrlon. 
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Even during the major depression of the bst four years the 
"worst period" in each of the several areas served has not coincided 
with tHat in the other areas and this has tended to Ieosen the effect 
of the individual jolts. 

Mr. S. R. Inch, President of Electric Bond and SharI: 
Company, expressed himself as follows before the Committee 
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce of the House of Repre
sentatives in March, 1935: 

• • • diversity apparently is to be made illegal by the bill now 
before you although it is the principle upon which mmt kinds of suc
cessful business is based. Consider for example the insurance com

. ponies and the importance to business g<:nerally of developing a wide 
and diversified market. 

Similarly, Mr. F. S. Burroughs, President of Associated 
Gas and Electric Company, testified before the same committee 
in April in the following terms: 

No one testifying before this Committee has pointed out a single 
Decessary evil. resulting from the common ownership of ..,vual regional 
groups of utility properties and I say to y..... without fear of contD
diction from any competent person, that there is a definite advantag<: 
to investol'S who provide the equity in the utility business to having 
geognphical diversification in the source of their inam.e. The very 
nature of the utility business is such that the ratio of fixed capital 
to annual revenue is higher than in any other line of busin.... In 
other words, the annual turnover is very small. Under these circum
Slances the only reason that it is possible to raise the capital necesary 
to provide the facilities at relatively lower rates of return to the 
investors than would be possible in other lines of business, is because 
of the relative stability of the income and the relative uniformity of 
the income year by year. Anything that contributes to making the 
income more uniform and more stable tends to ~ the cost of 
the capital It m_ be perfectly obvious to anyone that business c0n

ditions are not uniform throughout the country at any time. Even 
during the past fin years when a business depression has been affect
ing the entire world you will find that the published maps showing 
relative business conditions in various pans of the United Swes show 
as wide a nriation in conditions in different sections os do the weather 
maps published by the Department of Agriculture. It, therefore, 
follows that when several regional groups of urility properties are com-
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bined under a common ownership, the earnings for the equity are 
far less affected by local variations in general business conditions than 
is the case with any company whose operations are confined to a single 
region of the country. . 

l. Capital may be attracted for investment in the senior mortgage 
Donds of utility companies on almost the same annual interest basis 
whether the company is located in one section of the country or the 
other, but about on ... half of the total capital necessary to provide utility 
service must be raised through the marlceting of junior securities. 
InasmuCh as the junior securities are the ones that are primarily af
fected by fiuctuations in the utilities' earnings, it naturally fullows that 

. anything that can be done to diversify the risk to the investor in junior 
securities win tend to reduce the rate of return. which will attract 
investors to the purchase of such securities. 

Therefore, if the grouping of regional enterprises under the owne .... 
ship of a holding company serves no other useful purpose, it must in
evitably serve as a measure of protection to the investors who provide 
the junior or equity money for the utility busin.... and must, there
fore, inevitably result in reducing the average cost of the total capital 
necessary to provide utility service. 

In a memorandum prepared by the North American Com
pany and dated March 26, 1935, the following statement is 
included: 

The ownership of four separate, but individually integrated geo
graphical systems provides a diversity of earnings and a greater sta
bility of income for the owner of the securities of the North American 
Company and its intermediate holding companies than would be 
possible if these thousands of investors owned directly the common 
stocks of the separate utility subsidiaries. 

These quotations are sufficient to indicate the general 
nature of the advantages claimed for diversification. They are 
characterized by the universal assumption that geographical 
diversification carries with it diversification of risk which 
strengthens holding companies, and that that strength is, in 
turn, transmitted not only to subsidiary companies but also to 
all investors in the utility system. 

As far as is known, this study represents the first attempt to 
analyze statistically the effects of diversification on the sta
bility of holding company earnings and thus on the financial 
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strength of utilities combined in a holding company system.' 
While the technical description of the statistical methods used 
is relegated to Appendix I, a word is necessary about the 
general procedure involved before the analysis is presented. 

The study is not a statistical one in the sense that large, 
aggregates representing a considerable coverage of the utility 
industry are used to demonstrate the thesis. Rather, a num
ber of series have been used as samples of diHerent set-ups 
and situations, these series being chosen with a conscious effort 
to show how they react to economic phenomena under their 
respectivdy different conditions. The temporal characteristics 
of the series imposed limitations on the data; it was impos
sible to secure comparable figures for all constituents of any 
holding company system for the entire period covered in the 
study, 1919-34-. In all cases the constituent company series and 
their combinations were extended back to 1919 regardless of 
date of parent company formation or date of :u:quisition of 
subsidiaries by the respective holding -companies. Therefore, 
in no case should the series presented be considered an actual 
picture of the performance of the holding company group 
under discussion. It was only because certain holding com
pany groups tended best to represent different combinations 
of conditions that are more or less typical that the particular 
subjects were chosen fat: analysis. It is to be emphasized, 
and it will be reiterated to avoid misinterpretation, that the 
policies of no company or companies are being criticized herein; 
such interpretation would be most unfair because this aoss
section analysis does not cover all of the dements in anyone 
company'scircumstances.. 

Deductive reasoning based upon and exemplified by the 
statistics will constitute the method of procedure. The general 
conclusions to be devdoped, with appropriate modifications 
along the way, are that diversification adds little of financia I 
significance to the typical public utility holding company sit
uation, and that present-day holding companies have but 

• MaDy campaaico ha~ p<q>arccI aad p......mol _tiotical otudMs of 1-.1 
diftnifu:ati ... aad of Ihe dedi of dM:nifu:atioo 011 prodDdioa aad aal.., bat 
.... amI,... ha"" _ beea curi<d throagII to their fi ... "';.1 CDDdasioa. 
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limited grounds for self-justification in the diversification of 
their holdings. 

CYCLE ANALYSIS 

• The first step in the analysis involves the consideration 
of diversification as it relates to the cyclical fluctuations of 
utility earnings. In view of the claims that have been made, 
we should expect diversification among the constituent com
panies of a holding company system to accomplish, by cancel
lation of decreases and increases, a definitive degree of stability 
in the combined revenue and profit performances. But the 
visual answer contained in Charts 2 to 6 (page 108a) is "No," 
particularly with respect to the reactions of revenues and 
earnings to the phenomena of the general business cycle, whose 
influence is similar in all cases and therefore permits little 
modification in the combined system performance as compared 
with that of the individual companies.' 

The outstanding general characteristics of revenues and 
profits' are their simultaneous increases and decreases; this 
is true of all of the operating units whose earnings are plotted 
on the charts. Occasionally there is a lead or a lag of a year 
or so, but such reactions comprise only temporary modifica
tions or exceptions to the universal movement which tended to 
carry revenues and profits above the growth line in the early 
1920's, to push them to peaks in 1929 or 1930, and then 
to force a unanimous decline in the early thirties. These facts 
are to be considered in light of the degree of geographical 
diversification represented by the utility companies whose 
earning figures are depicted; they were operating in seventy
two communities in twenty-six states.' Evidently geograph-

• R ........ and profits (after taxes and depreciation) are plotted to logarith
mic scale. The tca.lea were removed to emphasize the relationships betweeu 
changes in direction of movement and to avoid giving any weight to the dollar 
amounts involved. Details of method are contained in Appendix 1, part 1. 

• The :revenue and profit figures exclude non-opera.ting returns. The data 
uoed throughout thit chapter w.re compiled from Poor's and Moody's P..bHc 
UtiJi#u M.......Js. occasioually supplemented for detail by the IUlnual repnru of 
the respective companies. 

• Appendix II describes the induatrlal and geographical characteriotiCl of 
1he aeoecal bolding company _ 
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ical diversification is no defense against the rigors of a dep.es
sion like that of the thirties. Neither does it lend material 
assistance in terms of earning. capacity in times of general 
prosperity, because under such conditions all utilities seem to 
prosper alike; after hesitations in 1920, 1921, and 1922, they~ 
all picked up speed and performed with almost equal excellence. 

To the writer it seems that the expressed belief in the 
ability of combination to provide a stabilizing in1luence to the 
earnings of a group of utilities is quite inapropos as regards 
cyclical in1Iuena:s. Faith in anything like the principles of 
insurance to minimize such risks as are inherent in cydical 
swings is quite illogical and misplaced. The usually accepted 
principles of rislc bearing by insurance companies are based 
on the assumption or the actuarially proven fact that loss and 
disaster are caused by factors which will not be simultaneously 
effective on all fronts. Fires will burn themselves out in a 
confined locality or they will be brought under control by 
modern fire-fighting forces. Hurricanes will not sweep an 
area as large as the United States. Even epidemics causing 
illness and death are controllable and limited in their effects. 
Such known conditions enable insurance underwriters effec
tivdy to spread their risks by geographical diversification, 
because fire, wind, sickness, and death are constantly recurring 
phenomena which do not conoentrate temporally. On the 
other hand, business conditions, which determine the abilities 
of utility companies to operate at a profit, lack the qualities of 
controllability and isolation and possess inherently the char
acteristic of almost simultaneous action and reaction. The 
reactions may vary in degree, perhaps, but neverthdess simi
lar changes in the same direction are the rule rather than the 
exception. From the standpoint of the financial stability of 
utilities the important fact is that the simultaneous movements 
are universal and in the same direction; such earnings c0n

ditions preclude the possibility that one operating company 
can keep another or hdp to support a holding company sys
tem during any major business change. 

It is true that local business indexes frequently record 
improvements in one place at the same time that they report 
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a business decline elsewhere, but those changes are usually 
relative to the reporting period just preceding and thus meas
ure only short-time movements. The accumulative effect of 
a series of changes over longer periods is amply demonstrated 

.by the similar performance of the gross revenue lines in Charts 
2 to 6, because utility revenues are inevitably deriyed from 
the business activity in areas served. In the present economic 
organization of our country nothing dilferent could be ex
pected; interdependence of industries and localities has been 
amply demonstrated in every cyclical change in recent years. 
Back in "horse and buggy days" it might have been possible 
for one locality to enjoy continued prosperity and high prices 
while others struggled on in the slough of depression, but 
this possibility has been materially reduced by modem con
ditions. Industrial development, with its tendencY to locali
zation and specialization, has combined with modern trans
portation facilities to create an inescapable interdependence, 
and it is exceedingly unusual if not impossible for one indus
try or one locality to prosper or decline except with the rest 
of the nation, the rest of the continent, or even with the rest 
of the world. True, one group may prosper more or sulfer less 
than another as business improves or declines, but sooner or later 
the correlation is inevitable. 

The public utility industry cannot expect to be an excep
tion to the general rule, and as the utilities become more and 
more dependent on industrial and commercial load, they can 
expect their earnings to move ever more closely in accord 
with general business conditions regardless of geographical 
location. Therefore, it seems hopeless to expect that geo
graphical diversification can now or at any future time be 
depended upon to assure a degree of stability beyond that 
achieved by business in general. 

The operating results of the utility systems recorded in 
Charts 2 to 6 serve to prove the inelfectiveness of geographi
cal diversification in general; they also provide the means of 
some possible modifications and qualifications of the general 
conclusion. It is noticeable that the "combined system" results 
for some of the holding company systems show to a somewhat 
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greater extent than the others the "smoothing" effect of com
bining operating units into "a system. These "combined sys
tem" results are really weighted averages of the earning per
formance of the respective constituent companies, hence they 
necessarily run between the extremes of the constituents. Inc 
the case of the artificially combined Cleve1arl:d and Edison 
companies' the parallelism of all revenue and profit lines 
contained in Chart 6 is most striking, as it is also in most of 
the performances in the Commonwealth and Southern group. 
On the other hand, the earnings of the ten companies com
prising the-American Power and Light grouping are most 
irregular, and their combination effects a degree of regularity 
in the combined system results. The American Gas and Elec
tric and the Engineers Public Service groups lie between the 
extremes in this regard. 

A reasonable explanation of the differences in the degree 
to which combination failed to effect elimination of cyclical 
inBuences seems to lie in the different characteristics of the 
operating companies combined in the several groups. The Edi
son and Cleveland companies, although representing the widest 
possible geographical diversification, are all very large operating 
companies serving correspondingly large metropolitan areas 
with electricity! Southern California Edison Company's one 
bad year, reflected in earnings but not in revenues, resulted 
from its dependence on hydro-generation and the fact of a 
very low water year in 1924. With that exception we find 
that, despite location, the companies all prospered and suf
fered together. The fact that each company served a large 
metropolitan area apparently gave each the complete benefit 
of any available-diversification in load, smoothed out the per
formance lines, and rendered ineffectual the attempt to secure 
any further benefits by artificial combination. 

The companies included in the Commonwealth and 
Southern group were also relatively large, and, while not 

• No tozpo ..... relationahip of any kind exists betw .... these fo.,. companD, 
they .... combined for comparati .. purpoooo only. 

"f Some Iteam, gat, and misc:ellaneous RWDUeI are represented in nominal 
amOUDll. 
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serving large cities like Boston, Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, or 
LosAngeles, yet they did serve large areas in Michigan, ~ 
and A labama and sizable communities in Indiana and Illinois.· 
Similarly, therefore, it follows that whatever the opportunities 
~for the benefits of diversification may have been, they were 
realind within the limits of each separate company and little 
further infiuence was effected by the combination. 

Turning to American Power and Light Company (Chart 
3), we 6.od it a combination of a large number of small oper-
2ting companies, none with revenues in excess of $10,000,000 
per year, each doing bnsioes<;: in a relatively small community 
or area. and one, Portland Gas and Coke Company, doing 
exclusively a gas business It is evident that the earnings of 
the small companies in this group. taken individually, were 
subject to fewer diverse infiuences and were more dependent 
on purely local cimlD15tances which at times resisted outside 
influences or reacted to them with exceptional violence. One 
could doubtles5 trace the Montana Power Company's lIuctua
bOns in revenue directly to the mining industry, those of Kan
sas Gas and Electric Company to the prosperity of wheat 
growers, and those of Northweste:m Electric Company to the 
lumber industry. In the combination of these diverse companies 
there appear some benefits of diversification, although they are 
not sufficient to eliminate the effects of-the cycle which finally 
domill2ted all nther influences 

Similarly, in the American Gas and Electric Company and 
the Engineers Public Service Company combinations (Charts 
2 and 5), some smaller companies were more "jumpy" than 
the large ones, but none slIIressfully resisted the general move
ments and changes in busines5 conditions. Some companies 
may have been 1es5 successful than nthers in times of general 
prosperity, but it never followed that those companies were 
enjoying material improvement in periods of depression, and 
therefore they contributed nothing to the end of stabilization. 
The differences between large companies and small, local and 

• Com:idenI:de amotiLDta of revenues were «rived &om tile gas busi.. of 
C-.. Power c_. Ccatr.al IIlinoia LigIn CompaDy, aDd Southent 
IadiaDa Goo aDd Electric c-p.ay .. ...n .. from die sale of __ • 
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')ridespread, would seem to indicate oQly that there is 'less 
'excuse for combining large metropolitan companies, or units 
like those included in the Commonwealth and Southern group, 
.~an there is for common ownership of groups like thOse of 
:American Power and Light ComPallY; and there is little or. 
ClO justification even for the latter in terms of"divc:rsification 
]ienefits as defenses against cyclical changes in utility earnings. 

The phenomena just described were in terms of operating 
profits, which, as a matter of fact, seldom constitute the earn
ings available for the support of holding company systems. 
'I:he real financial significance of fluctuations is further alfected 
by the existenoe of fixed interest charges in the typical oper
ating utility set-up and also by the fact that many, if not 
most, operating companies are obligated to meet semi-fixed 
~vidend payments on publicly; held preferred stocks before 
parent organizations can collect dividends on their. common 
stock investments. The effect of such c:in:umStances of finan
c;ial structure is to amplify by leverage "the changes in amounts 
,available to holding company equities; obviously, the prac-, 
tice of trading on the equity cannot produce any effects of 
p ncr:llation or bring any benefits of diversification. Accurate 
data on common stock earnings in comparable form would, 
,if plotted, produce results similar to but an exaggeration of 
those shown in Charts 2 to 6. Under the inftuence of fixed 
linancial charges, a given ~ange in operating profits, either 
'up or down, would produce a change in equity earnings in 
Pte same direction but of greater amplitude. Therefore, the 
Credit standing of holding companies and, in the long run, 
their ability to attract capital are exaggeratedly dependent 
on the simultaneous swings of operating company profits. It 
~ impossible to reason that benefits of diversification can be 
derived from a combination of a series of operating company 
c;quities all of whose values are speculative, all of whose earn
ing potentialities are subject to the same business influences, 
and all of whose values react in the same direction at the 
sune time. 
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REsIDUAL FLUCTUATIONS 

We have already ,hinted that the earning records of somd 
utilities seem to be more jumpy than those of others. This' 
fact is especially apparent in the year-to-year changes which, 
~e shown in Charts 7 to 10. Although it is evident that these 
changes ultimately fell under the universal induence of the 
dominating eyclial changes, it seems worthwhile to carry the' 
analysis of the residual ductuations a bit further in an attempt 
to measure their characteristics and significance., Therefore, 
further statistial methods were brought to bear which served 

. to isolate and emphasize the year-to-year changes during the 
period of years 1921-32. For this purpose, a five-year moving 
average was computed to eliminate the induences of the cycle, 
and of growth and to accentuate the residual and accidental' 
factors which 'induenced utility earnings during the period 
under observation.' The eXpression of each years earnings' 
as a percentage deviation from the .live-year moving average' 
gives a measure of temporary fluctuations caused by factors 
other than growth and cyclial changes. The results for the' 
four holding company systems are contained in Charts 7 to 
10. Representing as they do the effects of residual induences 
on earnings, the plotted lines may be said to have moved up 
and down in accordance with temporary earning situations. 

It is perfectly evident that 'there is a good deal of year
to-year variation in utility earnings as reported. Not only ar,e 
the, fluctuations obvious but in most cases the fluctuations of. 
constituent companies tend to be in opposite directions at lI.-, 

given time, As a result of these observed facts we find that, 
ups and downs tended to cancel each other and that year-to-' 
'year variations in combined system earnings were materially 
redu~ by' the cancellation process!" The relative stability· 
created by the combination of a number of fluctuating carn
ing performances shows the effects of canoellation resulting 
from simultaneous opposite movements of earnings. 

• De.ailt of method det<J'ib<d ill Appendix 1, put 2. , 
l.O The extent of cancellation may be noted by comparing constitue~' 

company variations expreaaed ic per-centaget with the perceDtage. variatioa. 
of the HSpeCtive combined .systemJ u noted on the cbartr 
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CHAl.T 1-DEVIATlONl OF OPEItATtNC PtOFITI noM FlVE-Yua. 
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AVERAGE .. =7.51 

Such are the results obtained from a comparison of the 
earnings rep~rts of the operating companies involved. The 
real significance of these results is difficult to determine be
cause of the fact that little faith can be placed in the year
by-year profit figures of operating utilities." Universal lack 

" The operating profit figures _ throughout thio IIUdy ...., '"1'_6 ... 
of profit> after IUd> dedottiODl for depreciation ..... '" tnaabIe to the 0per
ating _ oategory. 
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of faith in the annual profit figures is predicated 'on two facts: 
the relative ~. of maintenance deferment from one account
ing period to another, and the generally accepted accounting 
practice of the industry with respect to depreciation. There 

• no intention to question maintenance policies in this con
nection. I t is merely stated as a known fact that utilities can 
and do spend more money for maintenance when they have 
it than when they don't; such may be the best policy in some 
instances, but the effect is that anyone year's reported earnings 
show artificial results. Similarly, without entering the age
old discussion of depreciation accounting methods, it is a fact 
that the so-called "retirement reserve" method of account
iDg for depreciation is basically and admittedly one which takes 
no cognizance of the amount of such expense that should be 
charged to anyone accounting period in a cost accounting sense. 
According to the requirements of the Uniform Classification 
of Accounts for Gas and Electric Utilities, which was in vogue 
during the years under observation, thete was no conscious 
effort to allocate retirement expenses period by period in any 
logical way." It is only to be expected, therefore, that many 
miscellaneous year-ta-year changes in reported profits would 
result even though the long-run adequacy of retirement pra
visions of any particular utility might not be questioned. Two 
or three examples show the possibilities: 

1. Georgia Power Company in 1929 reduced retirement 
expense from the previous year's $1,203,843 to $991,964. 
This action probably accounted, in part, for the corresponding 
profit increase from $10,628,508 to $11,079,796. (See 
Chart 9.) 

2. Scranton Electric Company in 1930 jumped its retire
ment expense from the $354,156 of 1929 to $703,986, thus 
causing profits to decrease from $3,881,115 to $3,376,645, in 
spite of a slight increase in revenues. (See Chart 7.) 

3. Indiana and Michigan Electric Company reduced its 

1Ilmtructioaal Dote in th... old c1aasilicatiOlll 8latecl: "It u the intent of 
the c1uWication that a raerve .ball be provided) either through retirement expense 
or by appropriations from surplut, or both, au1ficimt to cover all retirement 
1 ..... that may reaaoDably be oxpect<d." 
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20 .. 

15 

10 

-5 

-10 

-15 

-20L-~~~~L-~~~~L-~~~~L-~ __ ~ 
1921 '22 '23 '24 '25 !2& '27 '2& '29 '3D '31 1.32 

COMBINED SYSTEM (if = 3.07) 
TEXAS POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY(if.UO) 

~-- NEBRASKA POWER COMPANY(" ~2.t6) 

---------- CENTRAL ARIZONA LIGHT AND POWER 
COMPANY(" .. 7.51) 

•• ~-••••.•••••• - •• KANSAS GAS AND ELECTRIC 
COMPANY( if = 4.75) 

-_.-.- WASHINGTON WATER POWER 
COMPANY( ., = 3.83) 

-"-"- NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC 
COMPANY( ., .. 6.93) 

----- SUPERIOR WATER, LIGHT,AND POWER 
COMPANY( ., .. 2.&1) 

---- PORTLAND GAS AND COKE 
COMPANY( if .. 3.03) 

PACIFIC POWER AND LIGHT 
COMPANY( if = 7.13) 

" '" MONTANA POWER COMPANY( 4' .. 7.22) 
AVERAGE .,=4.92 
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profits in 1923 from 1922's ~99J,088 to ~82J,9J7 by increas
ing 'f'etirement expense from $200,000 to $420,010 in face 
of a $500,000 revenUe increase. (See Chart 7.) . 

With such inB.uences predominant throughout utility ac
atounting, the validity of any conclusions drawn from a state

ment of one year's profits is most questionable. 

CHAaT 9--DEVlAT1ONS OF OPEUTtNGi PI.oV1TS noM FIVE-Yua 
MOYINC AVEUGES. 1921-32 

CoMKOIlWEA1.TH ANIl SouTHERN ~TlON SrsTE .. 
PERCENT 
DEVIATION 

ZO 

15 

10 

-10 

-IS 

-zoL--L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
IIIZI '2z 'Z3 'z" 'Z5 'Z6 'Z7 '28 '29 '30 '31 11132 

COMBINED SYSTEM(.r = 1.35) 

ALABAMA POWER COMPANY( tr =3.82) 

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY(tr=2.66) 

GEORGIA POWER COMPANY(tr =".29) 

CENTRAL ILLINOIS LIGHT COMPANY(tr=3.48) 

SOUTHERN INDIANA GAS AND ELECTRIC 
COMPANY( tr = 3.59) 

AVERAGE .. -3.57 
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However, assuming that accounting methods and main
tenance policies do not account for all of the residual inilu
ences reflected in Charts 7 to 10, there may be some sig
nificance in the averaging iniluence of combination. It is 
conceivable that an operating utility, embarrassed by an off yeati 
in earnings, might have that embarrassment -enhanced by a 
maturity or other capital need occurring at the same time. It 
might follow, therefore, that a holding company little affected 
by the temporary depression of one constituent might alleviate 
the embarrassment by an advance or a security purchase that 
<ould soon be liquidated with the passing of the emergency 
situation. 

To test the possibilities in this connection a number of 
detailed observations were made to measure the financial sig
nificance of some of the more pronounced yearly "vibrations" 
in earnings. It was assumed that a fairly accurate measure of 
a corporation's ability to withstand financial hardship could be 
expressed in the often-used investment test; namely, "times 
mterest earned." This relationship is generally accepted as 
a test of credit strength and thus could be adopted as a meas
ure of an operating utility's ability to remain financially self
suflicient in face of earning declines. 

Within the American Gas and Electric Company system 
(Chart 7) we find that the earnings of the following operat
ing units fluctuated most widely: Atlantic City Electric Com
pany, Indiana and Michigan Electric Company, and Wheeling 
Electric Company. However, the financial significance of this 
fact was almost nil Table 11 sets forth the operating profits 
of these three constituents of the American Gas and Electric 
Company, expressed as percentages of their moving averages, 
together with the respective relationships between operating 
profits and interest charges. In the case of the Atlantic City 
unit it is evident that after the early twenties, when the "times 
interest earned" ratio was improved by reduction of interest 
nther than by increases in earnings, this company maintained 
a satisfactory financial reputation in terms of interest cover
age even in face of the rather violent changes in earnings. 
A similar story may be read from the record of the Wheeling 
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CHAar JO DEviAnONS OF OPEtAnHC FROM: FnE-Yua 
MOVINC AVEaACEs, 1921-32 

ENCINEERS PuBuc SERVlC£ CoMPANY 8nT:EM 
PER CENT 
DEVIATION 35.22 

~120 

15 

10 

5 

I \i 
I 

., 

\ I , 
-15 " , , 
~20L--L __ ~~ __ J-__ ~-L~~~~~~~-J. 

192t '2:2 "23 "24 "25 "26 "27 '28 '29 "30 "31 1932 

COMBINED SYSTEM(" - 325) 

BATON ROUGE ELECTRIC COMPANY( tr 4.69) 

VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER 
COMPANY( " = 4.92) 

EL PASO ELECTRIC COMPANY(" = 6.22) 

SAVANNAH ELECTRIC AND POWER 
COMPANY( " = 7.70) 

PUGET SOUND POWER AND LIGHT 
COMPANY( " = 5.10) 

PONCE ELECTRIC COMPANY(" = 10.68) 

KEY WEST ELECTRIC COMPANY(" = 13.52) 

AVERAGE tr=7.55 

Electric Company; both of these companies were apparently 
iO financed that they maintained an adequate margin of safety 
lver interest charges and thus could not have been very much 
... orned or dependent on parent company aid in case of eam
ng lapses. By the same token, there were but two years in 
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Year 

1921 
In2 
1923 
In4 
1925 
1926 

1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1912 

T ABlJI II-RBLATION OP EAP.NINGI DEVIATIONS TO ''TIMIII INTEIlEIT EAII.Nltn"
AM.IUCAN GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY SYSTEM, 1921-32 

Atlantic City Elecuic Company Indiana and Michigan Electric Co. Wheeling Elecuic Company 

Inte_ Deviation Tim" Intereat Deviation Times Interett Deviation Times 
Charge. of EarningJ Intertlt Charge. of Earnings Inte ... " Chargeo .1 Earnings Into_ 

(in from Moving Earned· (in from Moving Earned· (in lrom Moving Earnod· 
thou .. nd.) Average thonAnd.) Average thousand.) Averago 

$ 186 - 0.93% 1.87 $ 322 - 2,93% 2.23 $102 - 6.26% 1.94 
250 + 6.75 1.82 31l +17.81 3.17 116 - 0.29 2.08 
198 -21.06 2.17 312 - 5.58 2.64 121 -U8 2.28 
29' - 0.19 2,48 313 -15.31 2.60 122 + 2.36 2.87 
3a6 T 0.01 3.08 635 -16.68 1.78 121 + 7.77 3.38 
381 - 3.72 3.30 941 + 9.86 2.07 152 - 2.58 2.53 

647 - 4.93 2.47 956 - 5,43 2.31 162 + 0.35 2.56 
868 + 4.38 2.$3 1,026 + 2.74 2.63 173 -18.18 2.22 
971 - 2.93 2.53 1,262 + 8.04 2.57 212 +14.72 2.97 

1,450 + '.89 2.12 1,302 + 2.50 2.U IU + 9.67. 3.88 
1,347 + 8.07 2.26 1,345 + 7.70 2.1S 162 + 1.38 3.27 
1,138 - 0.91 2.20 1,381 - 9.85 1.50 164 -10.'3 2.4>7 

. . • Computed WIthout giving etfect to non .. operating incDme . 
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1921 
1922 
1923 
192. 
1925 
1926 

1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1911 
1932 

Year 

1921 
1922 
1923 
192~ 

1925 
1926 

1921 
1928 
1929 
19]0 
1931 
1932 
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TABLE 12-RELA'I10N OF EARNINGS DEVIATIONS TO 'TIMES INTEREST 
&uNmu-ANElllCAN POWE& AND LICHT COM.PANY SnTEM) 1921-32 

,central Arizona Light and Power Co. Nol"thweatem Electric Company 

lat ...... Deviation Time! Interest Deviation Times 
Charge> of Earninga Inte_ Charge> ofEamiogs 1-

(in from Moving Earned· (in from Moving Earned· 
tho .... ds) A"""'ge thoosands) Awrage 

$ 97 + 6.54% 2.79 $397 - 1.15% I.Ut 
112 - 4.83 2.1I li6 - 2.08 2.09t 
9~ - 5.32 2.99 403 +10.80 2.40t 

106 + 5.21 3.11 .n - 5.29 1.77 
93 - 5.H 3.14- .,4- - 4.60 1.12 

110 - 7.30 3.22 528 - 3.29 1.11 - - . 
162 - 1.1l 3 •• 6 566 + 7.69 2.06 
164 - 3.63 •• 23 588 

-
- 1.91 1.91 

112 + 2.39 4.95 620 - 1.87 1.19 
324 +15.62 3.39 784- + 1.36 1.61 
376 + 9.92 2.~9 825 +18.20 1.65 
380 -10.33 1.52 850 + 6.6S 1.30 

Pacific Power and Light Company Montana Power Company 

IoteZ'elt Deviation Tu- Inte_ Deviation 
Charges of Earnings Interest Charge> of Eaming. 

(in from Moving Earned· (in from Moving 
thousands) Average thousands) Average 

$ 671 + 1.33% 1.73 $1,748 -20.37% 
668 + 1.51 1.78 1,769 - O.SS 
619 - 0.62 1.69 1,742 + 7.n 
732 - 1.91 1.59 1,795 -4.06 
18S - ~.12 1.51 1.,821 - 0.81 
80~ + 8.62 1.76 1,826 + 3.60 --
170 -15.83 1.55 2.,161 - 2.48 

1,159 + S.68 1.45 2 .... 59 + 1.81 
1,26' +11.75 LSD 2,388 + 9.80 

924 - 2.65 1.73 2.,409 - 1.12 
1,107 + 7.74- 1.40 2,46S - O.OS 
1,341 - S.04- O.as 2,226 - 8.10 

. . • Computed WIthout gIVIng effect to Don·operatmg mcome • 
t Depreciation not taken. 
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Tmtel 
Interest 
Earned· 

1.8~ 
2.34-
2.70 
2.57 
2.77 
3.06 

2.60 
2.67 
2.92 
2.34 
l.98 
I.7S 
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which. the Indiana and Michigan Electric Company showed 
interest earned less than two times, and one of those years, 
1925, reHected not only an earning decrease but a 100 per 
cent increase in interest. 

The American Power and Light Compaily system has beer 
mentioned as one showing the greatest possibilities of bene· 
fits from system cancellations of good and bad years. From 
this system the four units with greatest earning lIuctuations 
were chosen for analysis (Chart 8.) Table 12 provides a pic
ture of their profit fiuctuations and the effect on financial posi
tion. The Central Arizona Light and Power Company's posi
tion remained satisfactory until 1932, in which year earnings 
were, as a matter of fact, under the rumulative pressure of 
cyclical depression rather than any temporary lapse. The 
Northwestern Electric Company and the Pacific Power and 
Light Company suffered alike, not from the effects of the 
evident year-to-year Huctuations, but from inherently weak 
equity position. They were always in need of aid, and this 
need was occasioned not by earnings lIuctuations but by a gen
eral and continuous lack of earnings sufficient to establish a 
strong financial position. The Huctuations in these cases could 
not make the situation much worse than it already was. 

The Commonwealth and Southern picture ·(Chart 9) is 
interesting when compared with the American Gas and Elec
tric and the American Power and Light situations. There is 
less evidence of cancellation in the Commonwealth and South
ern system combination. The Huctuations from normal are 
not so violent, nor are they so opposite in movement as to 
produce the same degree of smoothness in the system as a 
whole. The reason for the differences may lie either in more 
uniform accounting procedures used by the Commonwealth 
and Southern units or, more likely, in the fact previously 
referred to that the constituents of the Commonwealth and 
Southern system are individually larger and serve more diver
sified areas than do the units of the other two holding com
panies. Evidently the local conditions which constitute the 
predominant in/Iuence on the earnings of small scattered 
operating companies like those in the American Power and 
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Light and the American Gas and Electric systems are self
eliminating for such Commonwealth and Southern units as 
Consumers Power Company, Georgia Power Company, and 
Alabama Power Company, all of which serve large areas. The 

ltffects of such year-to-year fluctuations as did occur in the 
earnings of the Commonwealth and Southern units were nomi
nal. This may be noted in Table 13 where the records of the 
three most unstable subsidiaries are set forth." The Alabama 
company showed a steady increase in interest coverage during 
the earlier years in spite of yearly earnings that deviated un
favorably from the average. After 1930 the decline in cov
erage was due largely to increased fixed charges rather than 
to changes in earnings. Georgia Power Company likewise 
went through the years 1921-32 with few significant changes 
in credit status as measured by interest coverage. The weak
ened position in both 1926 and 1931 was caused chiefly by an 
increase in interest. The "times interest earned" ratio for 
Southern Indiana Gas and Electric Company improved steadily 
in spite of the extent and variety of deviations in yearly 
earnmgs. 

Approximately the same evidence appears from analysis 
of the records of Engineers Public Service Company units 
(Table 14). Savannah Electric and Power Company was 
weak in spite of and not because of earnings fluctuations. El 
Paso Electric Company was reasonably strong; and its finan
cial strength was sufficient to absorb the shock of any tem
porary earning declines. The Key West Electric Company, 
on the other hand, experienced decided ups and downs in 
credit status, as measured by interest coverage, and appears 
to be an exception to the generalizations established above. It 
should be noted that this operating company is an "exception" 
in many respects; it serves fewer than 2,500 electric customers 
(2,291 on December 31, 1933) and operates in a completely 
isolated community. The company has a relatively small 
funded debt," and consequently a small change in earnings 

1J. Tb~ datil in Chart 9 indiC:lte the degrees of Huetuarion. 
14- .. '\.1 of December 31, 1912, the funded debt was U12.000 as compared 

with an equity of $95 1,000. 
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Year 

1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1921 
1926 

1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
193 I 
1932 

TABL! 13-RELATION 0' EARNINC. OBVIATION. TO ''TIMIIINTERBIT £A.NED"
COMMONWEALTH AND SOUTHIlN CORroRATION SVIT£M 1921·32 , 

Alabama Power Company Georgia Power Company Southern Indiana Gu &- Electric Co. 

Interelt Deviation. Tim •• Inttreat Deviation 
Chargea of Earoioga Intluclt Charg.. of Eaminga 

(in from Moying Earn.d· (in from Moving 
,houll.d.) Average thouland.) Average 

t -0.32% .- $1,841 +7.27% 
'1,]62 -6.78 1.91 1,889 -4.93 

1,823 -2.74 1.81 1,973 -0.88 
1,990 -0.10 2.10 2,173 +t.61 
2,385 -2.11 2.U 2,380 -5.08 
3,091 -4.85 1.97 l,SlO -7.57 

3,118 +2.R9 2." 3,336 -1.13 
3,125 +2.+6 2.97 +,505 +6.81 
3,730 +8.20 2.79 4,013 +0.69 
4,030 -1.+9 2.31 .... 485 +2.85 
+,5 is +1.95 1.91 5,4OJ +0.42 
+,160 -2.9' 1.69 5,743 +1.14 

-Computed without giving effect to Don-operating income. 
t Indettnninate. 

Timea Interelt Deviation Time. 
I.tete" Charge. 01 E .. ninga Intere.t 
Earn.d· (in from Movi.g Earned· 

,houla.d,) Average 

2.54 .,77 +5.52% 1.51 
2.31 379 -6.76 ISS 
2,44 433 +4. IS 1.7+ 
US 4]9 +1.56 1.86 
2.30 402 -3.21 2.12 
1.78 396 +0.45 US 

2,48 341 -2.09 3.11 
2.36 313 -2.30 3.54 
2.72 316 +4.02 3.94 
2.6] 359 +0.69 3.4+ 
2.U 332 +5.06 3.16 
2.00 3H +1.$'9 ].42 
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Year 

1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 

1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
19l1 
19l1 

TABLE 14---RlU.ATION OP EAa.NINGS DEVIATIONS TO 'TIME. INTEREST EA1.NE""
ENCINI!:EItS PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY SYSTEM, 1921-32 

Savannah Electric and Pow~r Company El Palo Electric Company Key West Electric Company 

Inter<ll Deviation. Timet Intereot Deviation 
Charges of Earningt Intere.t Charge. of Earning. 

(in from Movmg Earned· (iD from Moving 
tho.land.) Average thouland.) Average 

$306 + 7.00% 1.99t $158 -10.33% 
284 -11.41 1.69 209 + 7.13 
330 . - 1.61 1.59 205 + 3.76 
374 + 3.70 l.n 23 ... - 2 .... 7 
370 - 2.29 1.l1 200 - 3.65 
362 - 4.25 1.60 165 - 0.72 

44J + 0.81 1.5 I 182 - 3.75 
4S1 + 2.26 1.63 219 - 3.09 
442 +'0.75 1.75 328 + 2.01 
432 - 9.02 1.73 447 + 8.70 
421 +19.67 2.43t 446 +10.59 
410 - 4.25 1.88 445 - 7.61 

• Computed without giving effect to oon~opel'ating income. 
tN. depreciation taken. 

Time. Intere.t Deviation Times 
Intere.t Charge. of Earnings Intereat 

Earned" (in from Moving Earned" 
thou_d.) Aver.ge 

2.84 $23 - 4.19% 3.31 
2.88 31 - 3.31 2.27 
3.67 31 + 4.15 2.26 
2.61 30 - 4,68 2.01 
3.16 30 - U3 1.91 
40.29 31 + 9.48 2.29 

4.Z9 30 - 4.65 2.09 
4.21 29 +13.19 2.46 
3,46 29 -18.47 1.71 
2.94 28 - 7.81 2.13 
2.85 28 +35.22 3.19t 

,2.03 27 -11.33 1.82 
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creates a more than normal change in the "times interest 
earned" ratio. Further, the coverage changes were not in 
exact correspondence with the year-ta-year earning changes. 
It is evident that the company's accounting policies and its 
steady decline in earnings (see Chart 14) were more inBu
entia! in affecting its credit status than any of .. the temporarY 
conditions. 

These analyses of the most serious situations, as measured 
in terms iif earning fluctuations, fail to reveal any benefits 
from the cancellation effects of holding company combina
tions. The weakness or strength of an operating company is 
not materially affected by, or related to, its year-ta-year earn
ing fluctuations, and therefore the benefits of combination are 
of little or no financial significance. 

It seems reasonable to conclude that the possibilities of 
material benefit resulting from the offsetting effects of year
ta-year earning fluctuations must have been confined to ex
ceptionally few situations. Further, it ,is reasonable to assume 
that only on occasion of the unfortunate coincidence of a poor 
earning year with a weak financial position would an operating 
utility need parent company aid. And in such a coincidence, 
the. temporary lapse of earnings would not be the real source 
of the distress; rather the real source would be the lack of 
adequate reserve strength in the subsidiary financial structure. 
It is rather apparent that any operating utility reasonably 
financed and operated with average efficiency would be able 
to live through such lean periods as might accompany tem
porary deviation from average earning capacity. The invest
ment market is, or should be, quite cognizant of the insignifi
cance of a one-year utility earning record. No credit standing 
could be intelligently interpreted on the basis of such scanty 
information, be it good or bad, without further consideration 
of maintenance and retirement policies. 

From this discussion of stabilization possibilities, with re
spect to both cyclical and residual influences, it is plain that 
the interpretation points to the ineffectiveness of holding com
pany combination in accomplishing any significant results. This 
does not mean that holding companies have not rendered 
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material aid to subsidiaries on occasion nor that they have made 
no contribution to past development and to the solution of 
depression problems in the industry. It simply means that 
such contributions cannot have been due to any benefits de-
~ved from diversification. Loans and advances have been 

made; debt and equity securities have been purchased. The 
sources of holding company funds to finance such aids have 
been the interest and dividend returns on investments in the 
subsidiaries themselves and, in earlier years, new funds raised 
by sale of holding company securities to the public. Revenue 
sources were not stable because their reliability was largely 
that of subsidiary equity earnings. The market source has 
proven equally unstable, because the ability to sell holding 
company securities has, in general, coincided with the ability of 
subsidiaries to make money. During the years 1932-34, the 
only holding companies that were in a position to aid their 
subsidiaries 'Were those which had adequate cash reserves to 
meet subsidiary needs, or, as was equally common, had strong 
subsidiaries with reserves that could be transported through 

I, the parent organization to needy constituents. U It is difficult 
to take seriously the suggestion that holding companies were 
essential instruments in capital raising during the years 1927 
to 1930 because almost any operating company, weak or strong, 
could have sold securities in that market. Any contribution 
made by parent companies under such conditions was one of 
guidance rather than of essential capital raising; theirs were 
the decisions as to where the capital should be invested. 

Going back to the earlier twenties, prior to the "new era 
of prosperity," we find conditions incomparable to those now 
existent; those were formative years in public utility system 
development, and the financial contributions, both good and 
bad, which holding companies made during that period have 
been sufficiently discussed and admitted. The important fact 
to reiterate is that the 1930's have not afforded, and subse
quent decades do not promise to afford, the opportunities for 
many more such contributions, for the industry has for the 

11 Thole not 10 endowed either leaned on their IUbaidiarics 01', failiog that 
support, wen' jn", receivenhip and bankrnptcy. 
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most part matured and developed to a point where further 
system building will be intensive rather than extensive. Unless 
there is some reason to believe that there will be a radical 
change in utility earnings characteristics in future years, there 
are no grounds for any assumption of a rebirth of holdin»" 
company importance, either as an essential.,instrument fo?' 
capital raising or as a significant stabilizer of utility invest
ments in face of depressions and miscellaneous misfortunes. 
In its present typical form, the holding company has served 
its main financial purpose; as the necessity for parent com
pany financial domination continues to decline, participation 
in financial activities beyond those usually undertaken by equity 
stockholders will become more difficult to justify. 

GROWTH TRENDS 

In all of the holding company systems there are re6ections 
of the essential implications of the "averaging" concept; name
ly, that some items are above and some below the average, 
or that some performances are better and some worse than 
the average. This is particularly true with respect to the 
growth factors affecting the trend of utility profits. (See 
Charts 11 to 14.'6) It is perfectly evident that, historically, 
the development of every holding company system has been 
retarded by inclusion of poorer operating units and, putting it 
the other way, growth has been more favorable than it would 
have been without the inclusion of better companies. Pre
sumably the ideal in each case would have been achieved by 
the inclusion of only the best performers, but this implies a 
degree of perfection in management and forecasting that is 
humanly impossible to achieve. 

The success and profitableness of utility operation is inevit
ably linked with the development of the communities served 
by the operating units. This factor was mentioned before as 
having a bearing on the cyclical fluctuations of utility earnings, 
and in connection with long-run development and growth it 

1. The growth curvet for theac eompaaies WUC' tahn from Charta 2 to 
5 and plotted again 00 logarithmic oca1e _ogo from CDIDIJl()IJ poin .. of origin 
for each I)'IteIII to emphasiJoe by iIoIation the diff ....... eamiogo tn:ndL 
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plays a much more significant part. The asset characteristics 
of the industry prevent any considerable mobility of investment; 
once a commitment is made it is fixed until the day of its aban
donment. Besides being affected by growth influences created by 

~ovements of population and industry, the-utilities are subject 

CHAltT ll-VAllYlNC TRENDS IN ()PEIlATING UTILITY EAaNINGS1 1919-34-
AMER.1CAN GAS AND ELECTIlIC CoMPANY SYsTEM 

... 

sr;W.ANNUAL, RAn 
01' GROWTH· PER c:tNT 

, ... 

.... ~c CJTV!"'li:CTIitC eOMHoNY 

5.fa DfOW,I_ AHO MfCI'lIGaX Ct.IC'NhC 
co .. """"" s... COU8INI;D avsTtM 

SOU &CftANT'ON RICT1hC COMMJrt 
".Ia WMf.tLING .!,.I.CTllle. COWNMf 

to long-time trends resulting from technological changes which 
are also relatively unpredictable. To date, the street and 
interurban railways furnish the best example of a decline 
which has materially affected the earnings and investment 
values of utilities. The gas business comprises another sector 
of the industry which may be facing long-run difficulties as 
further new uses for electricity are developed. All of these 
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elements, both geographical and technological, find reflection 
in the records of growth, and there is every reason to believe 
that such influences will continue to affect the fortunes of 
utilities. 

It is in face of these unpredictable growth factors tha~ 
the diversification accomplished by public utilir, holding com-

CHAaT 12-VUYJNC fiENDS 1M OPEaATlHG UTILITY E.uNJJfCS, 1919-J40-
AMEllICAM POWER. AND LIGHT COMPANY SYSTEM 

,.,. 

K ... I ...... N\IAL. " .... n 
OT GROw"" - PEA. ceNT 

S.2J Tt:aAlI lIOWCfII ANSI LIGM1" cowwno 
.,.a~HwDI~ 

.0. cvnAAL MIZONAI.JGM"" 
l"<M'£fII "QMt'IIIoIn' 

KANSAS GAl ANO C..ccTIIJC, 
...,. COI'PMn' 
,).t' WASNINCTOIII WlIIft:. POwUI COM._ 

panies would seem to hold forth the greatest possibilities of 
material contribution. These opportunities are of significance 
in two respects; first, to the investor and, second, to the com
munities covered by utility services. Except in very obvious 
cases, investors have found and will continue to find it im
possible to predict the long-run future value of capital com
mitted to any localiud situation such as is represented by any 
operating utility. It is not to be implied that holding com
panies can exercise any superhuman intelligence in this matter 
either; the facts show just the opposite. But it is true that a 
holding company's investments are in several localities and, 
in many instances, in a number of the different service branches 
of the industry, and this fact gives assurance that the values 
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of its aggregate investments as measured in long-run earn
ing potentialities will not be as completely subject to the vicis
situdes of change as if they were concentrated in one area. It is 
not impossible, but it would be quite improbable, that individual 

.vestors could achieve a similar protection. Equity investors 
m such companies as Key West Electric Company (Engineers 
Public Service Company), Arizona Power Company (United 
Gas Improvement Company), Northwestern Electric Com
pany (American Power and Light Company), or in the trans
portation units of almost any system would have suffered com
plete loss of their investments in the span of years 1919 to 

CHART U-VUYIHC TRENDS IN OPERATING UTILITY EAllNINcs. 1919-3+
CoMMONWEALTH AND SoUTHEllN Co1POltATIOH SYSTEM 

.... 

SEMIAHNIJAI.. RAT£: 
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3-1" JlCUTHERNIt.lOJ;Il.JrU.GA,S_O 

n.cCT/lIC C.OMPIoIm' 

1935. However, as investors in the several holding companies, 
their losses would have been balanced by the gains of growth 
affecting other operating units in the respective systems. 

Application of hindsight enables us to conclude that each 
of the holding companies would have been stronger without 
those units whose earnings have developed at less than the 
average rate and thus retarded the growth of the combina-
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tion. However, the impossibility of prediction would, in most 
cases, prevent our attributing this retardation of growth to 
faulty management In the same sense there could be little 
credit to management for its acquisition of properties that 
J:appened to develop more prosperously. Even over a peri~ 
of time as short as sixteen years, it is evident that diversifica-

ea.u..,. 1+-V.u.Yu'G TaENDs .N OnuTlNG u= E.uJnwcs, 1919·3+- ~ 
ElfctlfEEU Pmu.lc SanCE CoHPAHY Snr2JI 

.s.H ~~ ... ,...,. .-
U6 a. MaO CLCICT'IIIC ~ 

'lAO CCIMIMCO S'd'f'OI 
2-' • ....-ll.&C1'tIC ........ -t.SJ ~ SOUMOfIIOiICIlMeI..lGNr 
~ 

!:_::------------"' .... ~.q .. ..,.£&,ECf'aC~ 
tion may serve to protect investors against the inadequaries 
of human judgment. Only the holding company that hap
pened to be abnormally unlucky or that was cursed with most 
incompetent management could fail to achieve some such bene
fits from diversification of holdings. There is every reason to be
lieve that in the future, over similar or longer periods, communi
ties and individuaJ. branches of the utility industry will con
tinue to shift in relative importance as contributors to utility 
profits. How they will move we do not know; but perhaps a 
certain "average" stability in the long-run nlue of utility in
vestment may be achieved for investors through the medium 
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of holding companies operating as investment trusts and fur
nishing equity funds to scattered operating groups. 

Looked at from the standpoint of the utility consumers, 
this averaging influence achieved by holding companies con
*ns a surprising degree of socialization, of redistribution of 
capital and income. Surprising is the word, because sociaIi
ution is not an act of which the holding companies expect to 
be accused by a critic of their procedures. As was mentioned 
previously, those holding companies that were able to make 
material increases in their subsidiary equity investments dur
ing the years 1932-34- were necessarily diverting income from 
strong units to strengthen weak: ones. U If such policies can 
be maintained by a holding company without "averaging" the 
financial strength of the system at too low a level, the bene
fits of such socialization may be applauded. It is obvious, how
ever, that there will be a limit to such support of weak units 
unless funds from some outside source become available to 
finance the subsidy. 

The possibilities of continual! y subsidizing weak units in 
, a holding company system raise nice questions of managerial 
and public policy. One interesting example lies in the New 
Jersey situation, where we find the Public Service Corpora
tion of New Jersey existing as a holding company and con
trolling gas,' electric, and transportation companies." The city 
and interurban transport business conducted by the Public 
Service Coordinated Transport subsidiary was not a grow
ing business in the profit sense even though the volume 
of business was quite sustained. (See Chart 15.) In 
detail, it may be noted that even in 1929, this com
pany's peak year in number of passengers, the New Jersey 
transport business showed an operating income of only 
$6,680,000 i' on an investment measured by total book assets 

IT See Chap. 4, pp. 94-91, for exampleo. 
11 Thit situation involva not geographical diversification but induStrial 

diven.i.6cation within the same area" and it is intcreating to note that the simul
taneom e1fect:. of cyclical inftuences are as evident here as in the cues of geo. 
graphical divenification previously diocusoed. 

1'0 The Public Service Interstate Transportation Company unit thowed an 
opmrting 1_ of $150,000 even in 1919. 
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of $138,000,000; a rate of return approximating 5 per cent. 
In the meantime the Public Service Corporation of New Jer
sey showed, as a result of its combined gas, electric, and trans-

CHART 15-EFFECTS OP bmUST11AL DIVERSIPICATION lH THE SYSTEM 01' . 
PUBLIC SEIlVlCE CORPOltATIOH OF NEW JE!5E1" 
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port business, operating earnings of $41,831,000 on a combined 
book investment of about $612,000,000; a rate of return 
approximating 7 per cent. Obviously, if the average was 
a 7 per cent return in spite of only a 5 per cent return on more 
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than one-fifth of the investment represented by transportation, 
the gas and electric investments must have earned in excess of 
7 per cent. This difference in ·earning power became more 
exaggerated in the depression thirties, while the Public Serv
ile Corporation of New Jersey continued to support the. 
transport business by buying equity securities without hope 
of return." In this situation there would seem to .have been 
a definite policy of rate-making and income administration 
designed to make gas and electric users pay for transportation 
services. How far such a policy may be justified is a mat
ter for managerial determination. How far it may be per
mitted or required of multi-service units operating in a single 
regulatory jurisdiction may also be affected by regulatory 
policy. Such policy has, in general, been guided by the rule 
that each branch of service must be self-supporting." Although 
a holding company is here involved in obvious subsidizing of 
an unprofitable subsidiary, it is probable that the localized 
conditions dominate the company's policy. 

In the holding company system of the Engineers Public 
Service Company we find an example of decline and decadence 
involving an isolated and unconnected operating unit. The 
Key West Electric Company, whose earning record is depicted 
in Chart 5, earned an average of 3 per cent on book value of 
assets during the years 1929 to 1934 inclusive, and in 1934 
the rate had fallen to less than 1. 8 per cent. There is no evi
dence of parental financial aid in this instance, the Key West 
company just mogging along, earning and paying its interest 
and maintaining its current position. There has been no need 
for expansion in the declining community of Key West, so, with 
no debt maturity until 1956, the operating unit has remained 
self-sustaining in its decline. Should the company develop 
a financial need to cover extensive replacements or for other 
purposes, it would he interesting to see whether Engineers Pub
lic Service Company would come to its aid or abandon the unit 

10 Interest charget of Coordinated Transport cawed deficits in every year 
&om 1930 to 193+ inclusive. 

., H. C. Spurr, GWlmg PrittcipUs 0/ P..blic s.,..,;,;. R.goIation (WubiDg
'on: Public Utiliti .. Rep ...... Inc., 1926), .Vol III, pp. 221-230. 
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to the fates. Obviously the past earning record and future 
potentialities would not justify independent financing, and 
any aid extended by the parent company would savor of a 
charitable contribution. The inclusion of this unit in the Engi
neers holding company system obviously has tended to reducl¢ 
the "average" which measures the system's financial strength, 
but whether subsidizing would he countenanced as a matter of 
policy is another question. 

There is, as a matter of fact, plenty of evidence to the 
effect that economic rather than social principles are used to 
guide holding company policies in matters of this sort. In 
1933, the United Gas Improvement Company abandoned the 
profitless Arizona Power Company to the tender mercies of 
its creditors with the implication that the situation justified 
no further investment." In July, 1935, the Northwestern 
Electric Company was permitted to go bankrupt under 77b, 
the parent American Power and Light Company declining to 
finance a bond maturity. As early as 1924 the Commonwealth 
Power Railway and Light Company (one of the predecessor 
units of Commonwealth and Southern Corporation) saw fit 
to perform what might he called a "transportectomy," and in 
the operation the Michigan street and interurban railway hold
ings of the Commonwealth company were transferred to the 
Electric Railway Securities Company, whose stock: was, in turn, 
distributed pro rata to Commonwealth stockholders. Cut off 
completely from the parent organization, the transportation 
companies were permitted to waste away without infecting the 
credit of the gas and electric holdings of the group. These 
examples may reflect sound policy and recognition of the in
evitable, and they may mean little to the holding company 
investor because of the presence of stronger companies in the 
groups, but they do show that there are limits to the extent 
to which parent companies are willing to support units that 
are economically unprofitable. 

II A letter of October 12, 1933, addressed to bondholders by the readjust
ment committee said that in view of declining revenun, heavy taXe5t and large 
amountl of banda outatanding-, the parent company would not make addition;l] 
advances. The parent organization did, however, participate in and attempt to 
facilitate the pl'ocesseI of ~organization) taking stock for its credit claims. 
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We have considered three possible ways in which a public 
utility holding company might conceivably use its diversifi
cation characteristics to the financial benefit of the group as a 
whole: as a defense against the rigors of depression, as a source 

• strength to alleviate temporary embarrassments of constitu-
ent companies, and as an antidote for the weaknesses of human 
judgment in choosing long-run investment possibilities. Upon 
analysis, these possibilities seem to boil down to a generally 
acceptable conclusion that "You can't a make a silk purse out 
of a sow's ear." A public utility holding company is a cor
poration whose assets are primarily the equities of its subsidiary 
companies. The only situation in which such a cOmbination can 
offer financial benefits to the subsidiaries is that which arises 
when the combination itself includes some inherently unsound 
and financially weak operating units. Operating companies 
which have been developed physically to the economic size for 
efficient management and which are conservatively financed 
can ride out a depression or meet a financial crisis alone just 
as effectively as if corporately related to a dozen other utilities 

, scattered throughout the nation. 
The possibilities of financial aid and monetary support 

come not so much from geographical or industrial diversifi
cation as from the fact that holding company fiscal policies per
mit the reserves of strong companies to be used ,to balance 
the needs of weak ones. The reserves exist only in so far as 
strong units are included in the combination, and no diversi
fication can itself create the reserves. The obvious necessity 
for financial strength has been amply demonstrated by the 
failure of many public utility holding compani~olding 
companies with diversification to spare but without a sufficient 
number of strong constituents to support financial monstrosi
ties in the parent corporate relationships and at the same time 
supply aid to the multitude of diversified but needy 
subsidiaries." 

PIn 19UJ just before receivership, American Commonwealths Power Cor
poration controlled compa.nies lumiahing manufactured. a.nd natural gat, elec
tricity, water, and miscellaneous utility services to 522 communities in 26 statea 
and 3 provinca in Canada. 
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As investment trusts, public utility holding companies 
probably afford most of the advantages ordinarily attributed 
to that form of investment tool. They offer to the investor 
the possibility of becoming a small investment participant in 
a large number of utility companies, thus minimizing the ri~ 
of loss which may be expected to result from decadence or 
communities and' obsolescence of branches of. the industry. 
Public utility holding companies fail to meet completely the 
ideal of the investment trust in that they confine their invest
ments to the utility industry and thus miss the opportunity to 
profit from further averaging influences of other types of bus
iness enterprise. Holding forth the possibilities of some degree 
of socialization in support of socially desirable but uneconomic 
services, the holding company has been found to be guided 
more by the economic considerations. We have no reason to 
expect otherwise, because holding companies have no incen
tive to make investments in subsidiaries regardless of their 
earning potentialities. 
. Two things must be emphasized in the interpretation and 

application of these conclusions: they are confined solely to 
the financial implications of diversification, and they are not 
designed to criticize the set -up of any particular holding com
pany group. As conclusions, they may serve to suggest rather 
definite limitations that ought to be considered when diversi
fication is mentioned as a justification for the existence of hold
ing companies in the public utility field. In the final analysis, 
the ability of holding companies to render financial aid to sub
sidiaries will be determined, not by physical characteristics or 
locations, but by the quality of the holding company manage
ment--a factor which lends itself to no known methods of sta
tistical analysis. Generalizations about the quality of holding 
company management are as impractically ideal as Abraham 
Lincoln's historic statement to the effect that "all men are 
created equal"; they may be created equal but it is not human 
for them to remain so very long. It is equally impossible for 
all holding companies to reach a common level of perform
ance, be it high or low, and the contribution of each should be 
measured individually without the bias of generalization. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE STATISTICAL METHODS 
USED IN CHAPTER 5 

., This presentation describes in detail the statistical methods 
and reasoning used in Chapter 5 to reach conclusions concern
ing the effects of geographical diversification on the revenues 
and profits of holding company systems. Three types of vari
ation in utility profits are considered: (I) cyclical changes, 
(2) residual fluctuations, and (3) secular growth and decline~ 

I. CYCLICAL CHANGES 

Variations in gross revenues and profits arising from the 
influences of the business cycle were measured by the devia
tions of the actual reported figures from the computed lines 
of trend 1 as shown on Charts 2 to 6. These deviations are 
a combination of both cyclical and residual variations, but 
inasmuch as the cyclical element predominates, no effort was 
made to eliminate the residual influences in the supplementary 
mathematical tests described below. 

The ultimate test of the stabilizing effects of holding com
pany combination of operating units upon the combined system 
revenues and profits was confined to the visual interpreta
tion of Charts 2 to 6, although previous mathematical tests 
were applied to a sufficient number of series to assure the 
adequacy of reliance upon visual interpretation. These mathe
matical tests added little or nothing to the visual evidence 
contained in the charts, and were therefore not included in the 
study. The case of the American Gas and Electric Company 

'system is here included to demonstrate the adequacy of 
dependence on visual interpretation. 

The profit figures of American Gas and Electric Company 
units for the period 1919 to 1934 were compared with their 
respective trend values, and the deviations from the trend lines 
were expressed in percentage form. From these deviations, the 
standard deviation of each operating company's profits was 

1 Sre Pan 1 of this appendix. 
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determined." These standard deviations were then averaged, 
and the average was compared with the similarly determined 
standard deviation of the combined system earnings. This 
comparison measures roughly the extent to wbich deviations 
cancelled each other in the process of combination, and thll( 
provides a measure of the stabilization so effected. 

Strictly speaking, the percentage deviations should have 
been weighted with some suitable weights, such as the trend 
values of the various companies' profits for the year in ques
tion, because a deviation of a constituent company's earnings 
is only as important in infiuencing the combined earnings as 
the weight of the constituent company's earnings in dollars. 
This weighting could have been accomplished only by unjusti
fiably laborious calculation. The test for cyclical stability was 
not designed as a refined one in the sense that residual varia
tions were eliminated first, but rather it was designed to pro
.vide only an indication of the direetion of earning movements 
during swings of the business cycle. Furthermore, no operat
ing company in any of the systems under analysis was so over
whelmingly large as to distort the results greatly even though ' 
weighted elements were not employed. 

The table on page 137 shows the application of the above 
method and theory to the American Gas and Electric Company 
situation. Here it is seen that the average of the company devia
tions, taken together, is about the same as the standard deviation 
for the combined system. This fact indicates that, during a busi
ness cycle, the direction of earnings above or below trend is 
about the same for the "combined system" and its constituents; 
all of which is perfectly evident from a glance at Chart 2. 

It might be argued that there is evidence of the stabil
izing inftuence of combination in the fact that the standard 

• The formolu usod for ...... uring cyclical changes (unadjDlted for .... -
dual variatiom) &Je &I follows: 

Percentage Deviation from Trend= Actual (100) -1 00 
Trend 

. E=."' (% ")' Standanl Deviatioo (")=.yN - Ii" 
wh .... ";. the pe_ntage deviation, and N the numher of ye ... (16). 
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Operating Company 
Standard Deviation 

from Trend 
% 

Atlnntic City Electric Company 32.3 • 
• Indiana General Service Company .. ___ 19.11 
"Indiana and Michigan Electric Company 3+.+5 

Ohio Power Company __ 20.21 
Scranton Electric Company __ 37.73 
Wheeling Electric Company 23 .... 1 

Avenge (Arithmetic mean) . ________ . ___ 21.99 
Combined system _2+.19 

deviation of "combined system" earnings was 24.19 whereas 
the standard deviations of the constituents ranged from 19.71 
to 37.73. But reasoning based on this premise overlooks the 
obvious fact that holding company system performance is a 
weighted average and, as such, is bound to lie between the 
respective performances of the constituents. True cyclical sta
bility of any consequence would exist only where the standard 
deviation of the combined system was materially less than that 
of the average of all units in the system; in other words, earn
ings moving in different directions should largely cancel out 
when combined, leaving nothing but the trend in the hold
ing company earnings. Such was not the situation in any of the 
cases to which the tests were applied in the process of this study. 

2. RESIDUAL FLUCTUATIONS 

When the deviations from trend were plotted, the earn
ings of the several companies in each system showed simul
taneous cyclical movements. However, these movements were 
interrupted by irregularities due to many causes, some of which 
are outlined in the study proper. It was decided to isolate 
these variations to determine the extent to which combination 
might effect their cancellation,. with resulting stability to 
combined system profits. 

The isolation of the residual variations involved the con
struction of a five-year weighted moving average to be used 
as a base from which to measure the deviations representing 
the residual variations. For each operating company, the five
year moving average was computed from the actual dollar 
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earnings, weighted by the coefficients obtained from the ex
pansion of the binomial (/I + b)" which coefficients are 1, 4, 
6, 4, I. To illustrate, the five-year average for a company 
for 1921 was computed as follows: 

1919 earnings weighted 1 time =x. 
1920 " "4 times=x. 
1921 » " 6 times <Ox. 
1922 " "4 times=xt 
1923 " " 1 time =x. 

x.+~ +x.+x.+x. 
Average for 1921 16 

For 1922, the 1919 earnings were dropped off, and the 1924 
earnings added, and the 1920 earnings were given a weight of 
1, the 1921 earnings -a weight of 4, \!tc. 

The binomial-weight average, as compared with an un
weighted moving average, has the advantage of allowing for 
trend and also for the business cycle. The cyclical allowance 
is illustrated by the fact that, if the f 929 earnings had not 
been heavily weighted, the earnings for 1930 and 1931 en
tering into the average would have had undue weight in the 
typical or average earnings figure for 1929; hence the 1929 
average would not have represented the cyclical value of 1929 
earnings, and deviations figured from this computed base would 
not have had the cycle eliminated from them. 

The residual variations were measured by taking per
centage deviations from the moving average. Charts 7 to 10 
show these deviations in graphic form. The standard devia
tion for each series was computed by the use of the formula 
given above, and the degree of cancellation of residual varia
tions moving in opposite directions is indicated by compar
ison of the average of the standard deviations for the 
companies in each system with the standard deviation of the 
holding company system itself. These standard deviations are 
shown in Charts 7 to 10. Here it is seen that the variability 
of the combined system is reduced by cancellation of residual 
variations in the component series. The financial significance 
of this cancelling influence was tested by a comparison of the 
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deviations from moving average with the "times-fixed-charges
earned" ratios, presented in the main part of the study. 

3. SECULAR TREND 

The secular trend (either growth or decline over a long 
~od) is a statistical summary or an average. It represents, 
in the form of a line or a curve, what would be the behavior 
of a series of earnings over a period of years if there were no 
variations due to the business cycle or to fortuitous causes. 
Stated differently, the trend is the resultant of forces which 
persist for a considerable period in spite of the operation of 
cyclical or chance causes in the meantime. 

In the series of revenues and profits used in this study, 
the compound-interest curve was chosen to represent the 
trend, this appearing to give the best description of the true 
long-time growth for the period 1919 to 1934 as a whole. 
Since Charts 2 to 6 are ratio or logarithmic charts, the com
pound-interest curves there appear as straight lines. Actual 
fitting was done mathematically by the method of least squares, 
the type equation being: . 

. ., = al/ 
It should be stated that the compound-interest curve as 

used in this study describes the secular trend of dollar earn
ings from 1919 to 19 34 only, and is in no sense to be inter
preted as being suitable for extrapolation into the future 
for purposes of estimating capital needs or for other purposes. 
The compound-interest curve is much too optimistic for these 
purposes; further, while price changes due either to com
pany concessions or to public authority may not be as important 
to a utility as to an industrial company because of the relative 
stability of prices for periods of time, nevertheless allowance 
for them should be made either through the use of volume 
statistics (i.e., kilowatt-hours) or through the use of price 
index numbers. In short, the determination of future growth 
or decline for a utility or for any other industry involves more 
than the mere application of a mathematical law to series of 
earnings for a sixteen-year period, and much common-sense 
reasoning inexpressible in mathematical terms is necessary. 
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CHARACTERIZATION BY SIZE, INDUSTRY, AND 
LOCATION OF HOLDING COMPANY SYSTEMS ~ 

4 

ANALYZED IN CHAPTER 5 

In the following characterizations of the subsidiary com
panies included in the several holding company systems, the 
"Industry" and "Location" descriptions are representative of 
conditions in 1934. The "Size" column evidences the range 
of gross revenues during the period 1919 to 1934. 
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AMERICAN GAS AND ELEC'l"klC CoMPANY SVS't£M 

Size IndUltry 
(range of 

T ...... Location Suboidiary grON .rev-
enue. in Electric G .. porta.. Oth ..... 

millio .. of (%of (% of tioa. (%of 
dollan) ,I"0I0) , ..... ) (%of ,r ... ) 

graa) 

Atlantic City Electric 1- 8 99 -- - - New ]oney (AtI.ntic City) 
Company 

Indiana General Ber- 1- 4 95 - .•. ~ $ Indiana (Marlon, M .nci.) 
vi"" Company 

Indiana (South Bond, Elkhart) Indiana aDd Michigan 1- I 100 - --- --
Electric Company 

Ohio (Lima, Canton, Portsmouth, Ohio Power Company 10-20 99 - - I Steuben-
ville. honton) . 

&ranton Electric 1- & 93 - 7 P .... yl .. ni. (Scranton) 
Company 

Wh .. ling Electric 1- 3 100 - - -- Weot Virginia (Wheeling) 
Company 

• ·'Other" inel.d .. Iteam heating. 



...... -t; ..... 

AMEIlICAN POWEll AND LICHT COMPANY SYrrEM 

Size Induatry 
(range .f 

Tram- Location Subsidiary Irati rev .. 
enue, in Electrie C .. p.- Other" 

million. of (%of (%.f non (% .f 
d.n ..... ) gJ'OlO) gr ... ) (% of gr ... ) 

gr ... ) 

Centzal Arizon. Light 1- 4 12 18 --- ---- Arizon. (Phoenix) 
and Power Company 

K ..... c.. and Elec- 1- 6 100 _W'" ww"' K.n... (Wichita, Pitbburg) 
tric Company 

Montana Power C.Ul- S-IO 84 13 t 3 Montana (Butte, Helena, Great Fan., 
pooy Billing.) 

Nebruka P.wer Com~ 1- 7 100 ------ ww._ .. - Iowa (Council Blull.) I 
pony Nebruk. (Omaha) 

Northwettern Electric 1- 4 99 __ ow. 1 Oreg.n (P.rtIand), 
Company Washington (Vancouver) 

Pacific Power and 1- I 98 , ... 2 WaJbington (WaUa Walla, Altori.) 
Light C.mpaoy ~ ........... - -~ .. -

Portland Gas and Coke 1- I 100 .. " Oregon (Portland) I 
Company W •• hingt.n (Vaneouver) 

Superior Water, Light 0.6- I 38 30 32 Wioconlin (Superior) 
and Power Company • TelCu Power and Light 1-10 100 ...... _ ... -- Te ... (Waco) I 

Company 
Wuhington Water 1-10 8S 

Power Company 
_w._ 10 5 WaJbington (Spokane) 

• "Other" meluda water and .team. 
t 1932 Iaat year for traDoponation, amount negligible. 

... 
N 
<:> 
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COMMONWEALTH AND SoUTHERN CoRPOIlA.'l'ION SVS'rEM 

Size Induttry 
( ... nge 01 

Tn.,... Location Subsidiary groll rev .. 
enue, in Electric Goa pom.· Other* 

millionl of (%01 (%01 lion (% .1 
doll"",) gr ... ) gr ... ) (%01 grOll) 

gr ... ) 

Alabmn. Power Com. 111-20 98 t I I Alabama (ADni.ton, Birmingham, Gad .. n, 
pany Mobile, Montgomery) 

Control Winoil Light 1-10 66 15 .... 9 lIIinoit (DeKalb, Pekin, Peoria, Springfield, 
Company Sycamore) 

Comnmell Power 10-30 16 23 -<-- 1 Michigan (Battle Creek, Bay City, Flint, 
Company Grand Rapidl, ]aclcaon, Kalamazoo, Lan. 

ling) 
Georgi>. Power Com· 10-30 19 1 11 1 Georgia (Atlanta, Augulta, ColumbUlI 

pan, Macon, Rome) 
Southern Indiana Goa 1- 4 66 18 12 • Indiana (Evanlville, Mount Vernon) 

and Electric Company 

• Include. hea.tlftg, water, and Ice revenuc. 
i Ga.!! propertie. sold during 1929, when gas revenuc amounted to 1 per cent of grose. 



,...., -t ....... 

ENGINEERS PuBuc SERVICE CoMPANY SvsnM 

Size 
(range of 

SubJidiary g"""rev-
enue, in Electric 

million. of (%of 
dollan) g...,..) 

Batao Rouge Electric 0.1- I 64 
Company 

EI P... Electric Com. 1- 4 78 
pany 

Key Welt Electric Com· 0.3- 0.1 100 
",ny 

Ponce EI.ctric Company 0.1- 0.4 100 
Puget Sound Power and 10-20 83 

Light Company 
Savannah Electric and 1- 3 82 

Power Company 
Virginia Electric and 10-20 67 

Power Company 

• Revenue from bridge over Rio Grande. 
tSt_ heat. 

lndwtry 

T_ Location 
Gat p ...... Other 

(%of nOD (%of 
grOll) (%of IIr .. ) 

gr .. ) 

25 9 2 Louiliona (Baton Rouge) 

- J9 3· T""u (EI Paso, Van Honi) I New Mexico 
(Hilllboro, L .. Cru",,) 

- - - Florida (Key We .. ) 

- -- - Porto Rico 
I II st WoohingtoD (Olympia, Soattle) 

_ .. II _. Georgia (Savannah) 

6 26 1 Virginia (Norfolk, Richmond, Suffolk); 
North Carolina (Colu&bia, Plymouth) 
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